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Abstract
Streptococcus pneumoniae typically resides asymptomatically within the respiratory tract,
sinuses and nasopharynx of healthy carriers. However, for children, the elderly, or
immunocompromised individuals, S. pneumoniae is the cause of considerable morbidity
and mortality globally. Many of the pathologies caused by this organism are associated
with the surface adhered microbial communities known as biofilms. Biofilms of the S.
pneumoniae clinical isolate 22F ST433 have been observed to rapidly exhibit parallel
evolution with mutations to the RNA polymerase (RNAP) subunit d gene rpoE repeatedly
occurring. All rpoE mutants displayed a Small Colony Variant (SCV) morphology; this
phenotype is associated with carriage and disease states in S. pneumoniae, and therefore
improved understanding of biofilm formation may be key to reducing the burden of disease
of this pathogen. The rpoE mutations within the SCV population are heterogenous, ranging
from single nucleotide polymorphisms to large-scale deletions of the C-terminal domain of
RpoE. As a result of these mutation SCVs display significant altered phenotypes relative to
the 22F wild-type including metabolic changes, reduced virulence and increased biofilm
formation. However, these changes are likely to be due to altered RpoE function rather
than a complete loss as we also observed that SCVs were phenotypically distinct from a
complete rpoE knock-out. Alteration to, rather than loss of RpoE function within SCVs is
supported by our observations that for several important characteristics, including biofilm
formation, the magnitude of the phenotypic change correlates to the length of the Cterminal domain of RpoE. Phenotypic differences between the 22F wild-type and SCVs are
therefore likely to be due to the C-terminal domain’s roles in RNAP-d-DNA interactions,
the positioning of RNAP within gene promoter regions and open complex formation where
C-terminal domain length is likely to be an important factor for RpoE function. Differences
observed between SCVs and rpoE KO are likely due to the conserved N-terminal domain
of the SCVs, which we predict to have DNA binding and enzymatic activity, and the
complete loss of which causes dysregulation. These findings further highlight the diversity
that can be generated within even single species biofilms and the mechanisms through
which S. pneumoniae RpoE functions.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

A typically encapsulated, Gram-positive, commensal bacteria, Streptococcus pneumoniae
generally grows as pairs or chains of cells (Alonso De Velasco et al., 1995). Pneumococcal
carriage normally occurs through asymptomatic colonisation of the nasopharynx where it
forms biofilms. The transition to a disease state by S. pneumoniae is a rare occurrence
(Weiser, 2010). However, S. pneumoniae has the potential to cause a wide range of
pathologies, including otitis media (OM), chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS), pneumonia,
bacteraemia, and meningitis (Hava et al., 2003) and is responsible for considerable
morbidity and mortality.
While typically carried asymptomatically, the Gram-positive pathogen Streptococcus
pneumoniae is responsible for approximately 300,000 deaths per year globally in children
under the age of 5 (Wahl et al., 2018). S. pneumoniae also exerts a significant burden of
morbidity and mortality upon adults, particularly the elderly (Drijkoningen and Rohde,
2014). Amongst adults, the elderly are the most impacted demographic; however those
with dysfunctional spleens, cirrhosis of the liver (Bogaert et al., 2004) and compromised
immune systems also exhibit increased likelihoods of pneumococcal disease (Szabo et al.,
2015; WHO, 2007). Non-lethal S. pneumoniae infections also place a significant burden
upon healthcare systems. OM is the most common cause for children to see a doctor in the
USA, where the majority of children will require at least one visit to a doctor due to OM
(Klein, 2000).
The burden of pneumococcal infections upon health care systems is highlighted by the
economic cost of these infections. In the USA, OM is responsible for annual costs of $5
billion (Kaplan et al., 1997), while expenditure on pneumonia is measured in 10’s of
billions of dollars per year in the USA alone (Marrie, 1994).
The considerable burden of S. pneumoniae on human populations and its low infection rate
are reconciled through the extremely high carriage prevalence of this organism. Carriage
rates of 60% in children under 5 are recorded (Allegrucci et al., 2006). In developing
nations, carriage prevalence may be as high as 95% in children under the age of 3 and up
20

to 40% in adults (Lloyd-Evans et al., 1996; Usuf et al., 2014). Colonised individuals are
likely to carry multiple strains and serotypes of S. pneumoniae simultaneously (BlanchetteCain et al., 2013).
Currently, the transition between carriage and disease states by S. pneumoniae is poorly
understood. Both states are associated with biofilms and therefore understanding the
evolutionary processes and accompanying phenotypic changes within biofilms is likely to
be key to determining the factors that cause the transition from carriage to disease and
therefore be targets for reducing the burden of morbidity and mortality of this organism.
S. pneumoniae is able to rapidly generate genetic diversity, which facilitates swift
exploitation of microbial niches and adaptation to changing environmental conditions and
antimicrobial measures including vaccination programs (Andam and Hanage, 2015; Boles
et al., 2004; Jefferies et al.). The increasing levels of antibiotic resistance and vaccine
escape observed in S. pneumoniae reinforce the need for greater understanding of the
evolutionary mechanisms involved to ensure that effective medical interventions remain
viable in the future (Lynch and Zhanel, 2005; Lynch and Zhanel, 2010; McGee et al.,
2001; Picazo, 2009).
Bacteria in biofilms accumulate mutations more rapidly than planktonic cultures (Conibear
et al., 2009), and it is increasingly observed that a portion of these mutations occur in a
repeatable manner through parallel evolution (mutations to the same gene observed in
across multiple independent experiments) (Churton et al., 2016; Churton, 2014; Cooper et
al., 2014; McElroy et al., 2014). Parallel evolution within S. pneumoniae 22F ST433
biofilms resulting in the production of small colony variants (SCVs) has been observed
over time periods as short as 3 days. All 12 of the SCVs sequenced displayed mutations to
the gene rpoE and increased biofilm formation. Biofilms are associated with many S.
pneumoniae pathologies and therefore the parallel evolution of rpoE within biofilms is
likely to be relevant to the clinical outcomes of these pathologies. The mechanisms and
impacts of parallel evolution of rpoE are not yet fully understood. In this PhD project, the
aims are to explore the phenotypic changes caused by rpoE mutations, determine whether
these changes are likely to impact on the virulence of the mutants and investigate the
mechanism through which these changes occur (Churton et al., 2016).
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1.1 Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccines and the Relevance of 22F
Pneumococcal conjugate vaccines (PCV’s) have been successful in reducing
pneumococcal disease and are effective at reducing the incidence of S. pneumoniae
biofilm-related pathologies (Ben-Shimol et al., 2014; Gisselsson-Solen et al., 2015).
However, the evolutionary arms race, known as Red Queen dynamics, leads to rapid to
replacement of vaccine serotypes by non-vaccine serotypes. This dynamic ensures that new
serotypes of S. pneumoniae take the place of those counteracted by the PCV vaccines such
as pneumococcal conjugate vaccine 7 (PCV7) which is active against serotypes 4, 6B, 9V,
14, 18C, 19F and 23F or the enhanced pneumococcal conjugate vaccine 13 (PCV13) which
adds the additional serotypes 1, 3, 5, 6A and 19A (Chang et al., 2015; Cremers et al., 2015;
Hanage et al., 2011; Jefferies et al., 2011). In the UK, following the introduction of PCV7
in 2006, increases in 22F prevalence were observed between 2006 and 2008/2009 in
meningitis cases (Pichon et al., 2013) prompting investigation of this serotype (Churton et
al., 2016). Similarly, carriage data observed an increase in the prevalence of 22F from
2006/2007-2009/2010, however in subsequent years 22F diminished in carriage prevalence
in the Southampton, UK (Devine et al., 2017). Beyond the UK, the ongoing importance of
22F as a globally relevant serotype is underlined by the increased prevalence of S.
pneumoniae 22F following vaccination programmes. A review of pneumococcal serotype
distributions focussed on publications between March 2014 and March 2015 found the
prevalence of 22F to be ≤ 11.3 % in children under the age of 7 and ≤ 6.0 % for adults
over the age of 65 (Cui et al., 2017). In Canada, following the implementation of PCV13,
22F became one of the most prevalent serotypes (increasing from 6 to 11% of isolates in
2014) alongside increased antibiotic resistance profiles, with majority of isolates being
ST433 (Demczuk et al., 2017; Golden et al., 2015). Increases in the prevalence of 22F have
also been observed in other nations that have introduced PCV vaccinations such as PCV13
in Denmark (Slotved et al., 2016) and PCV10 in Brazil (Caierao et al., 2014). Furthermore,
globally 22F is responsible for some of the highest rates of paediatric invasive
pneumococcal disease for non PCV13 serotypes (Balsells et al., 2017). To the best of the
authors knowledge are no direct studies of 22F virulence. This project aims to discern
whether the mutations observed in SCVs impact the virulence of 22F. The trend of
increased prevalence of 22F serotypes following the introduction of PCV’s and the
propensity of S. pneumoniae to mutate demonstrates the necessity of understanding the
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evolutionary processes of S. pneumoniae 22F. This project focuses of 22F ST433 due to its
local and global relevance and our observations of increased biofilm formation by small
colony variants of this strain. Further phenotypic characterisation, determination of
virulence and exploration of potential mechanisms will improve understanding of this
serotype (Churton et al., 2016).

1.2 Biofilm Pathologies of S. pneumoniae
Biofilms are defined by Hall Stoodley et al (2009) as “surface-associated microbial
communities surrounded by an extracellular polymeric substance matrix”. Biofilms protect
their inhabitants from host responses, antibiotic treatment and are often associated with
chronic disease (Hall-Stoodley and Stoodley, 2009). These protective features ensure that
biofilm-based infections are challenging to treat, often requiring intensive therapies to
clear.
S. pneumoniae is able to colonise a broad range of tissues which is reflected in the tissues
infected during biofilm pathologies. Biofilm infections include OM where biofilms form
within the eustachian tube (Hoa et al., 2009), CRS which involves biofilm formation on the
sinus mucosa and similar to OM is one of the most common diseases in the USA
(Sanclement et al., 2005; Sanderson et al., 2006) and pneumonia during which cellular
aggregates similar to biofilm have been observed within the lung (Chao et al., 2014)
(Moscoso et al., 2009). Endotracheal tubes are also known to facilitate biofilm formation
enabling re-emergence of infection following clinical intervention (Bauer et al., 2002).
SCVs with their increased biofilm formation characteristics are likely to be relevant to
these infections.
The prevalence of S. pneumoniae biofilm pathologies varies across demographics. OM is
generally found in infants, with the greatest incidence of infections between 6 and 24
months. CRS is commonly found within adults, while the elderly are the principal risk
group for pneumonia. Vaccination of children provides significant herd immunity for
populations (Jose et al., 2015).
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1.2.1 Otitis Media
OM is the best characterised biofilm related pathology of S. pneumoniae and is useful as a
case study in pneumococcal biofilm infection. OM occurs when nasopharyngeal bacteria
breach eustachian tube defences and colonise the middle ear. Usually the mucocillary and
immune defences of the Eustachian tube are highly effective at preventing colonisation and
infection utilising mucins, aquaporins, surfactants, and other antimicrobial measures
(Giebink, 1989). In a healthy adult, these mechanisms are able to maintain a sterile
environment within the Eustachian tube. However, colonisation occurs in infants or those
with compromised immune systems (Giebink, 1989).
It is likely that OM infections are due to biofilm infections. Studies of OM in children have
observed biofilms and cell aggregates formed of S. pneumoniae and Haemophilus
influenzae within the middle ear using multiple detection methods (Bakaletz, 2007; HallStoodley et al., 2006).
The pathology of OM presents in a variety of ways. However, acute OM is typically
characterised by fever and inflammation, but may also be accompanied by pus formation
within the middle ear. Chronic forms of OM also present with inflammation, but are more
likely to include effusion and viscous fluid behind the tympanic membrane (Qureishi et al.,
2014).
OM infections are often detrimental with a high potential for permanent loss of hearing,
particularly where access to medical care is limited (Klein, 2000). Loss of hearing has
profound effects on the development of speech, language and cognitive ability which may
have ramifications for the rest of the child’s life (Coticchia et al., 2013).
Numerous risk factors are known to increase the likelihood of an OM infection. Males are
more likely to contract an infection, as are those who belong to certain ethnic groups.
Those who contract an OM infection within the first six months of their lives are more
likely to have severe and recurrent OM, as are those with respiratory mucosa allergies, or
immune deficiencies such as AIDs, or co-infections with certain viruses. Congenital
defects such as a cleft palate or eustachian tube dysfunction also contribute to a greater
likelihood of disease; even the diet of infants affects the incidence of OM (Timby et al.,
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2015). The mechanisms through which S. pneumoniae causes these impacts in OM and
other infections are mediated through virulence factors that are detailed below.

Figure 1: Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) of a biofilm from the ear biopsy of
a child suffering from chronic OM. S. pneumoniae are stained red. Adapted from (HallStoodley et al., 2006).

1.3 Virulence Factors
Virulence factors are the key features, and related behaviours that enable the pathologies
described in 1.2. Virulence factors determine the ability of S. pneumoniae to colonise the
host, resist or escape the immune response, extract nutrients, and facilitate the mechanisms
through which S. pneumoniae damages its host. S. pneumoniae utilises a range of virulence
factors to achieve successfully colonisation of the nasopharynx and succeed as an
opportunistic pathogen in many tissues. Expression of virulence factors varies between
host tissues, serotypes and colony variants (Hava et al., 2003; Orihuela et al., 2004). While
this section focuses only on the biological factors that impact virulence, it should also be
noted that environmental conditions such as high temperature and airborne dust also
significantly impact S. pneumoniae virulence (Jusot et al., 2017).
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1.3.1 Capsule
One of the most significant virulence factors of S. pneumoniae is the polysaccharide
capsule which shields it from the host immune system. Encapsulated strains have been
found to be more than 105 fold more virulent than non-encapsulated strains and enzymatic
removal of the capsule has been shown to reduce the virulence of S. pneumoniae (Alonso
De Velasco et al., 1995; Avery and Dubos, 1931; Hyams et al., 2010; Kim and Weiser,
1998; Watson and Musher, 1990). The capsule is formed from polysaccharides, teichonic
and lipoteichonic acids as shown in Figure 2 (Di Guilmi and Dessen, 2002).
Capsule production is governed by the cps locus. This locus is highly diverse, with at least
97 known capsule serotypes (Geno et al., 2015; Kadioglu et al., 2008). The principal genes
within this locus are cpsA-D which are found in almost all serotypes; however, other genes
and mechanisms play important capsule production roles in subsets of serotypes. For
instance, serotype 18C capsule expression can be controlled through a point mutation
within cps, while serotype 3 produces its capsule in a synthase-dependant manner
(Schaffner et al., 2014).
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Figure 2: The structure of S. pneumoniae cell wall. The cell wall of S. pneumoniae consists
of 3 layers. The base layer is formed by the cell membrane which is linked to a
peptidoglycan layer through lipoteichonic acids (LTAs, displayed in green) which are
themselves anchored in to the cell membrane through C-terminal fatty acyl groups
(displayed as red circles). Located within the periplasmic space between the cell membrane
and the peptidoglycan layer are penicillen-binding proteins which are able to interact with
the peptidoglycan layer while being anchored to the cell membrane by a N-terminal
transmembrane helix. Similarly the pneumococcal surface antigen (PsaA) is anchored to
the cell membrane through an LXXC motif. The peptidoglycan layer contains teichonic
acids (TAs), and choline-binding domains (CBD, orange circles) The CBD bind the TAs
and LTAs to the peptidoglycan layer. The polysaccharide coat is formed of sugars, and
hyaluronate lyase (Hyl) which is bound to the peptidoglycan layer through an LPXTG
motif. Figure reproduced from (Di Guilmi and Dessen, 2002).
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An intact capsule is often advantageous for S. pneumoniae’s capability to reach the
nasopharynx. Without a capsule S. pneumoniae is more likely to become agglutinated
within the nasopharynx’s luminal mucus and become unable to reach the mucosal
epithelial surface of the nasopharynx where colonization and biofilm formation occur
(Nelson et al., 2007). While there are many capsule variants the purpose of the capsule as
a protective barrier is broadly the same. The capsule is generally 200-400 nm thick (Skov
Sorensen et al., 1988), and protects the cell from harm through masking of antigens which
enhances the ability of S. pneumoniae to evade the immune system (Kadioglu et al., 2008).
Opsonophagocytosis of S. pneumoniae is reduced by the capsule through its masking of
immunogenic cell surface structures which may be targeted by IgG or the iC3b and other
components of the complement pathway (Kadioglu et al., 2008). Additionally, the capsule
is highly charged under physiological conditions which inhibits phagocytosis, with more
negatively charged capsules providing greater evasion of the immune system (Lee et al.,
1991; Nelson et al., 2007). The capsule may also increase antibiotic tolerance inhibiting
cell lysis (Fernebro et al., 2004).
The capsule also plays a in S. pneumoniae survival in nutrient limited conditions. Capsule
deficient mutants are observed to display greatly reduced survival under nutrient limited
conditions (Hamaguchi et al., 2018). The capsule mediated increased survival under
nutrient limited conditions was shown to be to be independent of the genetic background
and the capsule complexity of the pneumococcal strain. During starvation the capsule is
consumed as an energy source. Resistance to starvation conditions may increase the
likelihood of transmission to a new host and thereby increase pneumococcal fitness
(Hamaguchi et al., 2018).
While the capsule provides many protective benefits, it is also metabolically costly and
inhibits many other pneumococcal activities, causing the capsule to be disadvantageous
under certain circumstances. The presence of a capsule can reduce growth rate, inhibit
colonisation of epithelial tissue and biofilm formation, all of which are important factors
for maintaining carriage within the nasopharynx (Domenech et al., 2012; Munoz-Elias et
al., 2008; Schaffner et al., 2014; Selinger and Reed, 1979). Encapsulated strains are less
able to perform cell surface interactions, or to penetrate epithelial cells (Talbot et al.,
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1996). Non-encapsulated strains of TIGR4 are able to reach cellular densities of 10 to 100fold greater compared to the wild type in a mouse model (Nelson et al., 2007).
The capability of non-encapsulated S. pneumoniae to colonise and cause disease is
highlighted by observations that 3-19 % of asymptomatic carriage isolates may be formed
of non-encapsulated strains (Keller et al., 2016). Non-encapsulated strains are associated
with both invasive and non-invasive disease, with particularly increased prevalence of noninvasive diseases such as OM and conjunctivitis. A potential mechanism for this may be
through replacement of capsule polysaccharide genes in the cps locus with genes such as
aliC, aliD and pspK introduced into the locus. The protein PspK is thought to increase
survival through increased adhesion. A putative mechanism for PspK increased adhesion
could be through support for the R1 region of the cell surface protein PspC (Andrade et al.,
2010; Keller et al., 2016; Park et al., 2012). A loss of capsule can also occur through
mutations to cpsE. In a serotype 18C clinical strain a cpsE mutation, believed to have
occurred in vivo during OM infection, abolishes capsule expression and enhances
colonisation (Schaffner et al., 2014).
The size of the capsule is also associated with the recombination frequency, with larger
capsules displaying an increased likelihood of recombination. Increased recombination was
also associated with increased carriage and diminished invasive potential (Chaguza et al.,
2016). This indicates that the adaptations by S. pneumoniae to interventions such as
vaccinations may be serotype dependant. An association between increased capsule size
and increased carriage has been observed with serotype replacement favouring serotypes
that utilise metabolically inexpensive polysaccharides (Weinberger et al., 2009). However,
capsule expression has also been associated with shedding and transmission of S.
pneumoniae, with reduced capsular polysaccharide expression has been associated with
diminished shedding and therefore reduced transmission (Zafar et al., 2017).
The trade-offs between the protection provided by a capsule and its inhibition of cell
surface interactions result in a complex and dynamic system that is constantly evolving.
Pneumococcal cells adapt to the fitness costs and benefits of a capsule and its thickness
depending on the prevailing environment and host factors. S. pneumoniae is able to adapt
to the changing environment through a mechanism known as phase variation. Through
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phase variation S. pneumoniae is able to alter its capsule between opaque and transparent
morphologies. The transparent morphology is more effective at colonisation, while opaque
variants are more virulent. The key changes in this dynamic are the levels of capsular
polysaccharide (which are 1.2-5.6 times greater in opaque variants) and teichonic acid
(which are 2.1-3.8 times higher in transparent variants) (Kim and Weiser, 1998; Li and
Zhang, 2019; Weiser et al., 1994). The effects of phase variation on capsule production are
accentuated under differing levels of oxygen. In in anaerobic conditions opaque variants
have been observed to increase capsule production by 5.2-10.6 fold, while transparent
variants are unaffected (Weiser et al., 2001). Through this reversible switching
S.pneumoniae is able to regulate its capsule expression to gain fitness advantages in
different host environments, with the aerobic nasopharynx favouring transparent variants
while the reduced oxygen concentrations (such as those found within the blood) favours
opaque variants (Weiser et al., 2001).

1.3.2 Pneumolysin
The 53 KDa thiol-activated toxin produced by the majority of S. pneumoniae strains,
Pneumolysin (Ply), is an important virulence factor. The most significant characteristic of
this toxin is its ability to cause the formation of pores in cholesterol containing cell
membranes resulting in lysis of the human cell and pro-inflammatory responses. However,
Ply also has extensive interactions throughout both S. pneumoniae and the human immune
system as shown in Table 1 (Boulnois et al., 1991; Hirst et al., 2004).
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Pneumolysin Activity
Inhibition of polymorphonuclear cell respiratory burst, random migration and
chemotaxis
Inhibition of mitogen-induce proliferation and antibody production by human
lymphocytes
Activation of both the classical and lectin complement pathways
Lysis of erythrocytes
Inhibition of ciliary beat of respiratory mucosa
Toxic to pulmonary alveolar epithelial cells
Stimulation of TNF-a and IL-1b production from human monocytes
Activation of phospholipase A2 in pulmonary endothelial cells
Separation of epithelial cell tight junctions
Initiates nitric oxide production form macrophages
Reduces ciliary beat frequency of cerebral ependymal cells
Induces production of IFN-g in spleen cells
Induces synthesis and release of IL-8 from neutrophils
Pneumolysin may play a key role in the transmission of S. pneumoniae through
promotion of inflammation and shedding events
Activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome
Activation of osmotic stress responses through p38-MAPK
Binding to the MRC-1 mannose receptor causing down regulation of inflammation in
airways

Table 1: The impacts of pneumolysin. Adapted from (Anderson and Feldman, 2017; Hirst
et al., 2004; McNeela et al., 2010; Ratner et al., 2006; Subramanian et al., 2019; Zafar et
al., 2017).

Ply mediated pore formation occurs in several stages. Initially, Ply monomers bind to the
surface of cholesterol in cell membranes, which are most likely at lipid raft micro domains
where cholesterol concentrations are high. Once a sufficient concentration (approximately
40 monomers) of Ply has accumulated, the monomers oligomerise to form a pore
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precursor, which undergoes conformational change to form a large pore within the cell’s
membrane leading to lysis of the cell (Taylor et al., 2013; Tilley et al., 2005).
In addition to cell lysis, Ply plays an important role in transmission of S. pneumoniae.
Through promotion of inflammation and shedding events (expelling of bacteria from the
body), transmission is increased, with non-pore forming mutants displaying diminished
levels of shedding events. Furthermore, increased shedding is associated with increased
inflammation (Zafar et al., 2017). In the serotype 2 strain D39 Ply has been shown to play
a central role in the inflammatory response to S. pneumoniae by the host. Immune cells
may be activated in a TLR4 independent mechanism through an IL-1b - IL-17A pathway,
resulting in activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome complex (Cho et al., 2018; McNeela et
al., 2010). Lysosomal damage to dendritic cells through the haemolytic properties of Ply
causes activation of NLRP3 leading to increases in pro-inflammatory cytokines,
particularly IL-1b (McNeela et al., 2010). This is supported by research in serotype 3 6303
where a diminished NLRP3 response due to aged macrophages in the elderly is indicated
to be a potential factor in the increased susceptibility of this demographic to S. pneumoniae
infection (Cho et al., 2018). However, a separate study involving serotype 3 6303 found
that NLRP3 may play a detrimental role in anti-pneumococcal activity, with Nlrp4 -/- mice
showing strongly increased host defences (van Lieshout et al., 2018). The sources for these
differences are currently unclear but may lie in the different backgrounds of the mice used,
with Cho et al using a BALB/c mouse model, while van Lieshout et al used C57BI/6 mice
which are known to possess different T helper cell backgrounds (Neill et al., 2012).
Beyond NLRP3 activity, Ply has been shown to promote inflammatory responses through
a range of mechanisms including host complement activation and promotion of the
immune response of by cells including neutrophils (Cockeran et al., 2001a; Cockeran et al.,
2001b), macrophages, monocytes (Houldsworth et al., 1994) and CD4+ T cells (Kadioglu
et al., 2004). Furthermore, the cytolytic activities of Ply can also induce immune responses
through osmotic stress sensing by epithelial cells through activation of p38 mitogenactivated protein kinase (Ratner et al., 2006).
Variations of Ply include variants without haemolytic properties particularly in serotype 1
ST306 and serotype 8 ST53 (Jefferies et al., 2007; Khan et al., 2014; Kirkham et al., 2006).
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Non-haemolytic pneumolysin (Plynh) is associated with higher bacterial loads and in
mouse models can result in greater mortality rates than haemolytic Ply (Khan et al., 2014).
Plynh induces a reduced immune response compared to Ply, with lower levels of IL-1β, IL6, CD4+ T cell induction, dendritic cell apoptosis, and IL-17A expressing memory CD4+ T
cells. This may in part be because Plynh is taken up less readily by dendritic cells than Ply
complemented by a reduced activation of the NLRP3 complex (Khan et al., 2014;
Witzenrath et al., 2011).
The capability for Plynh to induce a weaker immune response, which allows for greater
colonisation, may enable greater levels of invasive disease. This may be particularly
pertinent in the case of multi-serotype infection, where colonisation by a Plynh strain
established under a diminished immune response creates a suitable habitat for more
pathogenic strains. Furthermore, Ply allele swapping may create issues for PCV
vaccination programs with the current trend of increased serotype 3 sepsis and empyema
potentially due to acquisition of Plynh (Khan et al., 2014).
Further indications that pneumolysin may also play a role in biofilm formation has been
observed in Plynh serotypes. Non-haemolytic pneumolysin is commonly expressed in
serotypes 1 and 8, and has been observed to promote increased biofilm colonisation
densities and diminished immune response through reduced CD4+ T-cell proliferation and
Il-17 A activity (Khan et al., 2014; Shak et al., 2013).
Interestingly, Ply also plays a role in suppression of the immune response through binding
to the mannose receptor MRC-1which is principally expressed by macrophages and
dendritic cells (Subramanian et al., 2019). MRC-1 acts as a phagocytic receptor which
binds to microbial antigens such as those found on the capsule of S. pneumoniae. Dendritic
cells challenged by Ply knock outs in the serotype 4 T4R strain (T4R∆ply) produced
increased cytokine responses. Ply inhibits cytokine responses through binding of its 4th
domain directly to MRC-1 causing up-regulation of the cytokine repressor SOCS1.
Furthermore, Ply-MRC-1 binding also facilitates non-lysosomal pneumococcal
internalization (Subramanian et al., 2019).
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Although Ply is an important virulence factor for S. pneumoniae, it does not have an Nterminal secretion signal sequence (Walker et al., 1987). This led to the theory that there
was no active transport system to release Ply from S. pneumoniae cells, necessitating cell
lysis for Ply release thought likely to be mediated through LytA. However, has been
observed in the TIGR 4 strain that Ply may be exported through the SecY2A2 system,
without which its contact dependant activity is decreased by an order of magnitude
(Bandara et al., 2017). However, there is not yet evidence that this phenomenon occurs
widely across S. pneumoniae strains. Bandara et al also found that SecY2A2 is also
associated with biofilm formation with secA2 mutants displaying diminished biofilm
formation. Further evidence that Ply plays a role in biofilm formation comes from TIGR4
and D39 where ply knock out mutants have been observed to display reduced biofilm
formation (Bandara et al., 2017; Shak et al., 2013).

1.3.3 Cell Surface Proteins PspA and PspC
The cell surface proteins PspA and PspC provide additional protection for S. pneumoniae.
The importance of PspA for S. pneumoniae is demonstrated by its prevalence across
serotypes, with the PspA protein or pspA gene found in all of over 2000 examined strains
(Crain et al., 1990; Hollingshead et al., 2000; Vela Coral et al., 2001). PspA’s mechanism
of action is through interference of the C3 fixed complement pathway (Tu et al., 1999).
Inhibition of C3b deposition onto S. pneumoniae results in an incomplete alternative C3
complement pathway. Mutant strains with non-functional pspA display reduced virulence
through greater clearance from the blood of unimmunised mice when compared to wild
type pspA strains (Tu et al., 1999).
While PspA is variable between serotypes, antibodies have been shown to be cross
protective between serotypes in mouse models (Tart et al., 1996). Antibody responses
against PspA enable rapid clearance of S. pneumoniae from blood, which is why there has
been a concerted effort to develop effective vaccines against PspA. Vaccination against
PspA has been shown to reduce carriage, intratracheal infections, and sepsis in mice. Other
roles of PspA include inhibition of apolactoferrin and lactoferrin binding resulting in
reduced bactericidal activity (Shaper et al., 2004).
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PspC is a key factor in mucosal colonisation by S. pneumoniae, and immunisation against
PspC has been shown to protect against sepsis, promote systemic mucosal antibody, and
reduce nasopharyngeal carriage (Dave et al., 2004). In addition to its role in adherence to
mucosal tissue, PspC may also have roles in binding to nasopharyngeal, brain, and lung
tissue, and the invasion of tissue at these points (Ogunniyi et al., 2007).
Structurally similar to PspA, PspC is a choline binding surface protein. PspC is commonly
found throughout different strains with ~86% of strains containing a functional copy of the
gene pspC. PspC binds the phosphorylcholine of cell wall teichonic acids and the bacterial
TAs/LTAs that facilitates the adherence to, and colonisation of mucosal epithelial, lung,
and brain tissues. The mechanism of action of PspC is to bind glycoconjugates such as
sialic acid and lactotetraoses (Dave et al., 2004).
PspC also inhibits immune system activity by binding to C3 on activated epithelial cells,
and the secretory portion of IgA and Human Factor H (FH). Inhibition of secretory IgA
function is likely to cause multiple problems for the host as secretory IgA is required to
prevent microbial adherence, opsonise targets for macrophages and neutrophils, and
neutralise toxins (Dave et al., 2004).
FH is a protein that is involved in the protection of cells from the activation of the
alternative complement pathway by deactivating C3b bound to host cells before damage
can occur. FH and secretory IgA are both able to bind to PspC non-competitively, as FH
binds to the α helical domain of PspC, while IgA does not. Furthermore, it is thought that it
may be that the binding of FH to S. pneumoniae may impart some level of protection to S.
pneumoniae by aiding in evasion of the immune system (Dave et al., 2004).

1.3.4 NanA/B
NanA and NanB are neuramidases that are thought to be produced by all known clinical
isolates of S. pneumoniae (Kelly et al., 1967; O'Toole et al., 1971). NanA plays a
significant role in sepsis and colonisation through cleavage of terminal sugars on human
cells, thus facilitating adherence (Kadioglu et al., 2008; Manco et al., 2006). NanB is less
studied, but appears to have similar function to NanA in causing sepsis and both may be
involved in scavenging carbon sources from macromolecules (Manco et al., 2006).
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NanA/B are signal peptides that are exported from the cell; however, NanA also has a Cterminal domain, which is capable of anchoring it to the cell surface (Lock et al., 1988). S.
pneumoniae strains lacking NanA are less able to colonise the nasopharynx and middle ear.
Immunisation against NanA is effective at reducing colonisation by S. pneumoniae (Tong
et al., 2000). However, NanA mutants have not been observed to be significantly
diminished compared to wild-type when introduced through intravenously, intraperitoneal
or intratracheal routes (Orihuela et al., 2004). An explanation for this may be due to
NanA’s association with biofilm formation (Parker et al., 2009) this is consistent with
other studies that biofilm formation is crucial for persistence within the nasopharynx and
middle ear while intravenous routes of inoculation do not favour biofilm formation, but a
planktonic lifestyle within the blood.

1.3.5 Phase Variation
Phase variation is the process through which S. pneumoniae is able to alter its phenotype in
a reversible manner between two states. The ability to generate diversity within a
population through multiple phenotypes creates a stronger more resilient population better
able to fill niches (Wisniewski-Dye and Vial, 2008). Phase variation occurs more
frequently than spontaneous mutations, with phase variation occurring at frequencies
greater than 10-5 per cell per generation compared to spontaneous mutation rates of 10-6 to
10-8 per cell per generation (Wisniewski-Dye and Vial, 2008). Phase generation is a
widespread trait amongst bacteria, affecting traits as diverse as motility, pili synthesis, and
capsule production and virulence (Manso et al., 2014; Tan et al., 2016).
In S. pneumoniae, phase variation is most easily observed in transitions between opaque
and transparent phenotypes. The different phenotypes are important as they confer changes
to virulence, and the ability of the organism to colonise. Transparent phase variants
produce lower levels of capsule polysaccharides, and are able to colonise the nasopharynx
more readily, while opaque phase variants show a decreased ability to adhere to and
colonise the nasopharynx, but were also less easily cleared by phagocytes (Li and Zhang,
2019; Weiser et al., 1994).
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Improved adaptation by S. pneumoniae to clinically relevant conditions has been observed
in cases of acute OM, where there is generally a higher prevalence of the opaque phase
variants in the middle ear fluids (Arai et al., 2011). Opaque phase variants have been
observed to be more virulent highlighting the potential importance of phase variation in
clinical settings (Kim and Weiser, 1998). Duplications within the cps3D gene have been
found to increase the speed of phase switching (Waite et al., 2001) and this increased speed
of switching may allow the mutants to react more rapidly to environmental changes, and to
exploit them.

1.3.6 Carbohydrate Metabolism
S. pneumoniae possesses a broad carbohydrate dependant metabolism capable of
exploiting a wide range of substrates. This metabolic flexibility is supported by the
considerable portion of its genome committed to the use of these substrates (Tettelin et al.,
2001). The importance of carbohydrates to S. pneumoniae is further demonstrated by the
function of its membrane transporters, 30% of which are involved in carbohydrate uptake
(Paulsen et al., 2000) and are capable of importing 20-32 or more carbohydrates dependant
on the accessory genome present within the strain (Bidossi et al., 2012) .
Carbohydrate metabolism is controlled principally through the Catabolite Control
Repression (CCR) system, which is responsible for modulating sugar utilisation and
growth rate. CCR has been observed in the Gram-positive pathogen Listeria
monocytogenes to play a role in the regulation of virulence genes (Gilbreth et al., 2004;
Milenbachs et al., 1997).
In S. pneumoniae many of the genes involved in carbohydrate metabolism are also
associated with colonisation, invasive disease and pneumonia (Buckwalter and King,
2012). This is perhaps unsurprising, as the lack of environmental sugars within the
nasopharynx indicates that carbohydrates scavenged from host tissues are an important of
energy source for S. pneumoniae. Other sources of carbohydrate for S. pneumoniae may
include dietary sources such as plant-derived inulin (Buckwalter and King, 2012).
Alterations to the carbohydrate metabolism of S. pneumoniae are associated with biofilm
formation. During biofilm formation, S. pneumoniae’s metabolism is significantly altered
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with down regulation of glycolytic pathways and increased expression of carbohydrate,
pyruvate and arginine metabolism (Allan et al., 2014).

1.3.7 Hydrogen Peroxide
Pyruvate generated through carbohydrate metabolism is further catabolised through the
spxB pathway resulting in the production of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). S. pneumoniae
utilizes H2O2 to inhibit the growth of other respiratory tract bacteria (Pericone et al., 2000)
and damage host tissues through double strand DNA breaks (Rai et al., 2015). S.
pneumoniae produces H2O2 through the spxB pathway under aerobic growth conditions.
Mutants or knockouts of spxB are unable to kill competing organisms such as H.
influenzae, Moraxella catarrhalis, or Neisseria meningitidis (Pericone et al., 2000).
However, S. pneumoniae frequently reaches damaging or suicidal levels of H2O2 hindering
its growth (Regev-Yochay et al., 2007).
Hydrogen peroxide production has also been linked to mutations that cause phase variation
from semi-transparent to opaque (Ramos-Montanez et al., 2008) and permeant non-phase,
small colony variants (Allegrucci and Sauer, 2008) derived from biofilms. All of these
mutants displayed mutations to the gene cps19F. Quenching of H2O2 through the addition
of catalase or sodium thiosulfate considerably reduced the production of SCVs by biofilms,
while addition of H2O2 cause considerable increases in the production of SCVs, and
biofilm formation phenotypic traits (Allegrucci and Sauer, 2008). The strong association
between H2O2, virulence, SCV generation, and biofilm formation, indicate that it may play
a key role in understanding the generation of colony variants and the transition from
carriage to disease.

1.4 S. pneumoniae Biofilms
Bacteria have historically been studied in their planktonic form, however over the last 30
years, there has been increasing evidence to show that the majority of microbial life occurs
as surface attached, mostly immobile communities of bacteria called biofilms (Costerton et
al., 1995; Costerton and Stewart, 2001; Costerton et al., 1999; Hall-Stoodley et al., 2004).
Recognition of the importance of biofilms was championed by Bill Costerton whose
research led in the discovery that many infections are either fully or in part due to biofilm
growth (Bakaletz, 2007; Hoiby et al., 2015) with estimates that 60-80% of microbial
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infections are caused by biofilms (Moscoso et al., 2009; Wolcott and Ehrlich, 2008),
(WHO program announcements PA-03-047 and PA-06-537). Biofilms are observed to
display differences in metabolism and morphologies, while also exhibiting increased
tolerances to challenges from the environment, the immune system and antimicrobial
treatments.
The mechanisms through which a biofilm provide protection include higher population
densities, increased coordination of activities, and the production of extracellular matrix.
The extraordinary resilience exhibited by biofilms facilitates colonisation of a wide range
of ecological niches, overcoming the challenges required to survive in environments as
diverse as soils, and streams to hydrothermal vents (Brazelton and Baross, 2009), animals,
and even to thriving on the international space station (Costerton et al., 1999; Kim et al.,
2013). Fully understanding the behaviour and the adaptations made by S. pneumoniae
when forming biofilms will be vital to generating the necessary advances required to
adequately control this organism.

1.4.1 Biofilm Formation and Disease
There is contention as to whether biofilm formation and the biofilm lifestyle of S.
pneumoniae contributes towards its virulence. It has been observed that nasopharyngeal
biofilm resident S. pneumoniae are less virulent than their planktonic relatives or those that
disperse from biofilms (Marks et al., 2013; Sanchez et al., 2011). However, S. pneumoniae
biofilms are often found at sites of infections such as the Eustachian canal in OM
(Bakaletz, 2007), in chronic pathologies such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) (Vandevelde et al., 2014) and in the lungs of patients with cystic fibrosis, and
other conditions which may indicate a potential correlation between biofilm formation and
chronic infections (Lizcano et al., 2010; Munoz-Elias et al., 2008). When introduced intracranially to a murine model biofilm derived S. pneumoniae have been observed to be
significantly more virulent than planktonic bacteria, causing greater pneumonia and
meningitis. However, biofilm cells were less virulent when introduced intravenously, and
there was no significant difference observed during intra nasal challenge (Oggioni et al.,
2006).
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Conversely planktonic S. pneumoniae have also been observed to display increased
virulence and are more able to cause invasive disease than cells taken directly from a
biofilm (Marks et al., 2013). However, the authors have also observed that S. pneumoniae
biofilms undergo dispersal events which release clumps of cells and planktonic bacteria
into the wider nasopharynx environment. These dispersed bacteria display increased levels
of several virulence factors and altered phenotypes when compared to planktonic and
biofilm cells. The increased virulence resulted in greater internalization of the dispersed
planktonic bacteria into the epithelial cells (Marks et al., 2013). In addition to this,
dispersed planktonic bacteria displayed a decreased ability to colonise epithelial cells
compared to broth planktonic cells and biofilm cells (Marks et al., 2013). This evidence
indicates that typical biofilm inhabitants are less virulent, but that sub populations which
are naturally dispersed from biofilms may possess increased virulence.
Phase shifting is seen during the transition from biofilm bacteria to planktonic dispersed
populations. When populations of planktonic S. pneumoniae are grown in broth the
majority of cells display the opaque phenotype, while the majority of biofilm derived cells
exhibit a translucent phenotype. Planktonic dispersal variants displayed a greater
proportion of opaque cells than either the biofilm or broth grown planktonic cells (Marks et
al., 2013) and this may be a key factor in the increased virulence observed.
A model of diminished virulence for biofilm inhabitants is supported by data which
indicates that S. pneumoniae derived from biofilms are unable to cause invasive disease
(Sanchez et al., 2011). However, the methodology utilised in this set of experiments
involved growing cells on silicon tubes under continuous flow of fluid conditions (Sanchez
et al., 2011). The continuous flow of fluid would remove any virulent cells derived from
biofilm dispersal events. Furthermore, the conditions under which these cells were grown
are very different to those that S. pneumoniae would normally experience in the
nasopharynx and so it is perhaps unsurprising that pneumococcal cells which are adapted
to an unnatural flow cell environment are poorly suited to invading mouse epithelial tissue
(Sanchez et al., 2011). The importance of the conditions under which S. pneumoniae are
grown has been made clear by observations of major phenotypic differences between cells
grown on different materials (Marks et al., 2012a).
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The loss of capsule expression that many S. pneumoniae biofilm isolates exhibit (Moscoso
et al., 2006) leaves the bacteria vulnerable to opsonophagocytosis and therefore likely to be
less virulent (Hyams et al., 2010; Nelson et al., 2007). Additionally, mutants that do not
produce capsule polysaccharides have been shown to be the strongest biofilm producers
(Moscoso et al., 2006).
However, the increased resistance to antibiotics displayed by S. pneumoniae biofilms
enables greater survival during antimicrobial treatments which creates a reservoir of
increasingly antibiotic resistant bacteria that are able to rapidly recolonize an area (Marks
et al., 2012a). This recolonizing population is then able to disperse virulent planktonic cells
from the biofilm potentially leading to invasive disease.
In summary, it is likely that the biofilm lifestyle provides a reservoir of reduced virulence
bacteria that generate dispersal events which release virulent planktonic S. pneumoniae.
While some evidence may question this model, deviations may be explained through the
unusual route of infection (intra-cranial) that would not normally occur, or may be
potentially linked to the manipulation of competence stimulating peptide (CSP) levels at
the time of infection (Oggioni et al., 2006). The biofilm lifestyle also rapidly generates
mutants, some of which display increased virulence traits (Conibear et al., 2009; Syk et al.,
2014). Therefore, whether biofilms can be considered pathogenic may be a matter of
semantics as although the majority of a biofilm population may be considered non-virulent,
the biofilm environment provided by these same cells enables the generation of the
pathogenic sub populations of S. pneumoniae which are able to invade human tissues.
Furthermore, the invasive cells generated by these mechanisms must be part of the biofilm
prior to dispersal events and therefore the case can be made that S. pneumoniae in biofilms
cannot be considered wholly non-invasive as indicated by some observations (Gilley and
Orihuela, 2014), but also that the majority of cells are likely to have reduced virulence
compared to planktonic broth derived cells.
The literature highlights the importance of studying biofilm variants and how a greater
understanding of these variants may be key to combatting invasive pneumococcal disease
through enhanced targeting of virulent sub populations of biofilm populations to remove
the most virulent sub populations. Furthermore, novel S. pneumoniae virulence factors are
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still being discovered including those that link biofilm formation and pathogenesis (Cuevas
et al., 2017). This research highlights the importance of studying biofilms and their role in
S. pneumoniae infections.

1.4.2 Formation and Development of Biofilms
S. pneumoniae biofilm formation occurs through the combination of several mechanisms.
The classical model of biofilm formation involves a single cell attaching to a surface and
reproducing to produce a population capable of coordinating its behaviour to build a
biofilm. The transition from the planktonic lifestyle to that of a sessile biofilm community
is driven by changes in gene expression, and signalling molecules, and can be broadly
broken down into several stages depending on the organism (Sauer et al., 2002).
Initially a cell adheres to a surface through electrostatic forces, similarities in
hydrophobicity and van der Waals forces. During this attachment stage the process is
reversible, with the cell able to detach itself and regain a planktonic lifestyle (Marshall et
al., 1971). Bacterial cells at this stage exhibit only very minor quantities of extracellular
matrix and may be motile through pilus twitching or gliding (O'Toole and Kolter, 1998).
After several hours of this stage the cell becomes irreversibly attached (Marshall et al.,
1971).
Irreversible attachment occurs as cell clusters start to form, with multiple bacteria bound to
both each other and the surface, while a greater volume of matrix is produced. As the
population density increases, quorum sensing systems become active. Quorum sensing
systems allow bacteria to sense the concentrations of various molecules related to
population size and density, which will be explored in more detail.
As the biofilm matures, further layers are formed, resulting in waste and nutrient gradients.
As maturation progresses, additional quorum sensing systems are activated (Sauer et al.,
2002). Within this stage, formation of cell clusters known as microcolonies occurs
(Klausen et al., 2003a). Biofilm structures such as water channels form and growth
continues until the maximum thickness is achieved. At this growth stage the biofilm
morphology may now have large tower or mushroom like structures (Sauer et al., 2002;
Stoodley et al., 2002). The final stage of the biofilm phenotype is that small parts of the
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biofilm now disperse either as small chunks of biofilm or as individual planktonic cells.
These cells can seed biofilm formation elsewhere, and for S. pneumoniae may be
considerably more virulent than their parents (Marks et al., 2013; Stoodley et al., 2002).
As the biofilm forms and matures, colony variants are produced creating heterogeneity
even in biofilms produced from a single initial colonising cell. These sub populations of
colony variants can have very different phenotypes to the wild-type parental strain. These
phenotypes can play clinically important roles if they display increased biofilm formation
or virulence (Churton et al., 2016; Syk et al., 2014).
As explained previously, one of the most important factors for the level of biofilm
production is the presence of a capsule. The presence or absence of a capsule can mask
multiple other factors that impact biofilm production, with certain receptors, sugars and
proteins unable to extend past a thick capsule, and therefore unable to engage in
extracellular interactions (Munoz-Elias et al., 2008). There are 97 known capsule serotypes
of S. pneumoniae (Geno et al., 2015; Henrichsen, 1995) and each of the different serotype
capsules will have different binding properties, and thicknesses. However, generally,
capsule expression results in a 30-60% reduction in biofilm formation (Moscoso et al.,
2006). Recognition of parallel evolution of mutants that have altered capsule expression
may be important for future vaccine design, as if it is also possible to target capsule
switching then it may reduce capsule-based vaccine escape.

1.4.3 Biofilm Structure and Physiology
The extracellular matrix of biofilm is made up of numerous components that vary on the
species, nutrient availability and stresses on the population. DNA, proteins,
polysaccharides, and non-cellular material, are common biofilm matrix components. S.
pneumoniae biofilms are able to form diverse structures dependant on the strains and
serotypes involved (Allegrucci et al., 2006). Structures formed vary from the construction
of distinct water channels, and large microcolonies (Allegrucci et al., 2006; Marks et al.,
2012b) to the formation of honeycomb like structure on polystyrene surfaces, and human
epithelial cells as seen in Figures 3 and 4 (Marks et al., 2012a; Moscoso et al., 2006;
Moscoso et al., 2009). Thin filaments bind cells to both intercellular matrix and to each
other (Moscoso et al., 2006), and void spaces that are likely to have been filled with water
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are observed through scanning electron microscopy(Marks et al., 2012a; Moscoso et al.,
2006; Moscoso et al., 2009).

Figure 3: Low temperature scanning electron microscopy of S. pneumoniae biofilm
structures. A) Honeycomb structures that S. pneumoniae biofilms form. B) Higher
magnification of biofilm of cell clusters from within the honey comb structure. Adapted
from (Moscoso et al., 2009).
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Figure 4: Scanning electron microscopy of S. pneumoniae D39 biofilms grown on NCIH292 human epithelial cells. A) 48hr biofilm formation on ciliated primary bronchial
epithelium with the typical honeycomb structure. B) 48hr biofilm formation on epithelial
substratum, here both honeycomb structures are visible, and the left hand portion of the
image is a tower structure C) 48hr biofilm formation on ciliated primary bronchial
epithelium at a lower magnification shows the biofilm tower structures, and water channels
D) 48hr biofilm water channel at a higher magnification. Adapted from (Marks et al.,
2012a)
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S. pneumoniae biofilm structures are dependent on the growth conditions under which they
are formed. Phenotypic differences are observed between those grown in vivo
environments such as human epithelial cells, rather than in vitro on a glass or polystyrene
surface (Moscoso et al., 2006). Furthermore, the same cells grown on the same surfaces
have been shown to display altered biofilm structures depending on the concentration of
substrates present (Klausen et al., 2003b; Wimpenny and Colasanti, 1997). These potential
sources for differences must be considered when comparing results from in vitro and in
vivo experiments. This is pertinent to the observations of SCVs and parallel evolution of
rpoE mutants across multiple experiments in S. pneumoniae 22F (Churton et al., 2016).
The SCV rpoE mutants were generated through biofilm growth on polystyrene plates. A
future avenue of research to be explored is whether the SCV mutations are in vitro specific
or are generated in more clinically relevant in vivo models, as the different conditions may
cause rpoE mutations to provide altered fitness selection.
Microcolonies are discrete growths of cells within a biofilm, often reproducing at a much
greater rate than close biofilm neighbours (Klausen et al., 2003a). This cluster of cells can
create conditions within itself which are very different to those experienced in the rest of
the biofilm with a lack of nutrients, and severe pH and oxygen gradients being typical (de
Beer et al., 1994; Sternberg et al., 1999; Stewart and Franklin, 2008).
These high stress conditions, the increased growth rate, and the greater cell density of the
microcolony can cause a significantly higher level of mutant cells to be produced by the
microcolony compared to the rest of the biofilm. In this way microcolonies can be seen as
an engine for evolution within biofilms, with 100 fold increased mutation rates than
planktonic cells (Conibear et al., 2009).
The fluid dynamics that a biofilm is exposed to also impacts on the structure of the biofilm
(Domenech et al., 2012). Where there is limited flow and therefore low shear stresses, a
biofilm may produce towers and mushroom shaped colonies. However, under significant
shear stresses, biofilm structures become elongated with the formation of filamentous
streamers with a larger ‘head’ attached to the substratum or other biofilm, and a
downstream ‘tail’ that moves around freely with the flow (Stoodley et al., 1999). Streamers
elongate over time, with their eventually being only single cells in chains at their tail tips.
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In addition to the formation of streamers, higher shear stresses may also result in stronger,
smoother, denser and more rigid biofilms being formed (Liu and Tay, 2001; Stoodley et
al., 1999). Microcolony structure is maintained under shear stresses, with each
microcolony attached to the substratum is able to move independently to shear forces with
void spaces between streamers allowing effective nutrient access (Stoodley et al., 1998). In
addition to structural changes there may also be changes to the metabolism of biofilms in
response to shear forces (Liu and Tay, 2001). S. pneumoniae predominantly colonises the
nasopharynx where any fluid flow and associated shear stresses are minor, however these
stresses should be considered when interpreting the results of experiments utilising flow
cell conditions.

1.4.4 Components of the Biofilm Matrix
The matrix of S. pneumoniae biofilms is formed by a broad range of materials with varying
concentrations and formulations dependent on the strain, environment and the available
substrates. This section provides a broad overview of the major biofilm structural
macromolecules including proteins, DNA, cellular detritus, and exopolysaccharides
(Flemming and Wingender, 2010). The diversity of structural material lends itself to the
heterogeneity of biofilm morphologies observed for different strains of S. pneumoniae
(Moscoso et al., 2006; Sutherland, 2001; Wimpenny and Colasanti, 1997).
Extracellular DNA is an important component of S. pneumoniae biofilms. A major source
of DNA within pneumococcal biofilms is released by S. pneumoniae lysis of cells. This
mechanism is mediated through LytA and LytC, with mutants for lytA, lytB and lytC
observed to form thinner biofilms (Moscoso et al., 2006). However, it has been argued that
LytA is not involved, and that stationary phase lysis is due to H2O2 mediated through spxB
(Regev-Yochay et al., 2007). Addition of LytA has been shown to disperse biofilms by as
much as 80% (Domenech et al., 2011). This may indicate that the lysis provided by LytA
is necessary to provide a portion of the material required for biofilm formation, or that
controlled lysis is required for the formation of the complex structures required for optimal
biofilm formation, but that excessive lysis is detrimental to biofilm formation.
Furthermore, addition of DNase 1 has been observed to reduce biofilm formation,
supporting the case for a role for DNA in biofilm structure (Moscoso et al., 2006).
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However, Moscoso et al’s observations are challenged by Munoz-Elias et al who were
unable to find a significant reduction in biofilm formation using a similar system (MunozElias et al., 2008). A possible explanation for the inconsistencies between the two groups
given is that the different media used by the groups resulted in differing quantities of DNA
being released through competence mechanisms (Moscoso et al., 2009). This highlights the
impact of environmental conditions on biofilm composition and is supported by
observations that different growth media can result in very different biofilm structures
(Klausen et al., 2003b). The importance of extracellular DNA in the biofilms has been
shown in several other species, such as P. aeruginosa (Yang et al., 2007) and E.coli
(Devaraj et al., 2015), and others which lends credence to the hypothesis that extracellular
DNA plays a role in S. pneumoniae biofilm structure (Flemming and Wingender, 2010).
Proteins constitute a major fraction of the EPS (Conrad et al., 2003; Frølund et al., 1996),
playing important roles in functions such as structural support, enzymatic functions, and
EPS modifications (Flemming and Wingender, 2010). Enzymes within the EPS play varied
roles, and some are able to break down macromolecules within the EPS, enabling a cell to
utilise the products for its own use, while others may act as virulence factors against a host.
A significant portion of EPS is formed of polysaccharides (PS). PS are large
macromolecules whose role in biofilm structures is to act as a binding agent, that holds the
biofilm together. PS does not appear to be biofilm specific; however, the level of PS
production can significantly differ from levels found in planktonic species. In addition, the
concentrations of different PS vary throughout the biofilm itself (Sutherland, 2001). The
quantity of PS produced by a biofilm is thought to be dependent on substrate composition,
concentration and environmental conditions (Sutherland, 2001; Wrangstadh et al., 1990).
PS are also thought to play a major role in maintaining biofilm structure hydration through
their ability to bind high volumes of water, inhibiting desiccation (Sutherland, 2001).
PS may also play a role in reducing infection or infiltration by bacteria such as
Bdellovibrio. If an invading cell is unable to produce appropriate enzymes to degrade the
PS then it may be unable to effectively penetrate into the biofilm and prey upon its
constituent cells (Sutherland, 2001). Many bacteriophage produce PS degrading enzymes,
so it may also be the case that EPS provides a protective role against bacteriophage
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(Hughes et al., 1998). The high level of variation in concentrations of all the constituents of
biofilm matrix ensures that there is a high level physiologically heterogeneity (Stewart and
Franklin, 2008) this heterogeneity provides ample opportunity for colony variants to
evolve and dominate biofilm niches.

1.4.5 Biofilm-Associated Changes to Transcriptomic and Proteomic
Expression
S. pneumoniae undergoes significant changes in gene expression when adapting to
different environments. The transition between planktonic and biofilm lifestyles reflects
this with major alterations to the expression of virulence factors and their regulators
observed (Allan et al., 2014; Munoz-Elias et al., 2008; Oggioni et al., 2006). Over 80% of
proteins studied in S. pneumoniae have been observed to display altered expression
profiles when growing as biofilms. These changes in expression further alter during
maturation of the biofilm with significant differences between 1 and 7 day old biofilms
(Allan et al., 2014). Interestingly there are similarities in the expression profiles of
planktonic bacteria and 7 day old biofilms, with many of the changes in expression
between planktonic and biofilms at 24 hours reversing following growth for a further 6
days (Allan et al., 2014). It has also been observed that S. pneumoniae biofilms display
increased expression of proteins related to amino acid and sugar metabolism, and this
increased expression is apparent in both 1 and 7 day biofilms (Allan et al., 2014).
Bacterocin transporters were up-regulated in 7 day biofilms, as was the virulence factor
pyruvate oxidase. The stress protein gls24 was up-regulated in both 1 and 7 day biofilms
(Allan et al., 2014). These large changes in expression profiles are supported by Allegrucci
et al who observed that S. pneumoniae biofilms display a 59.4 fold greater level of the
virulence gene nanA than a planktonic control, and a 15.8 fold increase in the virulence
regulator mgrA. Beyond the changes in virulence factors, the transition from the planktonic
to biofilm lifestyle results in the expression of over 700 proteins not observed in the
planktonic state (Allegrucci et al., 2006).
Large differences in S. pneumoniae gene expression profiles have also been observed
between tissue and blood infections in a mouse model. S. pneumoniae biofilm, brain, and
lung tissue samples displayed broadly similar gene expression profiles, however the gene
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expression observed from blood samples significantly differed, displaying characteristics
more similar to those observed in planktonic culture (Oggioni et al., 2006).
The levels of change observed in genomic and proteomic expression are not dissimilar to
those of other species, a review of this topic found that during biofilm formation levels of
expression may be altered for 50% of the proteome when compared to planktonic bacteria
as shown below (Stewart and Franklin, 2008).

Figure 5: Alterations in gene expression undergone by S. pneumoniae during tissue
colonisation and biofilm growth.The fold changes in gene expression are shown for
virulence genes, and regulators during growth in different tissues, and media. Adapted
from Oggoni et al (Oggioni et al., 2006).
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The significant alterations in gene expression in the transition from the planktonic to
biofilm lifestyle is likely accompanied by a shift in the evolutionary pressures, creating a
suitable environment for the evolution of colony variants. These evolutionary pressures are
amplified through the heterogeneous nature of biofilms creating environmental niches in
which variants can out compete the parent strain.

1.4.6 The Importance of Positioning Within the Biofilm
Biofilms are heterogeneous with gradients of many nutrients, wastes, and biofilm
structures combined with colony variants and potentially different species competing for
resources. The result of this is that many bacteria have developed methods to better
position themselves within the biofilm in order to gain fitness advantages. This means that
growth rate of an organism does not automatically indicate an organisms dominance within
the biofilm, as a slower growing colony variant or competitor species may be able to
manoeuvre more effectively, and colonise the surface or another niche of the biofilm
thereby gaining greater resources (Kim et al., 2014).
Kim et al have observed this phenomenon in P. fluorescens mucoid rsmE mutants. The
rsmE mutants were observed to dominate biofilms through the use of improved spatial
structuring and thus were able to better access oxygen (Kim et al., 2014). The pressures of
positioning ensure that parallel evolution of mutations to rsmE occurred across all 565
mucoid cell colony variants from multiple experiments.
In P. aeruginosa biofilms, sessile bacteria may form microcolonies which through rapid
proliferation are able to reach towards the surface of the biofilm and potentially a more
desirable habitat. Other P. aeruginosa are more motile and are able to exploit this motility
to relocate, using twitching motions to move over microcolonies to colonize the more
nutrient rich surface (Klausen et al., 2003a).
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1.4.7 Role of Autoinducers, Quorum Sensing, Diffusion Sensing and
Efficiency Sensing in S. pneumoniae Virulence and Biofilm
Development.
Quorum sensing is the phenomenon where microbes release signalling autoinducer
molecules and react to the level of this molecule in the environment using specific
receptors. Once an autoinducer reaches a threshold concentration then expression of genes
associated to it are induced (Parent et al., 2008; Swofford et al., 2015). This phenomenon
has been observed in many species including S. pneumoniae where it plays a key role in
competence and biofilm formation (Galante et al., 2015; Tomasz, 1965).
Biofilms are an ideal environment for the production of autoinducers, as bacterial cell
densities within the matrix are likely to be higher than planktonic culture. Furthermore,
within a biofilm, diffusion rates are likely to be reduced, increasing the likelihood that
autoinducer threshold concentrations are reached. Clonal microcolonies also ensure that
highly similar cells are spatially close, aiding in the stimulation of autoinducer related
behaviours such as competence.
S. pneumoniae has several quorum sensing systems associated with biofilm behaviours.
These include BlpABCSRH, CSP/ComABCDE, and LuxS/ Autoinducer 2 (AI-2) systems
(Galante et al., 2015). Both CSP/ComABCDE, and LuxS/AI-2 are important pathways for
biofilm formation with deletions to either of these systems resulting in significantly
inhibited biofilm formation. The blp gene cluster is responsible for bacteriocin production
(Vidal et al., 2011).
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Figure 6: Structures of S. pneumoniae auto inducers. A) Autoinducer 2 structure adapted
from Ferderle et al (Federle, 2009) B) BlpC. As far as the author is aware BlpC has yet to
be structurally solved. The structure shown is a structure prediction made through the
Raptor X structure prediction server (see Chapter 2 for methods) using the D39 genome
CP000410.1 (Lanie et al., 2007) C) Competence stimulating peptide 1 structure adapted
from Johnsborg et al (Johnsborg et al., 2006).
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Competence stimulating peptide (CSP)/comABCDE quorum sensing system is S.
pneumoniae’s most studied quorum sensing system. Primarily involved in competence for
transformation (Straume et al., 2015) CSP has also been shown to be an essential factor for
biofilm formation with mutants unable to produce CSP also unable to produce biofilm
(Oggioni et al., 2006). However, biofilm formation function may be restored through
supplementation with exogenous CSP. The precursor to CSP (pre-CSP) is coded for by
comC and has several alleles, although the majority of serotypes utilise CSP1 or CSP2.
Pre-CSP is actively transported out of the cell, and it is during this transportation that preCSP is cleaved to CSP (Galante et al., 2015). Once CSP reaches a critical extracellular
concentration, detected through membrane histidine kinase ComD, phosphorylation of
ComE occurs (Galante et al., 2015; Martin et al., 2013) promoting further pre-CSP
production (Weyder et al., 2018).

Figure 7: An overview of the competence path way mediated through ComABCDE and
regulated by CSP. Competence proteins are now known to be found within the membrane.
Adapted from Weyder et al 2018 (Weyder et al., 2018).
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There are two known variants of CSP: CSP-1, and CSP-2, with the former being much
more common than the latter (Galante et al., 2015), and these variants interact with
different ComD proteins. CSP-1 is able to successfully bind to ComD1,3, and 4, while
CSP-2 is thought to only able to bind to ComD2. However, work is ongoing in the
investigation of the cross reactivity of CSP variants (Galante et al., 2015).
In addition to their promotion of biofilm formation, comABCDE genes and their products
are crucial to this organism’s ability to undergo genetic transformation, an integral trait of
S. pneumoniae that will be addressed later (Knutsen et al., 2004). ComE acts as a
transcription factor for not only comABCDE, but also comX and the positive feedback loop
of CSP works to ensure that all cells reach a competent state simultaneously (Tovpeko and
Morrison, 2014).
The Lux S/AI-2 quorum sensing system is present in numerous bacteria and is often
thought to be linked to sensing population density both within a single strain, but also
across different bacterial species (Pereira et al., 2013). Within S. pneumoniae, the Lux
S/AI-2 system also plays a role in biofilm formation. Work by Vidal et al supports the case
that AI-2 is responsible for initial attachment to surfaces, and plays a role in early biofilm
formation with reductions of up to 80% in biofilm formation for luxS mutants (Vidal et al.,
2011). Furthermore, S. pneumoniae luxS mutants have also been observed to display
reduced virulence in a mouse model, while colonisation of the murine nasopharynx was
found to be unimpaired in the luxS mutants, transition to the lung and blood was
diminished (Stroeher et al., 2003). Interestingly, in S. mutans it has been shown that the
addition of AI-2 induces 147-fold increases in gene expression of rpoE (Sztajer et al.,
2008). Gene knock-outs or rpoE mutants may therefore be less able to respond to the
stresses of high population densities and competitor species.

1.4.8 Biofilm Resistance to Antibiotics, Stresses and the Immune
System
Bacteria that have formed biofilm communities and structures are much more tolerant of
antibiotics and many other stresses than the same species in planktonic state. This
increased tolerance can require concentrations of antibiotics that are hundreds to thousands
of times more than would be required for eliminating the bacteria in the planktonic state
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(Anderl et al., 2000; Ceri et al., 1999; Stewart and Costerton, 2001). Biofilms also provide
protection for its inhabitants against the immune system, inhibiting clearance. It is when a
biofilm has fully matured with associated microcolonies, structures, and potentially water
channels that it is most resistant to antibiotics (Hoiby et al., 2010).
The inability of the immune system or medical intervention to eradicate biofilms enables
chronic biofilm infections to occur. A chronic infection is identified by inflammation, and
tissue damage at the site of infection, which differentiates it from asymptomatic
colonisation which may be neutral or symbiotic.
A significant contributor towards antibiotic tolerance within biofilms is the inherent
heterogeneity of cells, and microenvironments. There is a broad range of growth rates
within a biofilm, with some cells, particularly those in microcolonies dividing rapidly,
while other are dormant, non-dividing or very slow growing. Many antibiotics such as β
lactams target growing cells, and when prescribed alone are ineffective against dormant
persister cells (Wood et al., 2013), which are capable of growth after treatment has ceased.
In tandem with the diversity of cellular activity, there are also gradients of nutrients and
waste products within biofilms, which may interfere with drug activity.
Furthermore, biofilms promote variation through increased mutation rates within
microcolonies (Conibear et al., 2009). This increased diversity within biofilm populations
can protect against changing conditions through the principle of the insurance hypothesis
(Boles et al., 2004). In cystic fibrosis, hypermutable phenotypes of P. aeruginosa regularly
display mutations to DNA repair systems such as the DNA oxidative lesions repair system
in genes mutT, mutY, and mutM or in the miss match repair system genes mutS, mutL, and
uvrD. Furthermore, the oxidative stress within the biofilm is also thought to promote the
hyper mutation phenotypes observed in cystic fibrosis patients (Hoiby et al., 2010). The
increased level of mutation increases the likelihood that an antibiotic resistant strain of
bacteria will emerge, and a colony variant that spontaneously develops antibiotic resistance
is likely to thrive in a medical setting where that antibiotic may be a regular feature of its
environment.
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1.5 Evolution of S. pneumoniae
Evolution is the process through which organisms adapt to their environment through
heritable changes to the genome. S. pneumoniae displays remarkable flexibility in its
ability to evolve, and generate variant strains that exploit niches, escape the human
immune system, and change capsular serotype in response to vaccines (Andam and
Hanage, 2015; Jefferies et al., 2011).
This flexibility is facilitated through a large accessory genome and a pan-genome of DNA
available from related strains and species (Muzzi and Donati, 2011; Straume et al., 2015).
The non-essential accessory genome of S. pneumoniae results in differences of up to 30%
between strains. Different combinations of accessory genome are likely to contribute
towards the broad range of S. pneumoniae phenotypes observed. Furthermore S.
pneumoniae’s has the capability to undergo transformation, enabling it to acquire and
integrate DNA from different strains of S. pneumoniae and related species. A colonised
individual typically hosts multiple strains simultaneously and is likely to be carrying
hundreds of strain-specific genes during carriage (Andam and Hanage, 2015; Kilian et al.,
2014; Wyllie et al., 2014).
Transformation also enables rapid dissemination of genes that provide a fitness advantage
throughout S. pneumoniae populations and from populations of related species. S. mitis,
and S. oralis are thought to be responsible for the rapid generation and maintenance of
beta-lactam resistance throughout S. pneumoniae strains (Jensen et al., 2015). These three
streptococci share a common ancestor and it is thought that a shortage of hosts in ancient
human communities is likely to have caused divergence resulting in differing evolutionary
strategies (Kilian et al., 2008). The most striking differences, are between S. pneumoniae,
and S. mitis. S. mitis has lost many of its pathogenic properties that could challenge the
host, and gained greater genome stability (Kilian et al., 2014). Conversely S. pneumoniae
maintained its pathogenic potential, and retains greater genome plasticity (Kilian et al.,
2014). As a result, colonisation by S. mitis is less likely to be cleared by the human
immune system and lifelong colonisation is common, whereas S. pneumoniae’s prevalence
in children diminishes as the immune system develops and declines to low levels in healthy
adults. Colonisation by non-pathogenic commensals provides a constant reservoir of
genetic material for S. pneumoniae within the host that may provide genetic material that
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enhances survival within the host. However, in a single species system, generation of new
genes, or loss of function of current genes, can also cause these impacts and occurs through
mutation.

1.5.1 Sources of Mutation and Heterogeneity
Mutations occur through errors made by S. pneumoniae’s DNA replication, or failures in
repairing errors caused by exogenous sources. DNA may be damaged through exposure to
UV light or reactive oxygen species (ROS). Furthermore, several antibiotics are known to
cause an increased rate of mutation decoding errors during translation (Stevens et al.,
2011)
ROS play an important role in several S. pneumoniae systems such as signalling,
homeostasis and control of co-colonising bacteria. Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is the most
common ROS that S. pneumoniae is exposed to (S. pneumoniae produces near suicidal
levels of H2O2 as part of its aerobic metabolism through the enzyme SpxB). S. pneumoniae
is also deficient in many of the usual H2O2 regulation systems such as catalase, NADPH
peroxidase or OxyR that other bacteria use to counteract oxidative stresses. How S.
pneumoniae is able to withstand the oxidative stress without the protective mechanisms
that are utilised by other bacteria is still unknown (Hua et al., 2014). However, in nature, S.
pneumoniae co-colonises with numerous other species within the nasopharynx and it may
be possible that other species are able to ameliorate the impacts of high levels of H2O2.
H2O2 causes damage to cells and DNA through the formation of hydroxyl radicals when
reacting with ferrous ions (Fe2+). Iron is necessary for growth of S. pneumoniae, requiring
fine control of intracellular iron concentrations to prevent excessive damage (Imlay et al.,
1988). The gene spxB is found in the majority of S. pneumoniae and codes for pyruvate
oxidase, which is responsible for hydrogen peroxide produced as described in 1.3.7.
During sepsis of both mice and humans, spxB mutants were produced which were unable
to produce hydrogen peroxide (Syk et al., 2014). Work by Syk et al showed that these
mutants grew larger colonies, were less easily cleared, and were more virulent, however
they never outgrew the original strain during infection (Syk et al., 2014), which is
supported by observations that spxB mutants are outcompeted by the wildtype strains in the
nasopharynx of a rat model (Regev-Yochay et al., 2007). This indicates that spxB confers a
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fitness advantage for S. pneumoniae during colonisation despite its negative impacts
through high levels of H2O2. The DNA damaging effects of H2O2 are likely to be
compounded by the biofilm lifestyle where microcolonies are likely to create highly
mutagenic environments (Conibear et al., 2009).

1.5.2 Muller’s Ratchet, Horizontal Gene Transfer and Transformation
Mutations are more likely to result in loss of gene function, rather than a provide a new
function and so theoretically an organism’s genome should degrade over time as an
increasingly large portion of genes lose function, and fail to regain it; this theory is known
as Muller’s Ratchet (Muller, 1964). However many bacteria, including S. pneumoniae
escape this decline in genomic function through horizontal gene transfer (HGT), involving
transformation that allows escape from Muller’s Ratchet if sufficient sources of
extracellular DNA (eDNA) are available (Takeuchi et al., 2014). Evidence that S.
pneumoniae utilises transformation to prevent genome degradation is given by
observations that increasing the frequency of mutation through deletion of the key DNA
repair genes hexA, hexB, and mutB promotes transformation competence (Gagne et al.,
2013; Stevens et al., 2011). Further evidence has also shown that replication stress, such as
stalled replication forks, also stimulate both CSP production and competence (Slager et
al., 2014). S. pneumoniae is also able to acquire suitable DNA for transformation from
other S. pneumoniae strains and related species such as S. mitis and S. oralis (Jensen et al.,
2015; Muzzi and Donati, 2011).
HGT is the mechanism which enables S. pneumoniae to acquire DNA through non-sexual
means, either from the environment or from other organisms. This facilitates the
dissemination of genetic material amongst a population including facilitating the spread of
antibiotic resistance. HGT is a major factor in the evolution of many organisms, but plays a
particularly important role in prokaryotes, where it influences the evolution of metabolic
pathways, oxygen dependant photosynthesis, and antibiotic resistance, among many other
traits (Boto, 2010). S. pneumoniae is able to utilize HGT to such an extent that a strain may
alter its genome by as much as 7.8% over the course of 7 months (Hiller et al., 2010).
There are four mechanisms through which HGT may occur in prokaryotes: these are
transformation, transduction, gene transfer agents (GTA) and conjugation. Conjugation is a
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process through which genetic information is passed from one bacterial cell to another
directly through bridging structures such as pili. S. pneumoniae utilises conjugation to
disseminate, and acquire mobile genetic elements known as integrative conjugative
elements (ICE). The most common S. pneumoniae ICE groups are Tn5253, and Tn916,
and have been shown by Roberts et al to have been important for the spread of tetracycline
and erythromycin resistance throughout streptococcal species (Cochetti et al., 2007;
Roberts and Mullany, 2011).
Transduction is the transfer of genetic material from one prokaryote to another by a virus.
Similar to transduction is HGT through GTAs, which are thought to be relics of viral
particles that have been maintained within a prokaryote’s genome. GTA’s encapsulate
random fragments of host DNA, and promote the export of these encapsulated fragments
from the prokaryote, and the uptake into other prokaryotes facilitating transfer of genetic
material. There is some discussion as to whether these historic viral mechanisms have been
maintained within prokaryote populations due to the advantages that HGT provides, or if
they decrease fitness. S. pneumoniae are known to host bacteriophage, which are both a
source of genetic material, and aid in the dissemination of pneumococcal genes (Croucher
et al., 2009). Analysis of 10 bacteriophage that are known to infect S. pneumoniae has
found that they hosted a variety of virulence genes which may indicate that they should be
considered a further reservoir of genetic material that may be exploited by S. pneumoniae
(Romero et al., 2009).
Transformation is the process for which S. pneumoniae is most renown, and is the
mechanism by which a cell captures and integrates extracellular DNA (eDNA) from its
environment, and integrates it into its genome. The process of transformation is mediated
through competence systems which regulate the uptake of eDNA. In S. pneumoniae these
processes are regulated by environmental conditions and the concentrations of factors such
as competence stimulating peptide (CSP). The comABCDE genes are responsible for CSP
production, quorum sensing and the induction of competence. The gene comX is a late
stage competence gene which is responsible for the production of the RNA polymerase
sigma factor σX which in turn promotes the uptake and incorporation of exogenous DNA
(Galante et al., 2015; Knutsen et al., 2004). σX promotes the transformation of S.
pneumoniae by altering the way in which the RNA polymerase binds. The changes allow
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RNA polymerase to recognise and bind to an additional promoter sequence called the
ComX box. The ComX box sits upstream of 23 genes, but enables the transcription of
more than 80. These genes enable successful competence through the killing of noncompetent cells, increasing DNA uptake, and promoting homologous recombination of the
newly acquired DNA (Straume et al., 2015). σX requires ComW to facilitate its
replacement of the normal σ factor (Tovpeko and Morrison, 2014).

Figure 8: Regulation of competence in S. pneumoniae displaying the proteins involved.
Adapted from Straume et al (Straume et al., 2015).

In addition to the ComABCDE competence system there are additional layers of
competence regulation mediated by the proteins CiaRH, and StkP. CiaRH requires further
study to elucidate its full purpose. However, it is thought to play a role in controlling
ComABCDE, while StkP plays a role in competence regulation through being required to
activate comCDE (Echenique et al., 2004). Competence is halted by the protein DprA,
which is encoded by late stage competence genes, which inhibits further transformation
through binding of phosphorylated ComE, halting the expression of competence genes
(Mirouze et al., 2013; Weng et al., 2013).
Transformation can also be carried out artificially under experimental conditions. In this
study, the aim is to utilise transformation to create a rpoE knock-out. Through careful
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manipulation of the experimental environment and the addition of exogenous CSP, S.
pneumoniae can be stimulated to transform artificial DNA constructs, which can be used to
provide insight into the mechanisms of the gene that is altered.

It is notoriously difficult to transform encapsulated clinical isolates of S. pneumoniae, as
some strains are not transformable through normal methodologies (Evans and Rozen,
2013; Hsieh et al., 2006; Yother et al., 1986). The majority of transformation work has
been carried out in a small number of laboratory strains, the majority of which are
descended from Avery’s unencapsulated strain (R36A) (Avery et al., 1944), for which
optimized media and techniques have been developed. The development of purified CSP
has improved the breadth of strains that were transformable. One of the principal factors
for the control of transformation competence is the quorum sensing pheromone
competence stimulating peptide (CSP) (Havarstein et al., 1995). There are two currently
known isoforms of CSP (CSP1 and CSP2), and through the use of these peptides, 50% of
S. pneumoniae strains are transformable (Pozzi et al., 1996). However, a significant
fraction of strains remain un-transformable (Evans and Rozen, 2013; Hsieh et al., 2006;
Yother et al., 1986). Part of this challenge many involve the time frame for competence.
For type strains, the window for transformation is limited to timeframes of less than 40
minutes. However, this may be different for clinical isolates, which fail to transform
through regular methods, masking their transformability (Havarstein et al., 1995).

1.5.3 Parallel Evolution of Streptococcus pneumoniae Colony
Variants
Biofilms of many species produce phenotypic variants (Boles et al., 2004; Churton et al.,
2016; Cooper et al., 2014), with easily identified phenotypes such as larger or smaller
colony diameters, and wrinkly or mucoid morphologies. Small colony variants are
associated with poorer clinical outcomes in several species including Pseudomonas
aeruginosa (Folkesson et al., 2012), Staphylococcus aureus (Hoffman et al., 2006; Wolter
et al., 2013), Burkholeria mutivorans (Silva et al., 2011) which highlights the importance
of understanding how these variants occur, and why the patient outcome is worse. The
burden of SCVs may currently be underestimated as their often slower growth
characteristics and atypical morphology are poorly detected during carriage studies.
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Parallel evolution is the phenomenon of multiple individuals of an organism independently
evolving the same mutation. Parallel evolution is promoted by positive selection for new
mutants which have a fitness advantage for the current environment. There are several
studies observing parallel evolution in bacterial biofilm communities. McElroy et al
(McElroy et al., 2014) undertook deep sequencing of P. aeruginosa, using both the
reference strain PA01, and the clinical isolate 18A, observing multiple instances of parallel
evolution in both the PA01 and 18A over a 7 day experimental period. The genes involved
related to electron transport, alginate synthesis, cell shape, flagella in 18A and Type IV pili
in PA01, and some resulted in major fitness advantages for the organism. The mutations
observed were single nucleotide variations (SNV) and deletions for both PA01 and 18A.
The mutations were observed at an increased frequency compared to planktonic cultures,
supporting the theory that biofilm morphology is crucial to generating the diversity
necessary to adapt to environments.
Kim et al have shown that over short time scales colonies of P. fluorescens grown from a
single cell generate mutants which come to dominate the colony within 5 days (Kim et al.,
2014). Kim et al’s rsmE mutants are mucoid variants that are able to gain advantageous
positioning compared to their parent strain, with the fitness advantage being lost if the
colony structure is artificially disturbed. Kim et al found that all 565 mucoid variants
sequenced had mutations in rsmE with a diverse range of loss of function mutations
observed, demonstrating a clear evolutionary trajectory. Furthermore, analysis of the rsmE
showed that this gene did not have an increased mutation rate relative to the rest of the
genome, and indicating that the ET is due to strong natural selection. This demonstrates
that powerful selection factors provide fertile ground for parallel evolution of mutations in
single genes, and that can mutations enable dominance of a niche.
Further observations show that if an environmental niche is already filled then the
likelihood of further evolution of new variants is reduced (Brockhurst et al., 2007). This
may support an argument that S. pneumoniae colony variants that display reduced
virulence, and are known to evolve repeatedly in a niche should be promoted to inhibit the
evolution of more virulent niche inhabitants. Currently unpublished work by Professor R
Read, at the University of Southampton has shown promising results working on a similar
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principal whereby the pathogenic N. meningitidis is displaced by the non-pathogenic strain
N. lactamica with the aim of reducing disease.
Parallel evolution has also been observed by in Burkholderia cenocepacia biofilms
(Cooper et al., 2014). SCVs were observed across numerous independent experiments to
have non-synonymous mutations to B. cenocepacia wsp operon homologue, and is likely
related to the metabolism of cyclic diguanylate monophosphate (c-di-GMP), which is
associated with biofilm formation in P. aeruginosa. B. cenocepacia mutants displayed
increased biofilm formation, and this is hypothesised to be due to mutations causing
autoinduction of the WspA promoting increased biofilm formation. Increased biofilm
formation continued to be observed when these cells were grown in a planktonic state
(Cooper et al., 2014). This demonstrates that bacterial parallel evolution can rapidly
enhance biofilm formation, and enhance beneficial traits. Similarly, S. pneumoniae SCVs
have been found to display increased biofilm formation (Churton et al., 2016).
S. pneumoniae has been observed by many groups to be capable of parallel evolution, and
with similarities to the species discussed, S. pneumoniae isolates have been shown to
repeatedly evolve variant phenotypes after short periods of growth of as little 24-72 hours
(Churton et al., 2016; Churton, 2014; Morona et al., 2006; Syk et al., 2014). Variants may
have mutations to one or more genes. Variants display different phenotypes beyond simple
visual morphology with the clinically relevant variants displaying enhanced virulence
factors that result in higher mortality (Syk et al., 2014).
These traits have been shown to evolve multiple times in parallel different individuals.
There is an argument to be made that there needs to be greater recognition of S.
pneumoniae’s ability to predictably, rapidly and in parallel evolve mutants that can display
altered phenotypes and virulence characteristics in response to the environment in which
they find themselves. These mutations appear to occur when S. pneumoniae experiences
certain environments and pressures. Therefore, strains observed under planktonic
conditions, and labelled non-virulent may in fact have the capability to rapidly evolve
virulence characteristics in a predictable manner in clinically relevant environments. This
predictable parallel evolution can be described as an ‘evolutionary trajectory’ (ET), and
understanding different strains ET may be important for controlling future virulence.
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All S. pneumoniae 22F ST433 SCVs were found to have mutations in rpoE with a wide
range of putative loss of function mutations, suggesting that parallel evolution is the
mechanism for this phenotype, rather than horizontal transfer from another strain or clonal
expansion of a single mutation event (Churton et al., 2016).
Parallel evolution by S. pneumoniae has not only been observed in biofilms but also in
blood. S. pneumoniae serotype 1 ST288 colonies derived from the blood of mice post
infection produced both small and large colony variants after 24-48 hours (Syk et al.,
2014). This demonstrates that S. pneumoniae is able to rapidly produce colony variants in
short time scale without requiring a biofilm to drive the adaptation. Large colony variants
were observed to have loss of function mutations to spxB and furthermore, samples from
different time points displayed different spxB mutations in the same mouse. This indicates
parallel evolution rather than horizontal transfer of spxB mutations through transformation
(Syk et al., 2014).
spxB large colony variants are more virulent in mice during both intravenous and intranasal
infections, with a much higher, and more rapid mortality rate than wild type strains, and
spxB mutants complemented with spxB during infection post intravenous inoculation (Syk
et al., 2014). The same experiments carried out in TIGR4 spxB knock-out mutants showed
similar although reduced results to those see for serotype 1 strain ST228, with slower
clearance, and increased bacterial load in the blood (Syk et al., 2014). Related serotype 1
spxB mutants derived from human blood are also observed to display increased virulence,
and when mixed strain challenges were undertaken spxB mutants rapidly out competed the
parental strain by growing from 1% of the starting inoculum to 80% of the population at
the point of euthanasia. This demonstrates that parallel evolution of a fitness mutation
observed in one serotype may be relevant in other serotypes, and also that S. pneumoniae
colony variants are able to rapidly dominate populations.
spxB mutations are thought to confer a fitness advantage through reduced early clearance
of the infection by splenic marginal zone macrophages (Syk et al., 2014). However, under
biofilm growth conditions, and when competing with other organisms such as
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Staphylococcus aureus, the H2O2 production generated through spxB confers a fitness
advantage and so is selected for.
Mucoid variants (MV) and SCVs have been repeatedly observed in the D39 S. pneumoniae
strain, after transformations which resulted in the deletion of cspB (Morona et al., 2006).
SCV were the primary variant observed with only 1% of the variants exhibiting a MV
phenotype, and these mucoid variants were shown to have additional mutations in the cspC
(Morona et al., 2006). However only two of each colony type were sequenced which
leaves room for doubt in confirming whether this is a case of parallel evolution.
Interestingly, clinical isolates of other serotypes showed identical mutations post
transformation in three out of four of the mutations tested. This supports the idea that
parallel evolution in one strain may be relevant to other strains.
Parallel evolution of mutations in the cap3A/cpsA gene has been observed in serotype 3 S.
pneumoniae biofilms (Domenech et al., 2012). SCVs and mucoid mutants have been
generated in D39 through disruption of the Cps family. Mutations to cpsD prevents
phosphorylation of CspD through the replacement of amino acid residues in the C-terminal
[YGX] repeat of CpsD which prevents its phosphorylation (Morona et al., 2004; Morona et
al., 2003). Further work showed that the mucoid variants have additional mutations in
CpsC when compared to the SCV. These mutations may enable cpsC to act independently
of cpsB, escaping its regulation (Morona et al., 2006). SCV and mucoid variants were also
observed in clinical isolates of serotypes 6A. When sequenced, 75% of mucoid variants
displayed the same mutation in CspC indicating parallel evolution (Morona et al., 2006).
D39 CspC SCV display a 2-fold greater adherence to human A549 cells than D39 wildtype. The SCV produced less capsule polysaccharide (CPS), although they have the same
volume of CPS bound to their cell walls (Morona et al., 2006).
The usual requirement for a functional comW gene can be avoided by mutations in rpoD
(Tovpeko and Morrison, 2014). When screening comW mutants for transformation activity,
this group observed that all comW mutants able to undergo competence related genetic
transformation displayed mutations to rpoD. RpoD is the main RNA polymerase sigma
factor. This work may shed some light on the 22F SCV rpoE mutants (Churton et al.,
2016), as if mutations to rpoD are able to stimulate competence through alternate pathways
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with a potential hypothesis that mutations to rpoE may similarly enable alternative
transformation pathways.
These examples of parallel evolution demonstrate that S. pneumoniae appears to be
capable of rapid adaptation in response to numerous pressures. Potentially clinically
relevant implications are that strains may be able to rapidly generate sub populations
resistant to a medical intervention prior to the intervention, for instance a greater
production of biofilm. However, if these sub populations are predictable and the
evolutionary trajectory of the common virulent strains and the resulting variants are known
then there is the potential for medical interventions to be tailored to take these into account.
A possible mechanism for this may be through the differing metabolisms of colony
variants. The metabolism of colony variants including S. pneumoniae 22F ∆rpoE SCVs
have been observed to be altered when compared to the parent in several cases which may
allow for more precise control options (Churton, 2014; Syk et al., 2014). It is clear that
parallel evolution occurs in response to numerous changes, several of which are known to
be clinically relevant. Understanding where parallel evolution is likely to occur in
clinically relevant scenarios will be crucial to better understanding, and combatting S.
pneumoniae infections, and biofilms.

1.6 The δ subunit RpoE of S. pneumoniae RNA Polymerase
The RNA polymerase (RNAP) is an enzyme that is essential to all life. RNAP enables
RNA to be transcribed from DNA without which there would be no protein production. In
Gram-positive bacteria, RNAP is formed of multiple subunits. The conserved core
consisting of 2 α, 1 β, 1 β1 and 1 ω subunits provides the principal capabilities for
transcription. However, additional subunits also play a role in this enzyme. The σ (sigma)
subunit when bound to the RNAP cores enables formation of the RNAP holoenzyme. As a
holoenzyme RNAP displays a significantly greater ability to recognise and initiate
transcription at promoters. A further δ subunit is present in several Gram-positive bacteria
including Bacillus subtilis, Staphylococcus aureus, S. mutans and S. pneumoniae.
The δ subunit was first discovered in 1975 when it co-purified with parts of the RNAP
complex in B. subtilis (Pero et al., 1975). Pero et al observed that δ plays a role in the
transcriptional specificity of phage genes. The δ subunit (RpoE) of B. subtilis was then
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determined to be formed of two domains, a conserved structured N-terminal domain and an
unstructured C-terminal domain (López de Saro et al., 1995; Motackova et al., 2010).

1.6.1 Localisation and Abundance of the δ Subunit
The association of the δ subunit with RNAP has been demonstrated in B. subtilis through
fluorescent labelling which indicates that δ localises with the core subunits β1 and ω
(Doherty et al., 2010). In S. aureus, the association between δ and the RNAP core has
been observed through SDS-PAGE showing it is likely that δ directly interacts with both β
and β1 subunits (Weiss et al., 2014). The interactions between the δ and RNAP core
subunits are likely to be mediated through the N-terminal domain as a truncated C-terminal
does not inhibit binding between δ and the RNAP core (López de Saro et al., 1995).
However, the associations between the RNAP core, holoenzyme and δ are questioned by
Prajapati et al who observed that while δ displays an affinity for the RNAP core it does not
bind to the holoenzyme (Prajapati et al., 2016a). They argue that δ plays two roles. First it
is able to binds to RNA to release it from the RNAP complex and secondly that δ is able to
bind to upstream promoter sites which RNAP then interacts with to form open complexes
(where the DNA strands have split apart). As these additional functions would likely still
be within a close proximity to the β1 and ω this may explain why the fluorescent probes
utilised by Doherty et al would observe a high level of localisation, and is consistent with
observations of interactions between δ and β, and β1 subunits (Weiss et al., 2014; Weiss
and Shaw, 2015).
The abundance of the δ subunit within B. subtilis has been measured by two different
groups who have found that δ is either at a similar concentration to the RNAP core
(Doherty et al., 2010) or at a 5-fold greater concentration (Lopez de Saro et al., 1999).
Doherty et al observed copy numbers of the δ subunit of 23020±900 molecules per cell,
similar to that observed for the β1 subunit (21700±500) (Doherty et al., 2010), while Lopez
et al’s observed approximately 10000 δ subunit molecules per cell. Further work is
required in this area to elucidate the concentration of the δ subunit, however a higher
concentration of the δ subunit relative to RNAP is supported by observations that δ may
have an RNAP independent role in binding to upstream promoter elements (Prajapati et al.,
2016a).
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1.6.2 RpoE Mechanism of Action
The function of RpoE within the S. pneumoniae strain D39 is listed by the STRING
database as:
RpoE is the “DNA-directed RNA polymerase (RNAP) subunit delta; Participates in both
the initiation and recycling phases of transcription. In the presence of the delta subunit,
RNAP displays an increased specificity of transcription, a decreased affinity for nucleic
acids, and an increased efficiency of RNA synthesis because of enhanced recycling”
(Jensen et al., 2009).
RpoE causes disruption of RNAP/promoter binding which ensures that only high
specificity promoter/RNAP bindings are successful (Rabatinova et al., 2013). Therefore,
mutations to rpoE may result in ineffective disruption of binding between weaker
promoters and RNAP enabling expression of a more diverse set of promoter sites. The
mechanism through which RpoE performs this role is through regulating the concentration
of initiating nucleoside triphosphate (INTP) through regulation of open complex stability.
If the open complex is less stable then a greater concentration of INTP is required to ensure
transition into a transcriptionally competent complex, and greater specificity of
transcription is achieved (Chen and Helmann, 1997; Rabatinova et al., 2013).
RpoE also plays a role in RNAP recycling. The increased RNAP recycling facilitated by
RpoE enables considerably more rapid synthesis of RNA in multi-round transcription
(López de Saro et al., 1995; Prajapati et al., 2016a). During transcription where only a
single transcription event occurs the presence of RpoE does not increase transcript yield,
however in multi-round transcription where an open complex formation may occur then
the presence of RpoE facilitates several fold increases in transcription yield. This is likely
to be facilitated by RpoE increasing the speed of open complex formation (Prajapati et al.,
2016a). Furthermore, RpoE may additionally assist in recycling through release of RNA
from the RNAP-DNA-RNA ternary complex for DNA sequences without terminators
(López de Saro et al., 1995).
S. mutans rpoE mutants have been found to have altered gene transcription within noncoding regions with over 50% of genes in these regions displaying up regulated transcripts
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and 20-30% of down regulated transcripts coming from regions considered to be
noncoding (Xue et al., 2010). As it is thought that RpoE regulates the disassociation of the
RNA polymerase from weakly bound promoters it is possible that in the absence of RpoE
the RNA polymerase is then able to bind to the weaker promoters found in the non-coding
regions (Xue et al., 2010). The products of non-coding regions may have further regulatory
effects upon the rest of the genome.

Figure 9: RNA Polymerase (RNAP) activity in gram positive bacteria and the impact that
RpoE exerts upon transcription. Binding by RpoE within the promoter region alters
transcrition dependent on the area of the binding site. RpoE is able to increase the rate of
transcrition through increased recycling by facilitating the release of RNA from the RNAPDNA-RNA complex. RpoE is also able to release stalled RNAP when an endogenous
promoter is not present Adapted from (Weiss and Shaw, 2015).
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In addition to recycling, RpoE has also been observed to play a role as a transcriptional
regulator within B. subtilis. Prajapati et al observed that binding of RpoE to AA rich
sequences at -40 is necessary for increased transcript yields at abrB promoters (Prajapati et
al., 2016a). While decreased transcription occurred when RpoE bound to adenosine rich
sequences in close proximity to the -35 region of the promoter likely due to steric clash
between RpoE and the RNAP sigma factor (Prajapati et al., 2016b). Transcription may also
be repressed by the binding of RpoE to AT sequences at -10 within the promoter region
where it is thought that the C-terminal domain of RpoE may interact with RNAP to inhibit
propagation of transcription (Aravind and Iyer, 2012; Chen and Helmann, 1997).

1.6.3 rpoE Mutant Phenotypes
Early observations of B. subtilis strains lacking rpoE found that removal of this gene did
not impact viability or growth under standard laboratory conditions (Lampe et al., 1988).
However, under conditions such as low pH, H2O2 stress or antibiotics, S. mutans mutants
lacking rpoE displayed a reduced capability to tolerate these stresses (Xue et al., 2010).
However, in the Gram-negative bacteria Salmonella enteric (Serovar Typhi) rpoE mutants
exhibited increased resistance to a wide range of antimicrobial agents (Xie et al., 2016).
The different impacts of rpoE mutations between Gram-positive, and Gram-negative
bacteria antimicrobial resistance highlights the importance of the Gram type when
comparing species.
S. mutans rpoE mutants have also displayed differences in biofilm architecture, with
greater heterogeneity, and larger cell clusters observed with a greater overall density of
cells within the biofilm (Xue et al., 2010). Mutations to rpoE also result in alterations to
morphology with SCVs observed in S. pneumoniae (Churton et al., 2016), S. mutans
knock-out mutants, and in B. subtilis.
S. mutans rpoE mutants were observed to grow more slowly than the wild type, with a
longer lag phase, and the bacterial cells had a stronger tendency to adhere to one another
and form flocs in culture medium (Xue et al., 2010). When RpoE was added to the S.
mutans culture the majority of the wildtype functions were restored including the growth
rate and a lack of floc formation. However, the extended lag phase was still observed
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which indicates that the rpoE mutation continues to cause effects, but that there may be
other contributing factors at play (Xue et al., 2010).
The extended lag phase and reduced ability to mitigate stresses indicate that a loss of RpoE
results in a diminished ability to adapt to environmental changes. This is supported by
observations in B. subtilis where rpoE mutants displayed reduced fitness and virulence
compared to the wild-type (Rabatinova et al., 2013). Reduced virulence in rpoE deficient
strains is supported by observations in Streptococcus agalactiae where rpoE transposon
mutants display decreased survival in a neonatal rat sepsis model (Jones et al., 2000), and
that increased concentrations of RpoE correlate with increased virulence (Seepersaud et
al., 2006).
Virulence and infection are multi-faceted activities that require coordination of numerous
genes, it may therefore be unsurprising that rpoE deficient mutants which are less able to
adapt to a changing environment and stresses are less able to coordinate an effective
virulence profile. Furthermore RNA-seq analysis of S. aureus reveals that numerous
virulence related genes are down regulated in a rpoE mutant including toxins, proteases
and haemolysins (Weiss et al., 2014).

1.7 S. pneumoniae in vitro Biofilm Models
In vitro methods for the culture of biofilms range from simple microtiter plates to more
advanced flow models and bioreactors. Models may incorporate a substratum of human
cells to provide a more representative environment with the human colonisation factors
(Marks et al., 2012a; Shak et al., 2013).
In S. pneumoniae research, a range of media are utilised. Commonly used media included
brain heart infusion (BHI), C medium and Todd Hewitt broth (THB), the choice of which
may significantly affect biofilm formation. These media may also be supplemented with
nutrients such as yeast, casein-tryptone, sugars and amino acids (Moscoso et al., 2006;
Trappetti et al., 2009). Further factors to consider include pH and NaCl concentrations,
both of which have been observed to cause variations in biofilm formation. Typically,
models are run at 34-37°C in a 5% (v/v) CO2 atmosphere to replicate the conditions within
the human nasopharynx (Moscoso et al., 2006).
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Microtitre plates such as 96 well plates provide a plastic surface on which a biofilm may
form. The advantages of this method are the low cost of the assay and the potential for high
throughput of results. Biomass from a micotitre assay can be quantified through the use of
crystal violet staining. Crystal violet bound to biomass may be re-solubilised and relative
biomass determined through optical densities readings (Yadav et al., 2012). Similar to
microtite plates, glass bottomed plates may also be used for biofilm culture. Glass
bottomed culture enables imaging of biofilms through techniques such as confocal
microscopy. Software such as COMSTAT2 (http://www.comstat.dk) may then be used to
quantify both live and dead biofilm biomass and structures such as microcolonies.
Limitations to this model include a lack of the human host response, variability between
wells and with crystal violet a lack of ability to differentiate between live and dead tissue.
Continuous flow systems and bioreactors allow for easier control of nutrient
concentrations, cultivation of greater quantities of biomass, protein and polysaccharides.
However, these systems can be costlier to run. Furthermore, depending on flow rate and
mixing dynamics, shear forces may remove biomass or alter its structure (Allegrucci et al.,
2006; Donlan et al., 2004).
Biofilms grown on human tissue provide the advantages of numerous colonisation factors
and binding sites. Biofilm growth models involving a substratum of human cells many
therefore be more representative of conditions in vivo. Limitations of models including
human cell culture include the challenges in maintaining the viability of the human cells.
This can result in shorter biofilm growth periods than can be achieved on plastic microtitre
plates (Marks et al., 2012a; Moscoso et al., 2006).

1.8 S. pneumoniae Animal Models
When investigating pathogens such as S. pneumoniae in vitro methods and results provide
valuable information and indications about how a bacteria’s phenotype might change and
be expressed. However, it is inescapable that in vitro models are unable to provide many of
the complex signals and substrates that a pathogen takes from its host. To fully investigate
the impact of mutations such as those observed in SCVs an in vivo model is required
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particularly when investigating virulence factors and the potential impact of the mutation
upon disease.
The importance of host-pathogen interactions in the validation of S. pneumoniae biofilm
growth has been highlighted by observations that S. pneumoniae biofilms grown on
respiratory epithelial cells produced more ordered and less antibiotic sensitive biofilms
than those grown using in vitro plastics (Marks et al., 2012a). Furthermore, the ability of a
strain to form biofilms on respiratory epithelial cells strongly correlated with the ability of
strains to colonise the nasopharynx within a mouse model, and demonstrates the value of
pseudo in vivo models. There are numerous animal models available for use with S.
pneumoniae each with advantages and limitations, dependent on the pathology to be
investigated.

1.8.1 Mammalian Animal Models
Mice are the most established animal model for investigating many of the pathologies of S.
pneumoniae. Numerous inbred strains and well validated methodologies allow for tight
control of a broad range experimental variables (Chiavolini et al., 2008). Mice have
provided useful information on vaccination efficacy and formulation (Ogunniyi et al.,
2000). However, the immunogenicity of a vaccine is dependent on the strain and method of
inoculation (Caro-Aguilar et al., 2017).
A drawback of several mouse models is that they are not naturally susceptible to S.
pneumoniae necessitating careful selection of inbred strains for pneumococcal experiments
(Gingles et al., 2001; Jeong et al., 2011; Mizrachi-Nebenzahl et al., 2003). Mouse models
show differential abilities to clear infections and recruit neutrophils. The principal
explanation for these variation lies in the differences in host immune systems of different
models (Benton et al., 1995; Benton et al., 1997a; Benton et al., 1997b). Mutations to the
xid locus have been identified as increasing susceptibility to S. pneumoniae infections in
mouse models through a diminished ability to produce the humoral antibody response. The
xid deficient mice are then unable to produce antibodies against key pneumococcal
antigens such as cps and phosphocholine (Kadioglu and Andrew, 2005). Differences
between the commonly used mouse strains BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice have been
attributed in part to the speed and intensity of the neutrophil activity following exposure.
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The BALB/c mice showed higher levels of both phagocytic activity and oxidative burst,
thereby reducing susceptibility. The authors attributed this to the Th2 (T helper type 2)
background of BALB/c as compared to the Th1 background of C57BL/6 (Kadioglu and
Andrew, 2005; Preston et al., 2004). Differences between these two mouse models is
supported by research into vaccine immunogenicity. C57BL/6 mice have been observed to
recruit dendritic cells and natural killer cells to lymph nodes in response to a wider range
of toll like receptor (TLR) agonists than BALB/c mice. Furthermore, the two strains
favoured different TLRs for stimulation of natural killer cells and CD4/CD8 T cells (Zeng
et al., 2016). Differences between mouse models can be further exacerbated by
pneumococcal strain choices. The neutrophil regulator IL-17 has been shown to be either
advantageous (serotype 4 TIGR4) or deleterious (serotypes 3 and 6B) to survival of
C57BL/6 (IL-17 knock out) mice (Ritchie et al., 2018). The breadth of variation in murine
model immune system responses due to differences in genetic background is emphasised
by an investigation of 39 inbred strains. This study found considerable variations in the
gene expression of into the CD4+ cells and neutrophils. Findings included 22% of the
transcriptome varying by 2-fold or more and 119 loci with complete loss of function
(Mostafavi et al., 2014).
T regulatory cells responses also vary between murine models in pneumococcal infections.
BALB/c mice are more resistant to infection than CBA/Ca following infection with
Serotype 2 D39 (Neill et al., 2012). This difference is thought to be due to increased levels
of Foxp3+Helios+ T regulatory cells in BALB/c mice, associated with increased
transforming growth factor b. These differences are diminished through transfer of T
regulatory cells prior to infection (Neill et al., 2012).
The differences between murine model host responses highlight the importance of the
choice of mouse model (Chiavolini et al., 2008). However, exposure of laboratory strains
to feral or ‘pet shop’ mice may be a method to mitigate these differences. Exposure to the
background flora of the non-laboratory is thought to facilitate development of the
laboratory mouse immune system and produce immune responses which are more
representative of adult humans (Sellers, 2016; Tao and Reese, 2017).
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Pneumococcal biofilm formation has been principally studied within murine models.
Biofilm dispersal has been studied in both chinchilla (Reid et al., 2009) and rat models
(Yadav et al., 2012; Yadav et al., 2017). Gerbils are of similar size to mice and are well
characterised for use with OM research, particularly in relation to determining the impact
of vaccines, and drugs. Rats and rabbits allow for larger samples to be taken. However,
their larger size typically leads to smaller experimental groups and loss of statistical power.
Rabbits and mice are well suited to assays such as survival, CFU, histology, and
pharmacokinetic assays. Chinchilla models are well suited to investigation of OM due to
their large and accessible bullae. Non-human primates (NHP) have the advantage of the
highest degree of biologically similarity to humans and have been used to study
pneumonia.
The principal limitations of mammalian models are costs associated with housing and
maintaining population, and the ethical concerns particularly for NHPs. These limitations
rule out higher mammals such as NHPs from all but the most essential research.

1.8.2 Zebrafish (Danio rerio)
Zebrafish are a well-established as an animal model for the investigation of human
pathogens. The tools for investigating Zebrafish are well developed, with gene editing,
medium-throughput screening (Stoop et al., 2011) and pharmacological compounds testing
protocols available (Bowman and Zon, 2010). The natural transparency of zebrafish allows
for real-time study of host-pathogen interactions through the use of fluorescent markers
(Jim et al., 2016). Both embryos and adult zebrafish are susceptible to infection by S.
pneumoniae, and develop meningitis (Jim et al., 2016). Biofilm formation by Lactobacillus
casei (Rieu et al., 2014) has been investigated within the zebrafish gut.
The physiology of fish is a drawback of the zebrafish model is that they have gills rather
than lungs, do not possess lymph nodes, or sites of hematpoiesis. However, Zebrafish
possess an innate immune systems which show a high degree of similarity to humans
(Saralahti and Ramet, 2015). Furthermore, much like mammalian models, zebrafish require
specialized facilities, ethical approval and are accompanied by relatively high costs
compared to insect models.
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1.8.3 Caenorhabditis elegans
The nematode worm C. elegans is a valuable model for the investigation of environmental
pathogens but has only seen limited use as a model organism for the study of S.
pneumoniae (Garsin et al., 2001) and related Streptococcal species (Jansen et al., 2002).
This is largely due the aversion of this model organism to the relatively high temperatures
(typically 37°C) required for the investigation of human respiratory tract pathogens. C.
elegans is able to grow and thrive at temperatures between 12-26°C, and above this
temperature, is unable to reproduce and suffers increasing levels of acute heat stress,
particularly in the 35-37°C range (Zevian and Yanowitz, 2014). Furthermore, C. elegans
small size limits the ability to inoculate a worm with a known number of bacteria.

1.8.1 Galleria mellonella
Galleria mellonella (greater wax moth) are increasingly being recognised as a useful
animal model for the investigation of human pathogens (Loh et al., 2013; Mukherjee et al.,
2013; Wand et al., 2011). Due to the combination of its size, economical costs, viable
temperature range and reduced ethical concerns G. mellonella provides advantages over
other animal models such as C. elegans, D. melanogaster, Zebrafish and mammalian
models (Cook and McArthur, 2013). A full overview of this animal is detailed in Chapter
5.
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1.9 Project Aims
This project sets out to investigate the role of rpoE in Streptococcus pneumoniae 22F
ST433 and its association with the SCV phenotype. The underlying hypothesis of this
research is that mutations to the RNA polymerase delta subunit RpoE are responsible for
increased biofilm formation and broad phenotypic changes in S. pneumoniae 22F ST433.
To explore the function of RpoE we aim to characterise the 22F ST433 wild-type, SCVs
and a rpoE gene knock-out across a broad range of phenotypic traits to determine the
potential importance of the rpoE mutations.
The first aim, detailed in Chapter 3, was to develop the methods required to produce rpoE
knock-outs. As previously stated, all of the SCVs possess mutations to rpoE. However,
other mutations are observed within the SCVs, albeit none that is present across all
isolates. A rpoE gene knock-out provides validation that the observed phenotypic
differences are due to mutations to rpoE. The objective of Chapter 4 was to characterised
22F, SCVs and rpoE KO across a range of phenotypic characteristics including biofilm
formation, growth and attachment assays and sugar metabolism.
The in vitro assays of Chapter 4 provide valuable information on how the isolates behave
in in vitro conditions. However, where possible in vivo models provide a more
representative characterisation of the phenotypic traits. In Chapter 5 we aim to develop the
in vitro phenotyping of Chapter 4 into an in vivo system through a pilot study of the animal
model Galleria mellonella.
The objective of Chapter 6 was to investigate the potential mechanisms through which the
phenotypic variations observed might occur. Protein modelling software packages are able
to determine the likely structures and functions from proteins. We aim to determine the
likely structures and domains RpoE and from these predict likely functions of this protein.
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Chapter 2:

Materials and Methods

2.1 S. pneumoniae Strains, Culture and Phenotyping
2.1.1 Strain History
The carriage isolate serotype 22F ST433 isolate was obtained as part of the Southampton
paediatric pneumococcal carriage study during the 2008/2009 sampling period (REC No.
06/Q1704/105, RHM MED 0704). SCVs derived from serotype 22F ST433 were received
from Dr Nicholas Churton (Churton et al., 2016). The serotype 2 laboratory strain D39 was
kindly donated by Professor Vidal (Emory University (Sakai et al., 2013)).

2.1.2 Culture Storage
S. pneumoniae isolates were initially grown on Columbia blood agar (Oxoid) + 5% (v/v)
de-fibrinated horse blood (Oxoid) (CBA) and incubated overnight at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2
in air. Following incubation, representative colonies were selected and inoculated into
cryogenic vials containing a 1 ml solution of 75% (w/v) brain heart infusion (BHI) (Oxoid)
and 25% (v/v) glycerol. These vials were then stored at -80°C.

2.1.3 Culture Conditions
Frozen cell stocks were streaked out onto CBA and incubated overnight at 37°C + 5%
(v/v) CO2 in air. Following incubation, cells were suspended in 2 ml of media (BHI, 20%
BHI (80% Water, 20% standard BHI solution v/v), THY or acidified pH 6.8 THY) to the
plate and the colonies suspended through the use of a cell spreader. A 1.5 ml aliquot of the
suspension was transferred to a micro-centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 1300 x g to
remove lysed cells. 1 ml of supernatant was then added to 9 ml of culture media and
incubated at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2 in air. For determination of the optical density vs CFU
count the optical density was measured every two hours (OD601 for BHI, OD550 for THY),
or more frequently dependant on the rate of culture growth. If there had been a change of
greater than 0.050 Abs units, then an aliquot of 200 µl was taken in order to perform a
colony forming unit analysis. CFU vs optical density was found to be the same as that
found by Dr Nicholas Churton (Churton, 2014).
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2.1.4 Colony Forming Unit Analysis
Colony forming units (CFU) were assessed through serial dilution of cultured bacteria in
sterile culture media. 20 µl of each serial dilution was pipetted in triplicate onto CBA
plates. Plates were then incubated overnight at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2 in air. Following
incubation, the colonies were then counted and converted into CFU/ml.

2.1.5 Biofilm Culture - 6 Well Plate
Frozen cell stocks were plated onto CBA and incubated overnight at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2
in air. Colonies were selected and inoculated into 20% BHI 80% Water, 20% standard BHI
solution v/v) and incubated overnight at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2 in air. The overnight culture
was used to make suspensions of 1 x 107 cells, which were inoculated into 6-well tissue
culture plates, as previously described (Hall-Stoodley et al., 2008) for a total of 3 days.
Biofilms were grown under static conditions at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2 in air and harvested
at 1, and 3 days post inoculation. 50% of the culture media was replaced every 24hrs with
20% BHI (80% Water, 20% standard BHI solution v/v). At each time point the supernatant
was sampled, and then biofilms were washed twice with 20% BHI (80% Water, 20%
standard BHI solution v/v) prewarmed to 37°C. Biomass was harvested using a cell
scraper, briefly vortexed and diluted to 10-5. CFU counts were then carried out from these
dilutions and 100 µL was plated onto Columbia blood agar (Oxoid) to assess for changes
in colony morphology compared to the inoculum. Selection of variant colonies involved
selection of large or small colonies, which were picked off the plate and stored as glycerol
stocks for further analysis.

2.1.6 Biofilm Culture - 96 Well Plate
Frozen cell stocks were plated onto CBA and incubated overnight at 37°C + 5% CO2 in air.
Colonies were selected and inoculated into 20% BHI (80% Water, 20% standard BHI
solution v/v) and incubated overnight at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2 in air, this culture was used
to make suspensions of 1 x 107 cells, which were seeded into Costar 96 well plates, with
200 µl of inoculum per well. For assays lasting longer than 24 hrs the media in each well
was refreshed through removal of 50% of culture media, and replacement with fresh 20%
BHI (80% Water, 20% standard BHI solution v/v) every 24 hours.
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2.1.7 Assessment of Colony Size
Images of colonies were taken at 100x total magnification using the Olympus BX51 epifluorescence microscope. Colony size was determined through comparison to a 1 mm
graticule using the image manipulation software package Image J (Schneider et al., 2012).

2.1.8 Crystal Violet Biofilm Quantification
Biofilms were grown according to the methodology found in 2.1.6 for 24 and 72 hours.
Following growth, the supernatant was removed, and the biofilm was dried at 60°C for 1
hour. The biofilms were then stained with 200 µl of 0.1% v/v crystal violet for 60 minutes,
after which the crystal violet was removed, and each well washed 3 times with 210 µl of
PBS. Plates were left for several days to dry at room temperature. Following drying, 200 µl
of 30% (v/v) acetic acid was added to each well, and thoroughly mixed through pipetting.
100 µl from each well was then pipetted into a CoStar 96 well plate and measured using a
plate reader at absorbance 560 nm.

2.1.9 Self Aggregation Assay
This self aggregation assay was adapted from Xue et al (Xue et al., 2011).
Frozen cell stocks of S. pneumoniae were cultured overnight on CBA plates at 37°C + 5%
(v/v) CO2 in air. Colonies were selected and inoculated into 10 ml BHI and incubated
overnight at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2 in air. Cultures were then suspended in PBS and
adjusted to an OD600nm of 0.6 ±0.05. Cell suspensions were then incubated at 37°C in air.
Prior to each time point each sample was cooled to room temperature for 5 minutes. Self
1234 56*+,--./ 01 1234 78291 :
aggregation was calculated as )*+,--./ 01*+
; × 100.
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2.1.10 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Frozen cell stocks were plated onto CBA and incubated overnight at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2
in air. Colonies were selected and inoculated into 20% BHI (80% Water, 20% standard
BHI solution v/v) and incubated overnight at 37°C + 5% CO2 in air. Following incubation,
cells, were spun at 1300 x g for 3 minutes at room temperature. The supernatant from was
used to make suspensions of 1 x 107 cells, which were inoculated into 6-well tissue culture
plates with 4 ml per well. A 13 mm circular cover glass (VWR) was placed into each well.
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Biofilms were grown for 3 days replacing 2 ml of spent media with pre-warmed 2 ml of
20% BHI (80% Water, 20% standard BHI solution v/v).
On the third day all media was removed, and biofilms were gently washed with 2ml of prewarmed 20% BHI (80% Water, 20% standard BHI solution v/v). Sterile forceps were used
to remove the cover glasses and place them into a 12 well plate containing 1 ml of fixative
solution per well. Fixative solution consisted of 3% glutaraldehyde (w/v), 0.1M sodium
cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2) and 0.15% (w/v) Alcian blue.
Biofilms were fixed in the fixative for 3 days at 4°C. The initial fixative solution was
replaced by 1 ml 0.1 M sodium cacodylate (pH 7.2) and incubated at room temperature for
1 hour. The sodium cacodylate was then removed and replaced with 1 ml of the secondary
fixative solution of 0.1 M osmium tetroxide and 0.1 M sodium cacodylate (pH 7.2) and
incubated for 1 hour at room temperature. The secondary fixative was removed and
replaced with 1 ml of sodium cacodylate (pH 7.2) and incubated at room temperature for 1
hour.
The sodium cacodylate (pH 7.2) was removed and replaced by 1ml of ethanol solutions in
water the following concentrations (v/v 20%, 50%, 70%, 95% and 100% ethanol). Each
stage was incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes apart from the 100% ethanol
concentration which was incubated for 20 minutes. Cover glasses were maintained in
ethanol until further processing was carried out.
Cover glasses were critical point dried, mounted onto stubs using forceps and sputter
coated with 7 nm platinum. Samples were then placed within the Quanta FEG scanning
electron microscope and imaged.

2.1.11 Hydrogen Peroxide Concentration
Biofilms were grown according to the method found in 2.1.6 for 24, and 72 hours.
Biofilms and supernatant were then mixed through regular pipetting into a single
suspension. 50 µl was then aliquoted into an Invitrogen Amplex Red test kit well to
measure the relative concentration of H2O2 production through the use of a plate reader
absorbance at 584 nm.
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2.1.12 Biolog PM1 Sugar Metabolism Assay
Biolog PM1 sugar metabolism assay was carried out as per the manufacturer’s instructions
with minor adjustments. Frozen cell stocks were plated onto CBA and incubated overnight
at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2 in air. PM1 inoculation fluid was made through the addition of IF0a GN/GP 20 ml, Dye mix F (100x) 0.24 ml and PM additive 12x.
Colonies were removed from overnight plates using a sterile loop and gently suspended in
IF-0a solution (Biolog) until a transmittance reading of 81% was achieved. This cell
suspension was then added to PM1 inoculation fluid at a ratio of 1.76:22.24. 100 µl of this
suspension was then added to each of the 96 wells in the PM1 plate. PM1 plates were then
incubated for 24 hours at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2 in air. Plates were measured using a plate
reader at absorbance 570 nm. Results were normalised against the negative control well.

2.1.13 Extracellular Matrix (ECM) Binding
Adhesion of S. pneumoniae to components of the human extracellular matrix was
quantified through the use of the commercially available Chemicon ECM540 Adhesion
Array. This array was used in a similar manner to Xue et al (Xue et al., 2011) with minor
modifications. The ECM540 Adhesion Array features microtitre plate wells coated in
collagen I, collagen II, collagen IV, fibronectin, laminin, tenascin, vitronectin, and bovine
serum albumin.
Overnight cultures of S. pneumoniae were grown in BHI at 37°C + 5% CO2 in air. These
overnight cultures were centrifuged at 1300 x g for 3 minutes. The supernatant from this
centrifugation was then removed, and 1ml transferred into 10 ml of culture medium before
being incubated at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2 in air overnight. Each culture was then
centrifuged at 1300 x g and adjusted to an OD600 nm of approximately 1.0. Following
adjustment, 100 µl of each culture was inoculated into each of the pre-treated wells and
incubated at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2 in air without agitation. Following a 2 hour incubation,
the ECM plate was washed twice with PBS and dried for 20 minutes at 60°C. Each well
was then stained with 100 µl of 0.4% (v/v) crystal violet at room temperature for 45
minutes. Each well was then washed 5 times with PBS and then dried at 60°C to remove
all liquid. Crystal violet was then extracted through the addition of 100 µl of absolute
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ethanol and incubated at room temperature in a shaking incubator at 50 rpm. The
supernatant (50 µl) was then transferred to a CoStar 96 well plate, and absorbance was
measured at 584 nm.

2.2 Molecular Biology
2.2.1 Primer Design
Primer, and plasmid sequences can be found in Appendix 8.2.1. Primers were designed
using NCBI Primer-Blast (Ye et al., 2012). Nucleotide sequences of areas of interest were
input into the tool with parameters selected to ensure that the regions of interest were
covered. Primer selection parameters included minimum temperatures of 57.0°C, with a
maximum temperature of 63.0°C and a target melting temperature of 60.0°C. Primer
lengths were targeted towards 20 bp lengths with minimal cross reactivity. Suitable pairs
of primers were then selected from the output primer pairings.

2.2.2 PCR of Colonies
Colony PCR was used to verify whether a gene was present or absent within an isolate.
Representative colonies were selected for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and the gene of
interest amplified using the reagent mix shown in Table 2. PCR products were run out on
agarose gels through electrophoresis with a DNA molecular weight marker ladder. Agarose
gels consisted of 1% (w/v) agarose dissolved in 1x Tris-Borate-EDTA Buffer (TBE)
(Fisher). During electrophoresis the gel was submerged in TBE.
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Reagent

Concentration

Volume (µl)

Biorad Master mix x2

-

25

Forward Primer

5 µM

2.5

Reverse Primer

5 µM

2.5

DNase/RNase free H2O

-

19

DNA

-

1 colony pick

Table 2: PCR master mix reagents

2.2.3 PCR Amplification
PCR Stage

Process

Temperature

Time
Minutes : Seconds

1

Initial Denature

94°C

04:00

2

Denature

94°C

00:45

3

Primer Annealing

52°C

00:45

4

Elongation

72°C

02:30

5

Go to Step 2 x34

-

-

6

Hold

4 °C

∞

Table 3: PCR amplification protocol detailing the temperatures and times used.

2.2.4 PCR Product Purification
Linear fragments of DNA produced through PCR for transformation were purified using
the QIAquick PCR purification kit.
Five volumes of buffer PB were added to 1 volume of PCR product and mixed. In order to
adjust the pH to the correct level, 10 µl of 3 M sodium acetate was added to the buffered
PCR solution and mixed through inverting the tube 5 times. The acidified DNA solution
was then placed in a QIAquick column with a collection tube and centrifuged for 60 s at
15000 x ɡ. The waste fluid flow through in the collection tube was then discarded. Bound
DNA was then washed through addition of 0.75 ml of buffer PE to the QIAquick column.
The QIAquick column was then centrifuged for 60 s at 15000 x ɡ, flow through was
discarded, and the centrifugation step was repeated. The QIAquick column was placed
within a clean 1.5 ml centrifuge tube and 50 µl of molecular RNAse and DNase free water
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was added. The DNA was then eluted through centrifugation at 15000 x ɡ for 60 s. Purified
DNA was then quantified using a nanodrop.

2.3 Plasmid Extraction
2.3.1 S. pneumoniae Plasmid Extraction
Cells containing the plasmid to be extracted were grown overnight in 24 ml of BHI
supplemented with appropriate antibiotic. Cultures of cells were centrifuged 6000 x ɡ for
15 minutes. The supernatant was removed and replaced with 1 ml lysozyme at 5 µg/ml in
molecular grade H2O, and vortexed for 30 seconds to suspend. The suspension was
incubated at 37°C for 45-60 minutes and the pellet was washed with molecular grade water
3 times, and then suspended in 1 ml of molecular grade water.
Qiagen plasmid prep kits were then used with the following protocol. Each 1 ml tube of
cells suspended in molecular grade water was centrifuged at 6000 x ɡ for 15 minutes at
4°C. The supernatant was removed and the cells suspended in 166 µl of Qiagen Buffer P1,
to which 166 µl of Qiagen Buffer P2 was added, and vigorously mixed through inverting
the tube rapidly 5 times, and incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes. 166 µl of
Qiagen Buffer P3 chilled on ice was added to each tube and vigorously mixed by inverting
the tube rapidly 5 times and kept on ice for 5 minutes. Each suspension was then
centrifuged at 16000 x ɡ for 30 minutes at 4°C. All supernatants were then placed into a
single Qiagen-tip 100 pre-treated with 4 ml of Qiagen Buffer QBT. The Qiagen-tip 100
was then washed twice with 10 ml of Qiagen Buffer QC. Plasmid DNA was then eluted
through the addition of 5ml of Qiagen Buffer QF pre-warmed to 65°C. DNA was then
precipitated through the addition of 3.5 ml of isopropanol at room temperature and
centrifuged at 16000 x ɡ for 30 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was removed, and the
pellet was washed 3 times with 70% ethanol and air dried for 10 minutes. The pellet was
finally suspended in 100 µl of molecular grade water.

2.3.2 E. coli EPI300 Plasmid Extraction
Frozen stocks of E. coli were inoculated into 4 ml of LB media + antibiotics, and incubated
overnight at 37°C with shaking at 200 rpm. 500 µl of the overnight culture was then
inoculated into a fresh 4 ml of LB media + antibiotics, and then incubated for 30 minutes at
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37°C with shaking at 200 rpm for 30 minutes. Next, 4.5 µl of 1000x induction solution was
added to the 4.5 ml of E. coli EPI300 culture and incubated for 4 hours at 200 rpm. DNA
was then extracted using the Qiagen plasmid extraction method described in 2.3.1.

2.4 Transformation Protocol 1
This method is based upon the complete transformation medium developed by Havarstein
et al (Havarstein et al., 1995), which has been optimised by Vidal et al and has been
successfully used to transform D39 with pMV158GFP (Vidal et al., 2011).

2.4.1 CTM Medium
Complete Transformation Medium (CTM) was produced through the combination of 50 ml
THY (Todd Hewitt’s + 0.5% (w/v) Yeast), 500 µl of 0.1M CaCl2 and 100 mg of bovine
serum albumin (BSA). This solution was sterilised by filtration through a 0.2 µm pore
filter membrane.

2.4.2 Preparation of Competent Cells
S. pneumoniae strains were grown overnight using tryptic soy agar (TSA) (Oxoid) +5%
(v/v) sheep blood at 37°C and 5% CO2 in air. Warmed CTM medium (5 mL) was
inoculated using the overnight culture from the plate, and then incubated at 37°C to
OD600nm 0.6-0.7. This culture was diluted in CTM 1:20 and incubated at 37°C to OD600m
0.35-0.45 without shaking to produce competent cells. Aliquots of 270 µl of competent
cells were added to 30 µl glycerol (100%), vortexed for 10 seconds and immediately
frozen in liquid N2. These cell stocks were stored at -80°C.

2.4.3 Transformation of S. pneumoniae
Competent cells were thawed over ice. Aliquots of 0.2 µl 100 ng/µl competence
stimulating peptide 1 (CSP1) were added to 180 µl CTM and 20 µl of thawed competent
cells were added to this solution followed by either 1 µg of chromosomal DNA or 5 µg of
plasmid DNA (in volumes up to 15 µl). The solution was then mixed with a pipette tip, and
incubated for 120 min at 37°C. Once incubated, a 100 µl of this solution was pipetted into
an empty petri dish, and 15 ml of 48-50°C TSA sheep’s blood agar (3% (v/v) sheep blood)
with appropriate antibiotic was poured into plate, which was then mixed. Plates were
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incubated at 37°C and 5% (v/v) CO2 in air for 24-72 hours, with potential transformant
colonies recovered using a sterile loop, and plated onto appropriate antibiotic plates.

2.5 Transformation Protocol 2
Due to a lack of success with Professor Vidal’s protocol, the method was altered with the
help of Dr Calum Johnston (Centre de Biologie Intégrative, Toulose, France), which
resulted in successful transformations.

2.5.1 Preparation of Competent Cells
Culture of S. pneumoniae were streaked onto Oxoid Columbia Blood Agar, and grown at
37°C and 5% (v/v) CO2 in air overnight. Complete transformation medium (CTM) was
prepared through the combination of 50 mL THY (Todd Hewitt Broth (Oxoid) + 0.5%
(w/v) volume yeast (Oxoid)), addition of 500 µl 0.1M CaCl2 and 100 mg BSA (Fisher). If
acidified CTM (aCTM) was required, then this was done with addition of 1M HCl to adjust
pH 6.8. The reagents were combined through inverting the tube by hand until all reagents
had dissolved.
The CTM was then sterilized by filtration using a 0.2 or 0.22 µm syringe filter. The
overnight culture was then suspended in 2 ml of filtered (aCTM), and centrifuged at 1300 x
g for 3 minutes. A 1 ml aliquot of the centrifuged supernatant was added to 9 ml of
acidified CTM. Cells were then gently mixed through inverting the tube containing them 5
times. This culture was then grown at 37°C with 5% (v/v) CO2 to an OD550nm 0.10-0.15.
Once grown, the culture was centrifuged at 6000 x ɡ for 20 minutes to pellet cells, which
were then suspended in 1/10th volume of CTM (10% (v/v) glycerol) gently with a pipette
and stored at -80°C.

2.5.2 Transformation of S. pneumoniae
A cryovial containing 100 µl competent cells were thawed on ice, and added to 900 ml of
CTM, and gently mixed through inverting the tube 5 times. CSP1 was added to competent
cells with concentrations of 100-500 ng µl-1 in a 1 µl volume and incubated at 37°C for 10
minutes. 1-5 µg of plasmid DNA was added per 200 µl of cells, and incubated for 20
minutes at 30-37°C.
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Serial dilutions of the competent cells incubated with the plasmid were prepared from neat
to 1x10-5, and 100 µl of this was pipetted into a sterile petri dish and 10 ml of CTM + 1%
(w/v) agar, and 5% (v/v) horse blood was pipetted over the competent cells. The cells were
incubated at 37°C for 2-3 hours.
After incubation, a further 10ml of CTM blood agar was added over the already set agar.
This agar contains twice the desired concentration of antibiotics to eliminate nontransformants and was incubated for 24-72 hours.
Plates were checked daily for transformant colonies. Putative transformant colonies were
then streaked onto CBA antibiotic plates supplemented with 2% (w/v) maltose. Growth on
these plates was then checked for GFP activity using an Olympus BX51 epi-fluorescence
microscope, which would indicate a successful transformation as shown in Figure 14.

2.6 Galleria mellonella Methods
2.6.1 Selection, Inoculation, and Categorisation.
Galleria mellonella larvae (Livefoods Limited, Rooks Bridge) each weighing 0.29 ±0.4 g
were screened for use. Healthy larvae that were non-melanised, and those that rapidly
returned to their original shape following a small compression were selected.
Cultures of S. pneumoniae were grown in tryptic soy broth at 37°C and 5% CO2 overnight.
Cells were then washed twice in PBS and adjusted to suitable concentrations. Cell
suspensions were then placed on ice prior to inoculation. Cell suspensions were plated on
CBA plates and incubated overnight at 37°C and 5% (v/v) CO2 in air and CFUs counted.
The outside of each larvae was sterilised through gentle application of 70% (v/v) ethanol to
the larvae’s outer surface. A syringe containing the required inoculum as a 5 µl dose was
then inserted into the rear most left pro-leg and the inoculum injected into the caterpillar.
Caterpillars were then incubated at 37°C and 5% (v/v) CO2 in air for the required time
course. If antibiotic treatment was required then a 5 µl dose was given through the same
rear left pro-leg. PBS was used as a control measure. A caterpillar was deemed to be alive
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if it moved in response to minor stimuli, such as being touched by forceps, and was
typically heavily melanised as shown in Figure 10. Beyond categorisation as live or dead
no further scoring system was used. A scoring system considering the level of melanisation
would be considered for future work.

Figure 10: Images of G. mellonella at different life cycle stages. A is a healthy G.
mellonella caterpillar without melanisation. B shows a healthy caterpillar that has begun to
pupate; while pupating the rear end of the caterpillar is able to move and respond to
stimuli. C shows a caterpillar that has died, the black colouration is due to melanisation
which occurs as part of its stress response to infection.
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2.6.2 Galleria mellonella µ-CT Contrast Agent Staining
To provide tissue contrast during micro computed tomography (µ-CT) G. mellonella larvae
were stained with a contrasting agent. Initially the larvae were dehydrated through
immersion in ethanol. Larvae were immersed in 30% (v/v) ethanol for 2 hours, and then
immersed for a further 2 hours at 50% (v/v), 70% (v/v), 90% (v/v), and 100% (v/v)
ethanol. Following dehydration each larva was immersed in 1% (w/v) phosphotungstic
acid (PTA) in 100% ethanol for a further 18 hours.

2.6.3 Galleria mellonella Tissue Section Biofilm Labelling
Larvae sections of approximately 1 mm in depth were fixed in pH 7.4, 4% (v/v)
paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 minutes, and then washed 3 times with ice cold PBS. The
sections were then permeabilised through immersion in PBS + 1% (v/v) Triton X100 for
10 minutes and washed 3 times in room temperature PBS. The sections were then
incubated in blocking serum (PBS+ 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 +1% (w/v) BSA, and 22.52
mg/ml glycine) for 30 minutes at room temperature. Sections were then incubated in
diluted primary antibody (5 µg/ml of antibody in PBS+ 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 +1% (w/v)
BSA) at 4°C overnight. Each section was then washed 3 times with room temperature
PBS, and then incubated in diluted secondary 10 nm gold nanoparticle conjugate antibody
(5 µg/ml of antibody in PBS +1% (w/v) BSA) for 1 hour. Sections were then dehydrated in
ethanol in ascending steps of 30% (v/v), 50% (v/v), 70% (v/v), 90% (v/v), and 100% (v/v)
spending 2 hours at each step. Samples were then mounted in an Eppendorf tube with
100% ethanol and stored at 4°C.

2.6.4 Galleria mellonella Whole Organism Biofilm Labelling
Larvae were immersed in 400 µg/ml proteinase K (Fisher) for 30 minutes at 37°C to
permeabilize the outside of the larvae facilitating penetration of chemicals in subsequent
steps. Following permeabilization, larvae underwent three 5 minute washes in PBS at room
temperature. Larvae were then fixed in 4% (v/v) paraformaldehyde in PBS pH 7.4, for 2
hours and were then washed 3 times for 5 minutes with ice cold PBS. The larvae were then
permeabilised through immersion in 1% (v/v) Triton X100 in PBS for 10 minutes and
washed 3 times in room temperature PBS. The larvae were then incubated in blocking
serum (PBS+ 0.1 Tween 20 +1% (w/v) BSA, and 22.52 mg/ml glycine) at 4°C for 24
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hours. The larvae were then incubated in diluted primary antibody (5 µg/ml of antibody in
PBS + 0.1 Tween 20 +1% (w/v) BSA) at 4°C for 24 hours. Following incubation with the
primary antibody larvae were then immersed in PBS at 4°C for 24 hours. The larvae were
then incubated in diluted secondary 10 nm gold nanoparticle conjugate antibody (5 µg/ml
of antibody in PBS +1% wt/volume BSA) at 4°C for 24 hours. Larvae were then
dehydraten in ethanol in stages of 30% (v/v), 50% (v/v), 70% (v/v), 90% (v/v), 100% (v/v)
spending 2 hours at each stage. Larvae were finally mounted within an Eppendorf tube in
100% ethanol and store at 4°C.

2.6.5 µ-CT Scanning
Larvae were mounted within a 1000 µl pipette tip with the bottom sealed through briefly
passing through a Bunsen flame, filled with 100 % ethanol and sealed with para film
(Starlab, Milton Keynes). Larvae were scanned with a Zeiss Xradia 510 Versa 3D X-ray
microscope, at 80 kV, 6.5 W, 0.4x objective, Binning 2 with 1 second exposure. The
resulting scanned images were then compiled through VGstudio and Avizo imaging
software packages.
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Figure 11: Whole larvae mounted within 1000 µl pipette tip within Zeiss Xradia 510 Versa
3D X-ray scanner. The pipette tip is held in place by a vice.
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2.7 Molecular Modelling Methods
2.7.1 Determination of RpoE Amino Acid Sequence
The nucleotide sequences of rpoE determined through next generation sequencing of SCVs
by Churton et al (Churton et al., 2016) were submitted to the ExPASy translate tool
https://web.expasy.org/translate/. The longest reading 5’ reading frame was selected and
from this reading frame the first Methionine start residue was selected.

2.7.2 Visualisation of Protein Structures
Many programs output protein structure files in formats such as .pdb. These protein
structure files were visualised within Chimera software package (Pettersen et al., 2004).

2.7.3 Protein Domain Prediction
Amino acid sequences were submitted in the FASTA format to the Robetta Full-chain
Protein Structure Prediction Server http://robetta.bakerlab.org. This server then identified
the domains within the amino acid sequence.

2.7.4 Protein pI Determination
Amino acid sequences were submitted in the FASTA format to ExPASy ProtParam tool.
http://web.expasy.org/protparam/.

2.7.5 I-TASSER Protein Structure and Function Prediction Programs
Amino acid sequences were submitted in the FASTA format to the I-TASSER protein
structure and function prediction server https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/.
The I-TASSER server consists of a group of programs that can be run as an automated
pipeline or individually dependant on the requirements of the user.
LOMETS: To determine the structure and function of an amino acid sequence initially
templates are identified from the PDB archive (https://www.wwpdb.org) by the program
LOMETS (Wu and Zhang, 2007). LOMETS utilises 10 threading programs (MUSTER,
FFAS-3D, SPARKS-X, HHSEARCH2, HHSEARCH I, Neff-PPAS, HHSEARCH,
pGenTHREADER, wdPPAS and PROSPECT2) to generate alignments between the amino
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acid FASTA sequence submitted. The top 10 templates for the determination of the
structure of the submitted FASTA sequence are produced.
I-TASSER: The templates identified through LOMETS are then used by I-TASSER to
generate a large number of decoys. The program SPICKER (Zhang and Skolnick, 2004) is
then used to cluster decoys based on the structural similarity between decoys. The 5 largest
clusters are reported as models. The quality of each model is evaluated through C-score
which measures the alignment between the models produced and the target templates. C
scores typically ranges between -5 and 2 where higher scores are more likely to represent a
correct fold. A C-score of less than -1.5 indicates that the model is unlikely to reflect
accurate folding (Yang and Zhang, 2015). I-TASSER also produces a TM-score for the
highest quality model. TM-scores are used across protein prediction software and are able
to indicate a likelihood of correct protein folding. A TM score of greater than 0.5 indicates
that a predicted structure is likely to be correctly folded. Alignments between models or
known protein structures can be measured through the program TM-align (Zhang and
Skolnick, 2005).
COACH: COACH is a meta server that is able to determine ligand binding sites,
homology to enzyme structures. Protein structures generated through I-TASSER or other
programs may be submitted to the COACH as PDB files. COACH utilises a combination
of three programs COFACTOR, TM-SITE and S-SITE. TM-SITE and S-SITE predict
ligand binding sites.
COFACTOR: Structural models generated through I-TASSER or other programs can be
submitted to COFACTOR as PDB files. Submitted structures are threaded against the
BioLip protein function database (Yang et al., 2013). Structural homology between
submitted models and database entries provides information on ligand binding sites,
enzyme commission and gene ontology.
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Figure 12: I-TASSER protein structure and function pipeline. Amino acid sequences
submitted to LOMETS provide templates for structral models to be produced through ITASSER which may be analysed through COACH to provide information on the structral
models ligand binding affinity, structral homology to enzymes and gene ontology Adapted
from Yang et al (Yang et al., 2015)
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2.7.6 RaptorX Protein Structure and Function Prediction
Amino acid sequences were submitted in the FASTA format to RaptorX protein structure
and function prediction servers http://raptorx.uchicago.edu.
Structure prediction was carried out using the online RaptorX server:
http://raptorx.uchicago.edu/StructurePrediction/predict/
Property prediction was carried out using the online RaptorX server:
http://raptorx.uchicago.edu/StructurePropertyPred/predict/.
Contact prediction was carried out using the online RaptorX server:
http://raptorx.uchicago.edu/ContactMap/. The RaptorX contact prediction server utilises a
template free (not referencing current databases of models) deep learning model to predict
protein contacts. This server produces 5 models with grey scale heat maps of the potential
contact sites within a protein with a darker colour denoting a higher likelihood of contact
within the protein (Wang et al., 2017). This server also outputs a protein structure .pdb file
which can then be viewed through the protein structure visualisation software package
Chimera.

2.8 Statistical Analysis
All statistical analysis unless otherwise indicated was carried out using GraphPad Prism 7
(www.graphpad.com). Unless stated otherwise a one-way ANOVA was used to determine
significant differences between isolates and strains.
The LD50 calculations following inoculations into Galleria mellonella were carried out in
GraphPad Prism. In brief this was achieved through transformation of the CFU
inoculations into log form, and normalisation of the G. mellonella responses. A non-linear
regression was then carried out for each isolate. Non-linear regressions were then
compared through an Extra sum-of-squares F-test. Calculated LD50s with 95% confidence
intervals were then compared through a one-way ANOVA. Method details may be found
in here (https://www.graphpad.com/www/graphpad/assets/File/Prism%206%20-%20Doseresponse.pdf).
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Chapter 3:

Transformation of Streptococcus

pneumoniae WT 22F
3.1 Introduction
Transformation is the mechanism through which S. pneumoniae is able to incorporate
DNA from its environment and related species into its genome. The capability to rapidly
utilise foreign DNA facilitates rapid adaptation and uptake of genetic elements which
increase fitness (Griffith, 1928; Havarstein et al., 1997). While S. pneumoniae is naturally
capable of undergoing transformation, artificial control of this process can be used to
introduce and remove genetic elements from S. pneumoniae genome. However,
transformation is a tightly regulated process which requires precise control of experimental
parameters to induce a competence state which varies between strains (Yother et al., 1986).
Clinical isolates of S. pneumoniae such as 22F ST433 are notoriously difficult to transform
(Yother et al., 1986) and often require significant method development to produce mutants.
As all SCVs displayed mutations to the gene rpoE we investigated whether the phenotypic
changes observed are due to a loss of function in this gene using a gene knock-out from the
parent strain 22F ST433 (Churton et al., 2016). In this chapter we detail the protocols
necessary to transform 22F ST433 with both the plasmid pMV158gfp (Vidal et al., 2011)
and a linear construct to knock-out rpoE and confirm that the knock-outs display the small
colony morphology.
There are currently no published protocols for the transformation of 22F ST433, nor are
there any pre-existing strains of S. pneumoniae for which rpoE has been knocked out.
Given the predicted challenges in transforming a clinical isolate such as 22F ST433 we
chose the well-defined laboratory D39 for initial method development and protocol
validation. D39 was chosen as a suitable strain for this purpose as it has been used for
transformation by numerous groups with several protocols available (Havarstein et al.,
1995; Shak et al., 2013).
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The plasmid pMV158GFP was chosen as a suitable control vector as it has been previously
transformed into D39 and confers both green fluorescent protein (GFP) activity and
tetracycline resistance. These two attributes allow for selection through the tetracycline
resistance and rapid identification through GFP activity. The parent plasmid of
pMV158GFP (pMV158) has been demonstrated to have numerous desirable characteristics
that make it suitable for use in both D39 and likely to be compatible with 22F ST433.
pMV158 has not been observed to significantly inhibit growth, it replicates efficiently,
maintains stable inheritance and functions across multiple streptococcal species including
S. pneumoniae with high promiscuity (Burdett, 1980; Hernandez-Arriaga et al., 2012).
Furthermore, Professor Vidal kindly provided a D39 isolate carrying pMV158gfp for use
as an additional transformation control. These factors indicate that pMV158GFP is likely
to be functional within 22F and is therefore a suitable candidate with which to develop and
test methodologies.

3.2 Materials and Methods
The materials and methods required to carry out the work in this chapter are detailed in
Chapter 2.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Plasmid Extraction
An initial challenge for this project was the production of sufficient plasmid for
transformation protocols. Standard Qiagen plasmid DNA extraction protocols were shown
to be ineffective in producing the concentrations of plasmid DNA required for
transformation despite the reported high copy number of the parent plasmid pMV158
(Kramer et al., 1995; Lacks et al., 1986). Qiagen Mini kits were unable to produce a
detectable level of plasmid. However, introducing a lysozyme digest increased the plasmid
yield to a detectable, although very low level. The use of the Qiagen Midi kit in
combination with a lysozyme digest proved successful in recovering viable concentrations
of pMV158GFP for use in transformation protocols as shown in Figure 13. This is likely
due to the capsule of S. pneumoniae inhibiting plasmid extraction during Qiagen protocols,
and that its removal through a lysozyme digest improved plasmid extraction.
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Figure 13: Plasmid pMV158GFP extraction protocol results quantified through the use of a
Nannodrop spectrophotometer. QP = Qiagen Protocol, L = lysozyme pre-treatment. Use of
lysozyme pre-treatment and a Qiagen Midikit provided a suitable yield that was shown by
a one-way ANOVA, with Tukey’s Multiple comparison test to be significantly greater than
Qiagen Minikit extraction protocols with and without lysozyme treatment and that there
was no significant difference between the Minikit protocols. N = 3 independent biological
replicates.

3.3.2 D39 Generation of a Plasmid Knock-In
Although D39 is a well characterised isolate that has been successfully transformed by
many groups, we were initially unable to produce a successful transformant with
pMV158gfp using transformation protocol 1 (TP1). Alterations to the protocol led to the
development of transformation protocol 2 (TP2) which produced a successful transformant
colony verified through both tetracycline resistance selection with 1.25 µg/ml tetracycline,
and through GFP activity (Figure 14).
Changes from TP1 to TP2 involved slight changes to the compositions of agar. The
removal of the liquid nitrogen freezing step from TP1 and the acidification of CTM. Of
these steps it is most likely that acidification of the CTM is the key alteration as this step
prevents premature entry into a competent state increasing the likelihood that cells are
competent during the experimental time period that knock-in DNA is added.
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Figure 14: A representative image of colonies of S. pneumoniae strain D39 transformed
with plasmid pMV158GFP displaying GFP activity. Transformations were carried out
using transformation methodology 2 with 500 ng/ml CSP1. A colony was deemed to be
transformation positive if it displayed GFP activity.

3.3.3 22F pMV158gfp Complementation
Having successfully used TP2 to introduce pMV158gfp to D39 we utilised the same
protocol to introduce the plasmid to 22F ST433. The initial transformation protocol was
unsuccessful in 22F ST433 with a CSP1 concentration of 500 ng/ml, however increasing
the CSP level to 1500 ng/ml resulted in successful transformations. Not all colonies that
grew on antibiotic transformation plates were subsequently able to grow as a subculture on
a new antibiotic plate nor did they display GFP activity. If a colony was unable to do either
of these functions it was not deemed to be a successful transformant.
Our observation that concentrations of 1500 ng/ml were necessary for transformation of
22F ST433 with pMV158gfp is contrary to previous published work (Havarstein et al.,
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1995; Morrison, 1997) which observed that concentrations of greater than 100 ng/ml did
not increase transformation efficiency. Putative transformants were observed at 500 ng/ml
of CSP, which grew on antibiotic resistance plates with 1.25 µg/ml tetracycline, but
displayed questionable GFP activity, which may have been gel artefacts combined with
non-transformed cells as shown in Figure 16.
Some authors have reported that an increase in the plasmid DNA concentration resulted in
increased transformation efficiency (Xu et al., 2011). However, this was not observed in
the transformation of 22F with pMV158GFP where no increase in the number of
successfully transformed colonies observed, with only one transformant colony observed at
5 µg/200 µl plasmid DNA in Figure 17.
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Figure 15: The impact of CSP1 concentrations on the transformation success rates for S.
pneumoniae 22F WT. Transformations were carried out with 1 µg plasmid DNA per 200
µl of of competent cells, 1500 ng/ml of CSP and 1.25 µg/ml Tet within transformation
plates. Transformation efficiency was 1.5x10-7 cells transforming per µg DNA. A colony
was deemed to be transformation positive if it both grew on further antibiotic plates and
displayed GFP activity. N = 3 independent biological replicates.
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Figure 16: Representative images of GFP activity of S. pneumoniae strains with
pMV158GFP. A shows the positive control D39 with pMV158GFP. B shows unsuccessful
transformations, that are not fluorescing. C shows the a weak putative GFP signal,
however this is likely to be a gel artefact. D shows the GFP positive successful 22F ST 433
transformed with pMV158GFP. Images taken with an Olympus BX51 epi-fluorescence
microscope.
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Figure 17: Impact of CSP concentrations on transformation at 5 µg plasmid DNA per 200
µl of cells. A colony was deemed to be transformation positive if it displayed GFP activity.
GFP activity was only observed in 1 colony transformed at 1500 ng/ml CSP, 5 µg/200µl
pMV158GFP. Transformation negative colonies grew within the initial antibiotic plate
during transformation but failed to display GFP activity. N = 1 for this pilot experiment.
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3.3.4 Generation of the rpoE Knock-Out
The strategy for producing the rpoE KO in 22F ST433 involved the introduction of a linear
fragment of DNA into the pneumococcal genome in a similar manner to previously
published methods (Lau et al., 2002). This approach takes advantage of the process of
homologous recombination, through which a linear fragment of DNA with flanking
regions matches those of the target gene allowing it to switch places with the wild type
gene as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: The process of homologous recombination. During this process a linear DNA
construct flanked by regions which match the insetrion site may be introduced into the
target genome Adapted from Lau et al., (2002).
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We designed a linear DNA construct incorporating flanking regions matching those of
rpoE in the 22F ST433 genome, a kanamycin resistance cassette and a constitutive
promoter, as shown below. Following integration this construct would replace rpoE and
provide the transformant strain with resistance to kanamycin enabling antibiotic selection.

Figure 19: 22F ST433 knock-out linear construct. Flanking regions of 500 bp were placed
on either side of the promoter P, and kanamycin resistance gene.
DNA Sequence

Length (bp)

Function

5’ rpoE Flank

500

Natural promoter present

Constitutive promoter

76

To promote kanamycin resistance

Kanamycin resistance gene

795

Provides resistance to kanamycin

3’ rpoE Flank

500

Space between genetic elements

Table 4: Components of the rpoE knock-out DNA construct, their lengths and their
functions.
During homologous recombination experiments with Streptococcus mutans it has been
observed that longer flanking regions produce a higher rate of transformation (Lau et al.,
2002). Flanking regions of 500 nucleotides were chosen as a suitable length likely to
facilitate efficient transformation. The linear fragment was synthesised within the plasmid
pCC1BAC (by the company Genscript Ltd), from which it was amplified through PCR to
produce sufficient quantities of DNA for transformation. Transformation under the
conditions which had been previously utilised to introduce pMV158GFP into ST433 were
unable to produce transformant colonies, and so further optimisation was carried out. The
key factor for the production of rpoE knock-outs were increased incubation times and
increased CSP1 concentrations.
Putative transformation colonies were verified through PCR of both the rpoE gene (which
was absent in all the knock-outs as shown in the figures below) and the inserted kanamycin
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resistance gene which was only present in the rpoE knock-out colonies indicating
successful transformation.
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Figure 20: Transformant colonies of 22F ST433 with rpoE knocked out were only
observed following after 6 days at 2500ng/ml of CSP1. N= 3 independent experiments.
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Figure 21: PCR of 22F WT and rpoE knock-outs using primers targetting the rpoE gene
which is knocked out during successful transformation. In all of the knock-outs a band of
the appropriate size for the rpoE gene is absent, while the band is observed for the 22F WT
strain.
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Figure 22: PCR of 22F WT and rpoE knock-outs using primers targetting the KAN
cassette which replaces rpoE during the knock-out transformation. In all of the knock-outs
a band of the appropriate size for the KAN cassette is present, while no such band is
observed for the 22F WT strain.
The confirmed rpoE knock-outs were then grown on CBA to determine their colony
diameters, and whether a small colony phenotype could be observed as shown in Figure
23.
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Figure 23: Colony diameter of 22F WT and rpoE KO mutants following 24 hours of
growth on CBA. N = 5 separate colonies from the same plate.

3.3.5 Complementation of 22F rpoE KO with pCC1rpoE
To confirm that the small colony morphology observed in the knock-out mutants is due to
the loss of rpoE, we sought to complement the knock-outs with a plasmid containing rpoE
and a selection factor. If the phenotypic changes observed in rpoE KO1-5 are due to the
absence of rpoE then complementation of the gene should reverse the phenotype. To
achieve rpoE complementation, a plasmid was designed to incorporate rpoE with small
flanking regions and a tetracycline resistance cassette within the plasmid pCC1. This
complementation plasmid shall from this point be referred to as pCC1rpoE. The linear
construct was designed with rpoE and tet(M), which was then produced by Genscript Ltd.
The plasmid pCC1 has been successfully used in transformations with D39 (Caymaris et
al., 2010) and therefore thought suitable for use with 22F ST433 and rpoE KO. The 300 bp
long 5’ flank was chosen as the wildtype promoter sequence N17 was identified between
bases 199, and 228 using the PePPER prokaryotic promoter element and regulon
identification server (de Jong et al., 2012).
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Figure 24: Diagram of the rpoE linear construct within the pCC1rpoE.

DNA Sequence

Length (bp)

Function

5’ rpoE Flank

300

Natural promoter present

rpoE gene

588

Natural rpoE complementation

3’ rpoE Flank

150

Space between genetic elements

Constitutive promoter

76

To promote tetracycline resistance

Tetracycline resistance tet(M)

1994

Provide tetracycline resistance

Table 5: Function and length of rpoE knock-in construct components.
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Figure 25: Map of pCC1rpoE.
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3.4 Discussion
In order to determine whether the phenotypic changes observed in SCVs were due to
mutations in rpoE causing a loss of function, we generated rpoE knock-outs. This chapter
details the methods required for the transformation of S. pneumoniae D39 and 22F ST433
with the plasmid pMV158gfp and the generation of a rpoE knock-out in S. pneumoniae
strain 22F ST433. To achieve this, we optimised the protocols necessary for the extraction
of plasmid DNA from 22F ST433 and developed the methods to transform these strains
with either plasmids or linear DNA constructs.
To develop the necessary protocols, we selected the commonly used S. pneumoniae type
strain D39. D39 benefits from well characterised transformation protocols which provide a
starting point from which methods could be developed to transform more difficult clinical
isolates such as 22F ST433. The plasmid pMV158gfp was chosen as a suitable vector for
method development due to its known compatibility with D39 and its useful selection
markers in the form of a tetracycline resistance cassette and GFP production under the
control of a maltose inducible promoter. These markers enable effective and rapid
confirmation of transformation results (Nieto and Espinosa, 2003; Vidal et al., 2011).
An initial challenge was the production of sufficient yields of pMV158gfp for
transformation. Using the standard Qiagen Mini kit protocol only negligible concentrations
of plasmid were produced with the majority of samples negative. A lysozyme digest was
added to the protocol which resulted in detectable although low concentrations of plasmid
DNA. Lysozyme degrades the peptidoglycan cell wall which encapsulates S. pneumoniae
(Ibrahim et al., 2001; Nash et al., 2006). Degradation of the cell wall facilitates greater
release of plasmid from the cell increasing the yield however the plasmid concentrations
were not sufficient. In further optimisation we increased the volume of cells for each
extraction. Given the high reported copy number of pMV158 we were surprised by the low
plasmid yields achieved by the Qiagen Mini kit. Through the use of Qiagen Midi kit we
were able to increase plasmid yields to concentrations sufficient for transformation
protocols.
Having developed plasmid extraction methods to produce the required volume of plasmid
we attempted transformation of D39 using the Havarstein et al based methodologies which
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have been successfully utilised to transform D39 with pMV158GFP (Vidal et al., 2011).
Unfortunately, we were unable to produce successful transformants through this protocol
(Transformation Protocol 1, TP1). Due to the lack of success with this method we altered
our transformation method, producing a second transformation protocol (TP2) which was
immediately successful in transforming pMV158GFP into D39 at efficiencies similar to
other strains observed in the literature (Joloba et al., 2010). Transformation was confirmed
through both antibiotic susceptibility at 1.25 µg/ml tetracycline (inhibitory to both D39 and
22F) and GFP activity.
Transformation in S. pneumoniae is a highly regulated process with only a limited window
of competence (20-30 minutes) during which DNA may be taken up. Following
competence, cells lose the ability to take up DNA and may not readily regain it in the short
term. Competence is induced through quorum sensing of the CSP. Quorum sensing is
affected by population density, as the larger a population is, then the more likely it is that
the threshold concentration of the quorum sensing molecule is reached. To reduce the
likelihood that the competence threshold was being prematurely met, TP2 utilises a lower
concentration of cells (determined through optical density) than TP1. Furthermore, a pH of
6.8 was used in TP2 during the initial stages of the protocol prior to transformation. A pH
of 6.8 suppresses competence during the growth of competent cells. This suppression
ensures that competence occurs once the pH is increased at the point of transformant DNA
addition (Havarstein et al., 1995). Rapid freezing through the use of liquid nitrogen in TP1
is thought to fracture S. pneumoniae cell wall facilitating the plasmids entry into the cell
during transformation. As D39 was readily transformed through TP2 we did not utilise this
rapid freezing further.
Transformation of 22F ST433 with pMV158GFP was not possible using the same
condition as D39. This is not unexpected given the notorious difficulty of transforming
encapsulated clinical isolates (Evans and Rozen, 2013; Yother et al., 1986). Protocol
alterations to produce a successful transformation included alterations to incubation times,
temperatures and plasmid concentrations. However, these measures did not result in
successful transformation. Increasing CSP concentrations to 1500 ng/ml resulted in
transformation success. This is surprising as previously no observed increases in
transformation efficiency was seen for CSP concentrations between 32 and 500 ng/ml of
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CSP (Håvarstein et al., 1995). Similarly, transformations of a wide variety of S.
pneumoniae isolates has been achieved through CSP concentrations of 100 ng/ml (Evans
and Rozen, 2013). However, as shown in Figure 15, 1500 ng/ml of CSP enabled repeatable
transformation to occur. The level of transformation observed is at a low level, with
1.5x10-7 cells transforming per µg DNA, an order of magnitude less than previously used
transformation efficiency thresholds used to determine the transformability of strains
(Evans and Rozen, 2013).
Once we developed the protocol to transform pMV158GFP into 22F ST433 we moved to
produce a rpoE knock-out (rpoE KO). This knock-out was designed to replace the rpoE
gene with a kanamycin cassette through homologous recombination via 500 bp flanking
regions matching those of 22F’s rpoE either side of the cassette. Further optimisation of
TP2 was required to produce a successful rpoE KO. The key factors were increased CSP
concentrations to 2500 ng/ml and a significantly longer incubation time from the usual 2448 hours to 144-168 hours to produce successful transformants. A potential reason for the
increased incubation time required may be a combination of the reduction in protein
production while under kanamycin selection, combined with the loss of RpoE which plays
a role in transcription regulation. Disruption of transcriptional regulation within a rpoE KO
may have resulted in poor expression of the kanamycin resistance cassette resulting in very
slower growth characteristics, in addition to the wider global impact on gene regulation
that removal of rpoE is likely to have caused. This is supported by observations of related
bacteria. S. mutans rpoE knock-outs display reduced abundance of many proteins
particularly those associated with carbohydrate metabolism and energy production (Xue et
al., 2012). This pattern of dysregulation is also observed in S. aureus rpoE mutants,
including the downregulation of genes associated with virulence transporters, tRNA and
other regulatory genes (Weiss et al., 2014).
Five successful transformants were selected for PCR to confirm that rpoE was removed
and that the Kanamycin cassette was present and in the correct locus. When plated onto
CBA plates, all putative SCVs displayed colony diameters of less than 0.5 mm (0.163 –
0.487 mm) significantly less than that of 22F WT. To demonstrate that any colony
morphology observed in the knock-outs was due to the removal of rpoE and are not the
result of any other factor, we aimed to complement rpoE KO with pCC1rpoE. However,
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we have been unable to produce a successful complementation of rpoE KO with
pCC1rpoE. In a theme that is explored further throughout this thesis, it is likely that our
inability to produce a knock-in is due to the loss of adaptability within rpoE KO, a trait
shared in S. mutans rpoE knock-outs (Xue et al., 2012; Xue et al., 2010). As discussed in
Chapter 1, competence is a tightly regulated process with time scales of as small as 5
minutes for the uptake of DNA and changes in the genes to be expressed (Peterson et al.,
2004). Delays in expression due to diminished RNAP activity through complete loss of
rpoE may render the competence system ineffective. This is further supported by evidence
that competence is gained during the cell cycle during a period of growth arrest. Therefore,
the rpoE KO with its slower growth rate on agar may require very different timings or cell
concentrations in order to be transformed (Berge et al., 2017).
The cell cycle arrest caused by CSP may present an explanation for the long incubation
time of 6 days required for successful transformants. The extremely high concentration of
CSP required for transformation of 22F ST433 may also be inhibiting its growth and
causing cell cycle arrest. It is possible that CSP is broken down over the course of several
days either through environmental or S. pneumoniae mediated mechanisms. Once the CSP
level have sufficiently declined then the cell cycle is able to resume and colonies are able
to grow (Berge et al., 2017).
Another potential reason for the lack of success in complementation of rpoE KO with
pCC1rpoE (11236 bp) may be that it is 62.8 % larger than pMV158gfp (6900 bp). Larger
plasmids have been observed to have lower transformation efficiencies in B. subtilis and E.
coli (Hanahan, 1983; Ohse et al., 1995).

3.5 Limitations and Future Work
The knock-out transformation construct utilised 500 bp flanking regions to ensure that the
resistance cassette inserts into the correct location within the genome to produce the
knock-out. Larger flanking regions are associated with increased transformation
efficiencies (Lau et al., 2002). Increasing each flanking region to 2000 bp may have
increased transformation efficiencies for rpoE KO and will be a factor to consider in future
gene knock-out work. Conversely, the complementation assay may benefit from the use of
a smaller plasmid to increase transformation efficiency. A potential candidate would be
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pMV158gfp as addition of rpoE with flanking regions would only cause a small increase in
size, it already contains selection markers and we have shown that it may be incorporated
into 22F WT. However, transformation experiments with rpoE KO and pMV158gfp were
unsuccessful suggesting that plasmid size alone is not the factor inhibiting effective
plasmid transformation.
The choice of the tetracycline resistance cassette as the selection factor may also benefit
from redesign in future experiments. Tetracycline inhibits protein synthesis. While the
tetracycline resistance cassette reduces the impact of kanamycin on protein synthesis to
non-lethal levels, transcription dysregulation in the rpoE KO may cause a cumulative
affect resulting in a failure to grow on antibiotic plates despite the presence of antibiotic
resistance genes within genetic constructs. A suitable alternative may be ampicillin.
Ampicillin functions through inhibition of cell wall synthesis, and so may be less likely to
have a cumulative effect with the knockout of rpoE. This may be supported by the long
incubation time observed for transformants with the rpoE KO.
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3.6 Chapter 3 Key Points
•

We have developed the methods required to transform the clinical isolate 22F with
both plasmid DNA and linear DNA constructs.

•

Using these developed methodologies, we have produced a 22F ST433 rpoE KO.
The rpoE KO contains a kanamycin resistance cassette replacing the rpoE gene.

•

The rpoE knock-outs produced all exhibit a small colony variant morphology.

•

We have been unable to produce a rpoE knock-in, this may be due to a loss of
transcription regulation resulting in disruption of the finely tuned competence
system.
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Chapter 4:

Phenotyping of 22F WT, SCV, and rpoE

KO Strains
4.1 Introduction
Streptococcus pneumoniae colony variants have been observed by numerous groups to
display altered phenotypic characteristics. Many of the phenotypic changes have the
potential to be clinically relevant such as increased virulence by spxB large colony variant
mutants (Syk et al., 2014), increases in biofilm formation in rpoE SCVs (Churton et al.,
2016) and alterations to capsule genes (Domenech et al., 2009). The small colony
morphology which gives SCVs their name is the most readily observed phenotypic trait of
these mutants, however it is the increased biofilm formation by SCVs which causes them
to be of particular interest (Churton et al., 2016) due to their associations with chronic
infections.
In Chapter 4 we investigated the phenotypic traits of 22F, SCVs and the rpoE KO
produced in Chapter 3. These investigations were to determine whether rpoE KO is
phenotypically similar to the SCVs not only in size, but also in a range of clinically
relevant phenotypic characteristics including biofilm formation. Greater understanding of
the phenotypic changes observed in SCVs and rpoE KO may provide further insight into
the role of rpoE and the factors which exert the fitness and selection pressures required for
the parallel evolution observed (Churton et al., 2016). RpoE has been demonstrated to be
an important regulatory protein in B. subtilis (Prajapati et al., 2016a; Prajapati et al.,
2016b), S. mutans (Xue et al., 2012; Xue et al., 2011; Xue et al., 2010) and S. aureus
(Weiss et al., 2014) and therefore we would expect to observe phenotypic changes across a
wide range of factors.
We observed that SCVs display significantly altered phenotype to that of the 22F wild type
parent strain but also that the rpoE KO displays a range of similarities and differences to
the 22F WT. These findings support the role of RpoE as a global regulator in S.
pneumoniae and suggest that the mutations in SCVs cause changes in function distinct to
the complete removal and therefore loss of function of RpoE in rpoE KOs.
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4.2 Materials and Methods
The materials and methods required to carry out the work in this chapter are detailed in
Chapter 2.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Colony Size and Morphologies
22F rpoE KO 2 was chosen as the representative example of the rpoE knock-outs to be
used in all further experiments and will be referred to as rpoE KO from this point onwards.
To determine whether the difference in phenotype between the SCVs and rpoE KO was a
transient effect, colony diameters were measured over three passages. The small colony
morphology was observed in both SCVs and rpoE KO (Figure 26) and maintained over the
three passages. The SCVs and rpoE KO all displayed significantly smaller colony
diameters across all passages however rpoE KO was also significantly smaller than all
SCVs (Figure 27). These results suggest that complete removal of rpoE may be causing a
reduced growth rate on agar compared to the mutations to rpoE observed in the SCVs.
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Figure 26: Representative images of the colony morphologies of 22F WT, SCVs and rpoE
KO. Colonies were grown on CBA agar for 24 hours and imaged using a Olympus BX51
epi-fluorescence microscope microscope. The white scale bar represents 100 µm.
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Figure 27: Colony diameters of 22F WT, SCVs and rpoE KO. Colonies were grown on
CBA agar for 24 hours and imaged using an Olympus BX51 epi-fluorescence microscope
microscope. A 1-way ANOVA of the 3rd passage revealed that all SCV colony diameters
were significantly (p < 0.0001) smaller than 22F WT and significantly larger than rpoE
KO.No significant differences were observed between SCVs. N= 5 colonies per symbol.
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4.3.2 Planktonic Growth of Strains
To investigate whether the differences in growth characteristics might also be observed
within planktonic growth state we investigated the growth of isolates over in liquid culture
over 18 hours (Figure 28). In contrast to the phenotypic changes observed for colony
diameter during planktonic growth SCVs grew to a similar or greater level than 22F WT.
Following pre-treatment in BHI broth all SCVs with the exception of SCV5D3 displayed
significantly greater growth than 22F WT. Pre-treatment through growth on CBA produced
a slight although non-significant increase in growth for the SCVs relative to 22F WT.
However, the differences in growth between CBA and BHI pre-treatments for 22F WT and
each SCV were not significant.
The largest changes observed were for rpoE KO for which pre-treatment conditions caused
significantly variations in growth. Pre-treatment of rpoE KO on CBA prior to inoculation
into BHI broth resulted in significantly less growth than BHI broth pre-treatment. This may
suggest that rpoE KO is less able to adapt to changes in growth media when compared to
22F WT and the SCVs which displayed broadly similar growth traits. The rpoE KO results
also contrast to those observed over the 3-day passage on CBA where we do not observe
adaptation to media to approximate the SCV phenotype as we do in BHI broth.
Growth curves carried out in BHI over a 10 hour time course showed a slightly altered
trend form the 18 hour culture, although generally matching those found by Churton et al
(Churton, 2014). 22F ST433 grew slightly faster than the SCVs and rpoE KO, with rpoE
KO growing the slowest of all strains. The differences between the 10 hour time course
and adaptation experiments with an 18 hour incubation indicate that the 22F WT may
possess a shorter lag phase than SCVs, while the SCVs are able to grow to a higher
concentration.
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Figure 28: A) Assessment of growth by 22F WT, SCVs and rpoE KO in BHI following
pre-treated in either BHI broth or on CBA plates. Strains were grown for 24 hours growth
either on CBA plates or in BHI broth for 24 hours and then inoculated into BHI broth, and
grown for a further 18 hours. Significance was determined through a 2-way ANOVA with
Sidak’s multiple comparison test. A 2-way ANOVA was chosen because it allows
comparison of two independent variables, with Sidak’s multiple comparison test used as
the method to determine differences in growth due to media pre-treatment. The 2-way
ANOVA reveals that both the strain (76.44% of total variation) and the media (12.11% of
total variation), and the interactions (25.13% of total variation) all provide statistically
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significant differences with (p < 0.0001). The rpoE KO grew to a higher concentration in
BHI (p < 0.0001) when pre-treated with BHI growth conditions. For BHI pre-treatment
conditions all SCVs and 22F WT produced higher optical densities than rpoE KO (all p <
0.0001). N = a minimum of 3 indpendent biological replicates. B) Growth curves of 22F
WT, SCVs and rpoE KO in BHI following pre-treated in BHI broth. BHI with 1 x 106
CFU / mL was incubated at 37°C for 10 hours, with hourly OD600nm readings. Error bars
represent standard error. N = 3 independent biological replicates.

4.3.3 Biofilm Formation
It has been previously observed that SCVs display greater biofilm formation than 22F WT
(Churton et al., 2016). To validate these results, we grew biofilms to 24 (attachment) and
72 hours (mature biofilm) and assessed the volume of biomass produced through the use of
crystal violet staining assay. In the 24-hour attachment assay we observed a range of
biomass although only SCV9D9 and rpoE KO displayed significantly increased biomass
relative to 22F WT.
Interestingly for 3-day biofilm formation although all SCVs and rpoE KO displayed
significantly greater biofilm formation than 22F WT we observe a range of biofilm
formation across the SCVs with significant differences between different SCVs. Unlike the
planktonic and agar assays for mature biofilm formation rpoE KO fell within the range of
observed for SCVs. Furthermore, significant differences were also observed between the
SCVs resulting in a spectrum of biofilm forming ability for 3-day biofilms.
Confirmation of the increased mature biofilm formation was quantified through CFU
counts of biofilms. CFU quantification ensures that the crystal violet observations were not
an artefact of the crystal violet assay and that the trends observed are due to increased live
cell counts. We observed a similar trend of increased biofilm formation although only
SCV5D3 and SCV9D9 displayed significantly increased CFU counts relative to 22F WT.
This is likely to be explained through the lower number of repeats for the CFU counts.
A potential limitation of this assay is that the absorbance values are low. This may indicate
that while statistically significant, the changes in biofilm formation may not be biologically
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significant. However, the confirmation of the general trend of increased biofilm formation
by SCVs with up to 2 log10 differences by CFU counts suggests that the trend is real.
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Figure 29: Crystal violet staining of 24 hour surface attachment by 22F WT, SCVs and
rpoE KO. Strains were cultured in 20% (w/v) BHI in CoStar 96 well plate and allowed to
attach for 24 hours. Crystal violet staining of attached cells was assessed through
absorbance reading at 560nm on a FLOUstar Optima plate reader. A 1-way ANOVA
reveals that SCV9D9 and rpoE KO both differ significantly from WT 22F (p < 0.05). The
biofilm formation of each isolate was quantified through a minimum of two biologicaly
independent experiments each consisting of 8 technical replicates.
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Figure 30: Crystal violet staining of 72 hour biofilm formation by 22F WT, SCVs and
rpoE KO. Strains were cultured in 20% (w/v)BHI in CoStar 96 well plate and cultured for
72 hours with media changes every 24 hours. Crystal violet staining of the biofilm was
assessed through absorbance reading at 560nm on a FLOUstar Optima plate reader. A 1way ANOVA with Tukeys Multiple comparison test reveals a range of biofilm formation
differences . All SCVs and rpoE KO formed significantly more biofilm than 22F as
indicated by the asterixes on the graph. SCV5D3, SCV9D9 and rpoE all produce
significantly more biofilm than SCV1D3 (p<.0001, p<0.0001 and p<0.05 respectively).
SCV5D3 and SCV9D9 produced significantly more biofilm than SCV3D9 (p < 0.05 and p
< 0.001 respectively). SCV9D9 displayed significantly greater biofilm formation than rpoE
KO (p < 0.01). The biofilm formation of each isolate was quantified through formed of 3
biologically independent replicates.
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Figure 31: Colony forming unit counts from 72 hour biofilm formation by 22F WT, SCVs
and rpoE KO. Strains were cultured in 20% (w/v)BHI in CoStar 6 well plates and cultured
for 72 hours with media changes every 24 hours. A one way ANOVA revealed that
SCV5D3 and SCV9D9 were both displayed significantly greater CFUs than 22F WT. N =
3 independent biologically independent replicates.

4.3.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy
To further investigate the mature biofilms, we utilised scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) to view individual cells and biofilm structures. SEM has previously been used to
investigate S. mutans and its rpoE knock-out with differences were observed between with
the rpoE knock-out and wild-type. The S. mutans rpoE knock-out displayed dendrite like
structures attaching to the substrate surface (Xue et al., 2011).
Representative images were taken of 22F WT, SCV5D3, SCV9D9 and rpoE KO. The
SCVs, SCV5D3 and SCV9D9 were chosen because they displayed the greatest increases in
biofilm formation and were therefore expected to be most likely isolates to display
phenotypically differentiated characteristics. Biofilms of 22F WT and the SCVs appeared
broadly similar. However, no dendrite like structures were observed within any of the S.
pneumoniae biofilms.
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The most striking difference observed is the diminished capacity of rpoE KO to form
chains of cells. Chain length in S. pneumoniae has been linked to increased adherence and
colonisation (Rodriguez et al., 2012) however, it may also increases susceptibility to
human neutrophil mediated killing (Dalia and Weiser, 2011). The loss of this characteristic
may indicate dysregulation within rpoE KO.

Figure 32: Scanning electron microscopy of S. pneumoniae 3 day biofilms A) 22F WT B)
SCV5D3 C) SCV9D9 D) rpoE KO. rpoE KO appears to display reduced chain formation
compared to 22F WT and SCVs. Chains indicated by white arows. Images are
representative of 3 independent biological replicates.
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4.3.5 Self-Aggregation
Due to the differences in chain formation displayed by rpoE KO we investigated whether
the phenotypic differences observed may be due to altered self-aggregation properties.
Self-aggregation is a measure of how effectively cells of a strain are able to bind to each
other and may be an important factor in biofilm formation.
We investigated whether the differences in biofilm formation and chain formation
observed may be due to increased self-aggregation by the SCVs and 22F WT relative to
rpoE KO. However, we did not observe a biofilm-like phenotype continuum for selfaggregation with all strains clustering together with the exception of SCV5D3 which
exhibited significant, although minor, increases in self aggregation relative to rpoE KO and
SCV3D9.
22F WT did not display significantly altered self-aggregation properties relative to any
isolate and it is therefore unlikely that this property is responsible for the differences in
biofilm formation observed. This is further highlighted by SCV9D9 which displayed the
greatest biofilm formation in the crystal violet assay but exhibited one of the lowest levels
of self-aggregation alongside rpoE KO with both less than 22F WT. These findings
contrast with those carried out with S. mutans, the rpoE KO displayed increased
aggregation relative to the wild-type (Xue et al., 2011).
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Figure 33: Self aggregation of 22F WT, SCVs and rpoE KO stationary phase planktonic
cultures. Cultures were suspended in PBS and self aggregation measured over 3 hours. Self
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2011). At 3 hours a 1-way ANOVA determines that significant differences observed are
between SCV5D3 and SCV3D9 (p < 0.05), and SCV5D3 to rpoE KO (p < 0.05). N = 3
independent biological replicates.
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4.3.6 Binding to Human ECM Components
Our analysis of the adherent properties of our strains was further expanded through
analysis of the binding of the S. pneumoniae isolates to a range of human extracellular
matrix (ECM) components. Increased binding to many ECM components was observed in
an S. mutans rpoE knock-out (Xue et al., 2011). The capability of strains to bind to human
extra cellular factors has important implications for colonisation and biofilm formation
within the human host.
We tested the ECM binding capabilities of 22F, SCV9D9 and rpoE KO using the same
array used with S. mutans rpoE knock-outs (Xue et al., 2011). We did not observe binding
to any ECM component by any of our isolates. S. pneumoniae strains have been previously
assessed for their binding capabilities for the majority of these factors including a screen of
43 strains against radiolabelled ECM components (Kostrzynska and Wadstrom, 1992).
While there was variation in binding by the tested strains to several ECM components, all
strains tested bound to laminin (Kostrzynska and Wadstrom, 1992). That we do not
observe binding to laminin here suggests that 22F ST433 may have very different binding
characteristics or that this assay is unsuitable for use with S. pneumoniae 22F ST433.
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Figure 34: Binding of 22F ST433, SCV9D9 and rpoE KO to human extracellular matrix
components over 24 hours. The absorbance results suggest that the isolates tested are not
binding to the human ECM components. N = 3 independent biological replicates.
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4.3.7 Hydrogen Peroxide Production
As detailed in Chapter 1, hydrogen peroxide is a key virulence factor of S. pneumoniae
involved in many important processes including control of competing bacteria, host cell
killing and spxB (the gene responsible for H2O2 production) is required for aggregate and
biofilm formation (Blanchette-Cain et al., 2013). Potential associations between H2O2 and
rpoE might be found in proteomic worked carried out previously by the Webb group
(Churton, 2014). Formate acetyltransferase (pfl) and fructose-bisphosphate aldolase were
both found to be down-regulated in the SCVs tested relative to the WT. Both of these
proteins are associated with pyruvate metabolism which is the pathway through which
H2O2 is produced (Jensen et al., 2009; Ramos-Montanez et al., 2008).
To determine whether H2O2 might be altered by rpoE mutations or knock-out, biofilm
supernatants were analysed for H2O2 concentrations. At 24 hours several of the SCVs and
rpoE KO displayed increased H2O2 concentrations relative to both 22F WT and SCV1D3.
For the 3-day biofilms no differences were observed in H2O2 concentrations. A limitation
of this assay is that it is lacking the corresponding CFU counts for 24 hour biofilms. It may
be the case that each cell produces similar concentrations of H2O2 but that there is a higher
concentration of cells of the rpoE KO SCVs 3D9, 5D3 and 9D9.
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Figure 35: Hydrogen peroxide concentrations following 24 hours of biofilm growth in 20%
(v/v) BHI. A 1-Way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test found 22F WT
displayed signficantly reduced concentrations of H2O2 relative to SCV3D9, SCV5D3,
SCV9D9, and rpoE KO (p > 0.01, p > 0.01, p > 0.0001 and p > 0.01 respectively),
representing approximately 22-33% increases over 22F WT. Furthermore, SCV1D3 was
also observed to display reduced concentrations of H2O2 relative to SCV3D9, SCV5D3,
SCV9D9, and rpoE KO (p > 0.05, p > 0.05, p > 0.0001 and p > 0.05 respectively). N = a
minimum of 16 technical replicates from 2 sets of biological replicates.
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Figure 36 Hydrogen peroxide concentrations within S. pneumoniae 72-hour biofilms. A 1Way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test found no significant difference
between any strain ( P > 0.05). N = a minimum of 23 technical replicates from 3
independent biological replicates.

4.3.8 Carbohydrate Metabolism
To further investigate potential factors which may explain the differences in growth
between planktonic and biofilms lifestyles we investigated the metabolism of a wide range
of carbohydrates. S. pneumoniae possesses a diverse and flexible metabolism capable of
exploiting a wide range of substrates and demonstrates the widest range of substrate
utilization among the organisms that colonise the nasopharynx. S. pneumoniae’s broad
metabolism is facilitated through the considerable portion of its genome that is committed
to carbon and nitrogen metabolism (Tettelin et al., 2001). This metabolic flexibility is
further demonstrated by S. pneumoniae’s membrane transporters of which 30% are
involved in carbohydrate uptake (Paulsen et al., 2000).
Given the importance of a flexible metabolism to S. pneumoniae, Biolog PM1 plates were
used to investigate the metabolism of a wide selection of carbohydrate sources. SCVs
exhibited difference in metabolism of numerous carbohydrate sources. Across many of the
sugars, SCVs (particularly SCV5D3 and SCV9D9) exhibited a trend of significantly
increased sugar metabolism. SCV1D3 displays the least variation from 22F WT and for
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three sugars was significantly (P < 0.05 – 0.001) different to at least one other SCV. This
suggests that there is a spectrum of phenotypic change within SCVs for the metabolism of
several sugars.
However, increases in metabolism were not observed for all sugars. SCVs and rpoE KO
displayed significantly (P < 0.05-0.01) reduced metabolism of L-galactonic acid-g-lactone
relative to 22F WT. Several sugars including the potentially important maltotriose and
sucrose displayed no significantly altered metabolic profiles, although the trends observed
for these sugars mirrored those observed for the 3-day biofilm formation assays. Finally,
several sugars displayed no change relative to the control such as D-glucose-1-phosphate
and D-glucose-6-phosphate, despite significant (P < 0.05-0.01) differences observed in aD-glucose.
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Figure 37: The change in growth following the supplementation of different carbohydrate
sources through the use of Biolog PM1 plates. Significant differences are shown between
different isolates. A black line indicates significant differences to 22F WT, a red line to
rpoE KO and a green to SCV1D3. N = a minimum of 3 independent biological replicates.
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Figure 38 The change in growth due to the supplementation of carbohydrate sources in
Biolog PM1 plates. For these sugars no significant differences were observed. However a
continuum of phenotypes similar to that observed for 3-day biofilm formation was
observed for the sugars maltotriose and sucrose. N = a minimum of 3 independent
biological replicates.
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4.4 Discussion
In Chapter 4 we carried out phenotyping of 22F WT, the rpoE KO generated in Chapter 3
and 4 SCVs with a range of rpoE mutations. Quantification of phenotypic variations
between strains provides valuable indications for clinically relevant traits of these strains
and potential modes of action.
In line with observations in Chapter 3, we observed significantly reduced colony diameters
by the SCVs (Churton et al., 2016). Additionally, the rpoE KO displayed significantly
smaller colony diameters than both the SCVs and the 22F WT. This indicates that a
complete removal of the rpoE is similar to but not identical to the mutations to rpoE
observed in SCVs.
We did not observe similar trends of phenotypic variation for planktonic growth. Cultures
were grown for a 24-hour pre-treatment period either on CBA plates or within BHI broth
cultures were then grown for 18 hours in BHI broth. When pre-treatment was carried out in
BHI, SCV1D3, SCV3D9 and SCV9D9 all grew to a greater (although a relatively small
increase) optical density than 22F WT with no significant difference observed between 22F
WT and SCV5D3. However, when pre-treatment was carried out on CBA plates no
significant changes in in growth were observed between the SCVs and 22F WT. The role
of rpoE as a global regulator may provide an explanation for differences in trait variation
between different environmental conditions (Weiss et al., 2014; Xue et al., 2012). Further
insight into differential regulation is provided by cultures of the rpoE KO. When pretreated though growth in BHI rpoE KO did not display significantly altered growth to 22F
WT, although reduced growth compared to the SCVs was observed. The most striking
differences occurred when rpoE KO was pre-treated on CBA plates. Following CBA pretreatment, rpoE KO grew significantly less over the 18-hour time course than rpoE KO
pre-treated in BHI broth. This suggests that rpoE KO may possess a reduced capability to
adapt to changes in growth media compared to 22F WT and the SCVs. A diminished
capacity to adapt to changing conditions has been observed in S. mutans (Xue et al., 2010).
The growth curve of strains displayed a longer lag phase in SCVs and particularly rpoE
KO compared to 22F WT. The shorter lag phase of 22F WT may allow it to out compete
SCVs and explain why SCVs only form 1% of the biofilm populations which they are
generated in (Churton et al., 2016).
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The rpoE KO displays a further lack of adaptation on CBA plates (Figure 27). Over the
course of the three passages we did not observe adaptation to CBA media by rpoE KO
with colony diameters only slightly increasing on the third passage, and still smaller than
those of SCVs and 22F WT. The different levels of growth may be linked to the
environmental conditions involved. The planktonic growth in BHI and the solid medium of
CBA plates may be mediated through different regulatory mechanisms and so be
differentially impacted by mutations to rpoE.
Beyond the small colony size observed on CBA plates, one of the principal traits of S.
pneumoniae 22F SCVs is that they have all been observed to display increased biofilm
formation (Churton et al., 2016). This is perhaps unsurprising, as the SCVs were originally
generated during biofilm growth, indicating that biofilm related fitness pressures select for
mutations to rpoE. Our observations matched these findings, with significant increases in
biofilm formation by both SCVs and also by rpoE KO, particularly for 3-day biofilms. For
24-hour biofilms (representing initial attachment), only SCV9D9 and rpoE KO displayed
significantly greater attachment when compared to 22F WT. For 3-day biofilm formation,
we observed increased differences in biofilm formation by SCVs and rpoE KO. This is in
line with previous 22F SCV research; however, our approach differs in that we measured
each SCV individually rather than as a group. While all SCVs displayed significantly
greater biofilm formation than 22F WT, we did not observe a uniform increase in biofilm
formation, but a spectrum. This contrasts with the agar and planktonic growth conditions,
where we did not observe significant inter-SCV variability.
Furthermore, the phenotypic variation displayed by rpoE KO biofilms relative to 22F WT
and SCVs differed to that observed in planktonic and agar-based assays. For 24-hour
biofilms, rpoE KO produced the most biomass, significantly more than 22F WT, while in
the 3-day biofilm assay rpoE KO biofilm formation fell within the middle of the range
produced by SCVs and displayed significantly greater biofilm formation than 22F WT.
When biofilm morphology was assessed through the use of SEM we observed diminished
chain formation by rpoE KO suggesting further deviation from 22F WT and SCVs and
potentially dysregulation.
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S. pneumoniae dedicates a significant portion of its genome and membrane transporters
towards carbohydrate, and nitrogen metabolism (Paulsen et al., 2000). We have observed
significant changes to the metabolism of many carbohydrates by SCVs and rpoE KO. The
trends of phenotypic variation for the sugar metabolism observed also varied. For several
of the sugars, we observed a trend of phenotypic variation similar to that observed for 3day biofilm formation; a spectrum of increased sugar metabolism was observed amongst
SCVs with the most extreme phenotypic changes tending to be displayed by SCV5D3 and
SCV9D9, while SCV1D3 displayed the least difference to 22F WT. Furthermore, SCVs
displayed significantly greater sugar metabolism than rpoE KO for many of sugars. Many
S. pneumoniae sugar metabolism genes are associated with virulence and these results may
indicate increased virulence in SCVs (Buckwalter and King, 2012). For example, increased
metabolism of mannose, and N-acetylglucosamine metabolism is displayed by SCVs and is
associated with the gene manLMN which is itself linked to invasive disease. Similarly,
maltose metabolism through malT is associated with increased pneumonia (Bidossi et al.,
2012; Ogunniyi et al., 2012). Other sugars such as galactose, N-acetylmannosamine and
fructose are associated with colonisation, pneumonia and invasive disease through the
reading frames SP0090-2 and SP1328 highlighting the need to investigate the virulence of
SCVs (Buckwalter and King, 2012; Hava and Camilli, 2002).
rpoE KO, with the exception of L-galactonic acid-g-lactone and D-melibose, did not
display differences to 22F WT, and was statistically significant to many of the SCVs. This
further emphasises the phenotypic differences between SCVs and rpoE KO and is likely to
be related to the slow adaptation of rpoE KO to changes in growth media.
Numerous sugars did not show any discernible variation in metabolism relative to the
negative control, including sugars such as L-arabinose, D-glucose-1-phosphate and Dglucose-6-phosphate. This may represent sugars which are not regulated by RpoE.
However, the sugars maltotriose and sucrose still displayed a similar phenotypic trend to 3day biofilm formation despite the lack of statistical significance, additional replicates
would clarify these as would RNAseq for genes involved in the metabolism of these
sugars.
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Hydrogen peroxide formation at 24-hours followed the trend of phenotypic expression in
3-biofilm however, no differences in hydrogen peroxide concentrations were observed at
3-days. This potentially matches proteomics carried out previous on the SCVs which
observed changes in expression of sodA which is relevant to production of H2O2 (Churton,
2014). The gene sodA encodes for the superoxide dismutase SodA which under aerobic
conditions catalyses the removal of superoxides produced through aerobic metabolism to
oxygen, and H2O2. This gene was up-regulated 1.52 fold in SCVs (Churton, 2014).
We also investigated the self-aggregation of the strains following observations in S. mutans
of increased self-aggregation by knock-outs (Xue et al., 2011). Our observations carried
out in a similar manner found no significant difference in self aggregation between 22F
WT and our rpoE KO. SCV5D3 displayed increased self-aggregation compared to
SCV3D9 and rpoE KO; however, this does not fit with the trends that we observe
throughout other phenotypic assays and is therefore unlikely to be a key factor.

4.4.1 Potential Mechanisms for Phenotypic Change
As a global regulator, RpoE is expected to have a wide range of impacts. The different S.
pneumoniae lifestyles on agar colonies, as planktonic cultures and biofilms showed
different proteomic profiles with the majority of proteins displaying altered expression
profiles (Allan et al., 2014). Investigation of a rpoE knock-out in S. mutans observed
changes to its proteome associated with combatting oxidative and acid stress (Xue et al.,
2012). It may be the case that 22F rpoE KO suffers from increased stresses which in turn
promote biofilm formation. This is supported by observations of proteins such as Rgg and
RpoE’s roles both in the response to oxidative stress from oxygen and paraquat and also in
its promotion of biofilm formation (Bortoni et al., 2009).
The reduced capability for adaptation by rpoE KO may also play a role in its increased
biofilm formation capabilities. If rpoE KO is slower to adapt to changing conditions then it
may also have a reduced capability to adapt to the changing requirements and pressures
associated with the different developmental stages of biofilm maturation. S. pneumoniae
biofilm formation is a complex process with several developmental stages which involve
large protein shifts (Allegrucci et al., 2006). In rpoE KO these protein shifts may be
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significantly delayed, leading to increased growth, even if certain conditions which would
cause a shift towards reduced growth are met.
A possible mechanism for delayed sensing of different stages of biofilm maturation may be
through alterations to carbohydrate metabolism and quorum sensing. In S. mutans, the
quorum sensing molecule AI-2 is produced as a metabolite of LuxS activities. LuxS
expression is associated with many genes including those that regulate biofilm formation.
The largest upregulation due to exogenous application of AI-2 was found to be with RpoE
where 147-fold increases in rpoE regulation were observed (Sztajer et al., 2008). If AI-2
were to function in a similar manner with S. pneumoniae, then it may be the case that the
rpoE KO is not responding to AI-2 mediated quorum sensing signals in a typical manner,
which may result in differential biofilm formation behaviours.
The potential for a luxS/AI-2 mediated mechanism may be supported by observations that
S. pneumoniae luxS mutants display greatly reduced biofilm formation on both abiotic
surfaces, in vitro cells (Vidal et al., 2013; Vidal et al., 2011) and in a rat model (Yadav et
al., 2018). Loss of rpoE may cause dysregulation of key parts of the luxS pathways
resulting in the increased biofilm formation relative to 22F WT. The potential for
dysregulation of biofilm formation for rpoE KO is supported by the SEM results that
showed that 22F WT and SCVs displayed broadly similar structures, with long chains of
cells while rpoE KO did not display chain formation.
Exogenous AI-2 sensing by S. pneumoniae has been linked to the gene FruA which
enables galactose metabolism (Trappetti et al., 2017). From the PM1 galactose utilisation
assay, we observed a minor, although non-significant reduction, in galactose metabolism
by rpoE KO compared to 22F WT. However, SCV5D3 and SCV9D9 do display
significantly increased galactose metabolism relative to rpoE KO. This suggests that AI-2
activity may not be factor for SCVs in the same manner as rpoE KO.
The phenotypic differences observed between SCVs rpoE KO and 22F WT suggest that
the mutations observed within SCV rpoE gene are not causing a loss of function, but
instead indicates that SCVs are adapted to a broader metabolism which is more able to
adapt to environmental sugars.
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The increased metabolism of many sugars by SCVs may be the driving factor behind the
increased H2O2 concentrations observed at 24-hours. Increased stress by H2O2 during
attachment may promote 24-hour biofilm formation although no significant differences
were observed at 72 hours. Previous work has reported that SCVs exhibit down regulation
of pfl 2.27-fold (Churton, 2014). pflB is involved in the pyruvate to acetyl-CoA pathway.
A reduction in this pathway may to result in increased H2O2 production conditions due to
increased utilisation of the spxB pathway to metabolise pyruvate as shown below in Figure
39 (Ramos-Montanez et al., 2008).
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Figure 39 A) Map of protein interactions linking rpoE and spxB. .B) S. pneumoniae D39
spxB hydrogen peroxide pathway highlighting the pathway that is likely to be impacted by
the reduction in pfl formate acetyl transferase. Adapted from Ramos-Montanez et al.
(2008).
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The increased H2O2 concentrations may facilitate control of competitors when establishing
a biofilm. However, as rpoE SCVs were found to only form 1% of the population then this
effect does not result in the SCVs out competing the WT(Churton, 2014).
To further explore the phenotypic traits and their potential for increased virulence an in
vivo model is required. This is further explored in Chapter 5 through the use of the animal
model G. mellonella.

4.4.2 Limitations and Future Work
We quantified biofilm formation through the use of crystal violet and CFU counts. While
this provides valuable information on the quantities of cells and biomass produced,
additional confirmation might be achieved through the use of confocal microscopy.
Confocal microscopy would provide additional information on biofilm composition.
Through the use of appropriately targeted lectins, we would quantify factors such as
extracellular matrix produced and the proportion of live and dead cells. This would also
provide greater information on the level of biofilm formation, and mitigate the low
absorbance readings of the crystal violet readings.
We were able to discern biofilm structures through the use of SEM; however, this
approach could be improved through the use of more advanced techniques. A limitation of
SEM are the dehydration steps during sample preparation. These dehydration steps can
produce artefacts and distortions and degrade biofilm structures. For instance, we did not
observe the honeycomb sheet like structures within our biofilms which have been
previously observed in S. pneumoniae biofilms (Figure 3) (Moscoso et al., 2006). While it
is possible that 22F ST433 and the rpoE mutants do not produce these structures, it is also
possible that the sample processing techniques by this group facilitate improved biofilm
structure imaging. The main method difference between observations is the utilisation of
low temperature scanning electron microscopy (LTSEM). LTSEM is able to reduce
artefacts produced during the fixation and dehydration stages of processing (Bastacky et
al., 1987). Utilisation of LTSEM may facilitate improved preservation of biofilm structures
and enable investigation of a wider range of structures.
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The Biolog PM1 assays rapidly provide information on a wide range of sugars and are
therefore useful in determining potential key changes. However, a limitation to this
approach is that each well is loaded with the addition of a single sugar. It may be of value
in the future to determine the changes in metabolism when exposed to a more complex set
of media with simultaneous increases in a range of sugars. This is addressed to an extent in
our observations of adaptation to BHI from CBA and BHI pre-treatments. However, it
would be of interest to look at a wider selection of complex media and sugar supplements.
RNA seq and proteomics would provide additional information on the genes which are
being regulated by RpoE. This theme is explored further in Chapter 6. However,, in brief
as RpoE is a global transcriptional regulator, we would expect a wide range of
transcriptional changes as a result of its mutation and deletion. Quantification of the
changes in expression of genes would provide valuable insights into the genes which are
regulated by rpoE and are experiencing altered regulation by SCVs.
RNA seq would also aid in the determination of whether insensitivity to AI-2 plays a role
in the phenotypic changes observed in rpoE KO. Exogenous application of strains
including rpoE KO AI-2 followed by phenotypic quantification and RNA seq would
enable quantification of this quorum sensing molecules effects for RpoE.

4.5 Chapter 4 Key Points
•

22F WT, SCVs and rpoE KO displayed distinct phenotypic differences.

•

Both SCVs and rpoE KO displayed increased biofilm formation compared to 22F
WT. However, rpoE KO biofilms did not exhibit the chain formation that is
observed in 22F WT and SCV biofilms.

•

SCVs displayed increased metabolism of several carbon sources relative to both
22F WT and rpoE KO.

•

Within the SCV group, we observed a range of phenotypes with SCV5D3 and
SCV9D9 exhibiting larger phenotypic changes for several traits than SCV1D3 and
SCV3D9.
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Chapter 5:

Pilot Investigation of Galleria

mellonella as an Animal Model to Investigate
Streptococcus pneumoniae Virulence,
Colonisation and Biofilm Formation
5.1 Introduction
Biofilm formation in vitro does not necessarily correlate to in vivo observations
(Blanchette-Cain et al., 2013). The host environment, epithelial cell interactions and
molecular signalling are all important factors for biofilm formation that cannot be
replicated within in vitro models (Marks et al., 2012a). In this chapter, we investigate
Galleria mellonella as a virulence model and as the platform for the development of novel
in vivo biofilm imaging techniques.

5.1.1 Galleria mellonella Overview
G. mellonella (greater wax moth) are increasingly used as an alternative animal model for
human pathogens (Loh et al., 2013; Mukherjee et al., 2013; Wand et al., 2011). G.
mellonella has several advantages over other animal models such as C. elegans, D.
melanogaster, zebrafish and mammalian models due to the combination of its size,
economical costs, viable temperature range and reduced ethical concerns (Cook and
McArthur, 2013).
The large size of G. mellonella enables the precise injection of known amounts of S.
pneumoniae, which would otherwise be impossible for smaller invertebrate models such as
D. melanogaster and C. elegans. G. mellonella only requires minimal resource costs
associated with its research when compared to more usual mammalian animal models such
as mice or primates, enabling large inexpensive experimental populations (Jander et al.,
2000; Olsen et al., 2011).
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Furthermore, G. mellonella larvae are naturally suited to incubation temperatures of 34 37°C. This temperature range makes it suitable for the study of human pathogens such as
S. pneumoniae and provides an advantage over the animal models C. elegans, D.
melanogaster, and zebrafish whose temperature range is between 25-28°C (Glavis-Bloom
et al., 2012).
Research utilising G. mellonella also benefits from similarities to the mammalian humoral
immune system. These similarities are observed in highly conserved features such as
pathogen recognition receptors, toll-like signalling pathways and the ability to phagocytose
microbes in a highly similar manner to mammalian macrophages, and neutrophils
(Kavanagh and Reeves, 2004; Royet et al., 2005; Tsai et al., 2016). Further similarities are
observed in G. mellonella haemocytes which have been observed to express several
proteins homologous to human phagocytic oxidase (phox) proteins, including GTP-binding
protein rac 2, gp91phox, p67 phox and p47 phox. The high degree of homology between human
neutrophil phox proteins and haemocytes indicates that the haemocytes of G. mellonella
are likely through in a similar manner to human neutrophils through the use of a
superoxide burst and phagocytosis (Bergin et al., 2005). During infection haemocytes are
thought to aggregate with microbes attached to G. mellonella internal organs (Gagen and
Ratcliffe, 1976) and phagocytose invading bacteria (Peleg et al., 2009). In addition to
phagocytosis, G. mellonella possesses a wide range of antimicrobial peptides (Brown et al.,
2009).
The suitability of G. mellonella as a model for human pathogens is further supported by
observations that infections by several microorganisms in this model resemble those
observed in human and murine models. P. aeruginosa mutant virulence in G. mellonella
has been observed to correlate with that observed in murine models (Jander et al., 2000).
Brain infections of Listeria monocytogenes in G. mellonella display similarities to the
symptoms observed in humans, further indicating that the tissues of G. mellonella are a
useful model for human infection (Mukherjee et al., 2013).
G. mellonella larvae have been shown to be a valuable model organism for the study of S.
pneumoniae virulence. Differences in virulence were observed between strains of S.
pneumoniae using G. mellonella with the principal factors involving the presence or
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absence of a capsule and cell wall D-alanylation (Cools et al., 2018; Evans and Rozen,
2012).
However, this study has also identified several limitations for G. mellonella as an animal
model for S. pneumoniae research. Reduced sensitivity by pneumolysin and spxB mutants
has been observed with pneumolysin negative mutants displaying a 50% reduction in
virulence. However, this reduction was only marginally significant and considerably less
than the 10-fold virulence change observed in a mouse model (Berry et al., 1989). This
indicates the G. mellonella may have reduced sensitivity to hydrogen peroxide or that the
conditions within the larvae either mitigate its effects or supress expression of spxB.
Further insights into infection of G. mellonella by S. pneumoniae and associations with
biofilm formation come from investigation of S. pneumoniae galU mutants. galU is
required for capsule production. Across multiple serotypes reduced capsule production,
increased 48 hour in vitro biofilm formation and reduced virulence was observed (Cools et
al., 2018). Although limited in scope, the literature suggests that G. mellonella is a suitable
model for the investigation of S. pneumoniae strains with a recognition of the potential for
a reduced response to pneumolysin and H2O2.

5.1.1 µ-CT for Galleria mellonella Biofilm Imaging
While G. mellonella has been utilised as a virulence model for numerous bacterial species
little is known about the internal structures of G. mellonella larvae and which organs are
colonised during infections or whether biofilm formation takes place. Current internal
anatomical diagrams of G. mellonella physiology rely on histology with the inherent
drawbacks of tissue disruption and challenges in image compilation for 3D modelling and
quantification of biofilms (Perdoni et al., 2014; Rajendran et al., 2015). More recent
methods have utilised GFP producing Bacillus thurigenisis which have been visualised
within G. mellonella. This technique may lead to GFP based quantification of biofilm in
the future. A potential drawback of such a GFP technique may be the melanisation of
larvae in response to infection which is not observed within the B. thurigenisis model but is
frequently observed in S. pneumoniae infections (Ramarao et al., 2012).
The size of G. mellonella (approximately 20 mm in length and 5 mm in diameter) also
poses a challenge for the visualisation of biofilm formation. This size is too large for whole
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organism visualisation with most traditional microscopy techniques without potentially
disruptive sectioning.
To investigate the virulence and biofilm formation of 22F WT, SCVs and rpoE KO we will
utilise G. mellonella animal model. To overcome the challenges of histology and
microscopy we have utilised a micro computed X-ray tomography (µ-CT) approach. µ-CT
is a non-destructive technology that is able to produce a 3D image of structures through Xray scanning. Laval size is less challenging for µ-CT and due to X-ray detection being
density-based, melanisation of the larvae does not inhibit the signal. We have developed
the G. mellonella model through the use of micro computed X-ray tomography (µ-CT) to
enable whole organism biofilm imaging.

Figure 40: Histological sections of G. mellonella stained with haematoxylin, and eosin. A)
Larval gut squeezed out showing the gastrointestinal tract (GI), tracheal system (T), fatty
tissue (FB), and muscle fibres (MF). B) Proximal, middle, and distal transversal sections.
C) Sagittal section of the whole larvae including prolegs, and true legs. The processing
required to produce histological sections such as these results in distortion of tissues.
Adapted from (Perdoni et al., 2014).
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Figure 41: Techniques for the evaluation of bacterial infection within G. mellonella. A) 10
µl of blue dye was force-fed to G. mellonella demonstrating the capability to introduce
substances into the gut. B) Histological section of Bacillus thuringiensis localised to the G.
mellonella gut wall. C) Fluorescent B. thuringiensis that have escaped from the gut and
spread throughout the hemocoel. D) Fluorescent B. thuringiensis isolated from the
hemocoel following infection. Adapted from (Ramarao et al., 2012).
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5.2 Materials and Methods
The materials and methods required to carry out the work in this chapter are detailed in
Chapter 2 Materials and Methods.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Galleria mellonella Virulence Model
S. pneumoniae isolates, were grown in suspension for inoculation of G. mellonella larvae.
Following these inoculations, we enumerated live and dead larvae facilitating calculation
of the lethal dose 50 (LD50) which is the number of CFU required to kill half the
population. We observed that SCVs and rpoE KO displayed diminished virulence within
the G. mellonella model following inoculation into the left rear leg. Infections by SCVs
and rpoE KO required approximately 1 log higher concentrations for an inoculation that
would kill half of infected larvae.

The strains SCV1D3, SCV5D3, and rpoE KO all displayed significantly reduced virulence
compared to 22F WT. While SCV3D9 and SCV9D9 were not significantly different to the
wild-type these isolates still followed the trend of reduced virulence and with an increased
number of repeats we may observe significant differences. We did not observe significant
differences between SCVs or rpoE KO.

Similar results were observed in the in the Kaplan-Meier survival assay with 22F WT
displaying the highest level of virulence, while SCV9D9 and rpoE KO showed identical
levels of virulence. These results support a model of reduced virulence for SCVs compared
to 22F WT.
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Figure 42: Lethal dose 50 (LD50) of CFU for WT 22F, SCVs, and rpoE KO. The virulence
required LD50 was calculated through GraphPad Prism 6.0 using a non linear fit effective
concentration model. A) S. pneumoniae inoculation required to kill G. mellonella at 72
hoursB)Differences compared to 22F WT. Strains displayed a variety of differences to 22F
WT, SCV1D3 (p < 0.001) SCV3D9 (p > 0.05, ns), SCV5D3 (p < 0.001), SCV9D9 (p >
0.05, ns), and rpoE KO (p < 0.01). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. For both
A and B a minimum of three independent inoculums was used. Each independent inoculum
was diluted to 4 concentrations between 1 x 101 and 2 x 107 CFU dependent on the strain
tested, e.g. more virulent strains required a lower concentration of CFUs to effectively
calculate the LD50. Each of these dilutions was inoculated into 10 larvae, and the live and
dead larvae were counted after 72 hours. C) Kaplan-Meier survival of 22F, SCV9D9, rpoE
KO and PBS. For each isolate, 3 biologically independent suspensions of S. pneumoniae
were made cultured, with each suspension inoculated into 10 larvae. Each larvae received
1 - 2.5 x 106 CFU and wasincubated at 37°C for 72 hours. Live and dead larvae were
counted every 24 hours for 72 hours. A Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) and Gehan-BreslowWilcoxon test both found that survival curves were significantly different with P values of
<0.0001.

5.3.2 µ-CT of Galleria mellonella utilising PTA
To improve our understanding of the reductions in virulence observed we set out to
develop the G. mellonella model to incorporate visualisation of host structures and biofilm
formation, with the aim of determining whether S. pneumoniae infections were localising
to any particular tissues within the larvae. To visualise the tissues within G. mellonella we
utilised a combination of phosphotungstic acid and µ-CT. µ-CT uses x-rays to nondestructively image and morel 3D targets. As an x-ray system, µ-CT is dependent on
density gradients in order to differentiate between tissues. In biological samples this
necessitates the use of a contrast agent as biological tissues are principally water.
Utilising phosphotungstic acid (PTA) we were able to visualise the internal structures of
whole G. mellonella larvae without the need for dissection or sectioning.
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Figure 43: µ-CT imaging of pseudocoloured volume renderings of a PTA (phosphotungstic
acid) – stained G. mellonella larvae. Internal structures are shown such as the tracheoles
[T], the gut [G], the pro-legs [P], and the head of the larvae is indicated by [H]. [D] may
show the dorsal vessel. A) shows a section displaying the network of tracheoles. B) shows
a section through the transverse plane of the caterpillar, just after the first pro-legs. C)
shows a longitudinal section through the sagittal plane. The upper left portion of C) shows
the rear of the larvae and the void [V] into which inoculation takes place.
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5.3.3 Visualisation of Biofilm Formation by D39 within G. mellonella
To differentiate biofilm from host tissue a S. pneumoniae biofilm specific marker is
required. We chose a D39 specific antibody combined with a secondary conjugate
antibody with 10 nm gold particles. Due to the considerabley higher density of gold than
the surrounding tissues this enables effective differentiation between tissues and biofilm.
We utilised 1 mm sections of G. mellonella larvae (Figure 44) to validate that biofilm
antibodies would bind to S. pneumoniae within the larvae without the potential
complication of permeabalisation of the outer larvae’s skin to facilatate antibody access.
Unfortunately we were unable to utilise the developed antibody mediated techniques in
parallel with PTA.

Figure 44: µ-CT scans of S. pneumoniae D39 biofilm growth in a 1 mm section of G.
mellonella. Each larvae received 5 x 106 CFU in a 5 µL volume in PBS and was incubated
for 72 hours. Antibodies targeted to S. pneumoniae surface protein A are conjugated with
10 nm gold labelled secondary antibodies enabling visualisation of biofilm displayed in
green. A) Shows the scan across the transverse plane. B) shows the same section viewed
from the dorsal side. P = Prolegs. N = 1.
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5.3.4 Whole Organism Biofilm Visualisation
We have determined that it is likely that S. pneumoniae biofilms are forming within G.
mellonella and that it is possible to differentiate these biofilms from animal model tissue.
To fully take advantage of µ-CT a dissection free approach is desirable to avoid the tissue
disruption previously mentioned. To further develop the technique and enable whole
organism biofilm visualisation we used a proteinase K digest to permeabilise the skin of
the larvae to antibodies.
Larvae were infected with S. pneumoniae D39 and incubated for 24 hours to enable the
infection to establish. Following this 24-hour incubation larvae were treated with
tetracycline or a PBS control and incubated for a further 3 days. At the final time point
90% of larvae treated with tetracycline survived while those which received only the PBS
control had all died.
Following scanning we are able to observe considerably reduced biofilm formation within
the larvae which received antibiotic treatment. This indicates that the µ-CT protocols
developed are sufficiently sensitive to differentiate between different levels of biofilm
formation. The missing ends of the larvae on the left-hand side of the images have not been
lost due to sectioning but were out of the field of view during scanning.
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Figure 45: Pilot study of whole organism µ-CT scans of G. mellonella with D39 S.
pneumoniae biofilms labelled. Each larvae received 5 x 103 CFU in a 5 µL volume in
PBS and was incubated for 24 hours after which each larvae received 2.5 µg/g
weight of larvae dose of tetracycline in a 5 µL volume of PBS and incubated for a
further 72 hours. 10 larvae were treated with the tetracycline treatment and the
PBS control. 90% of larvae receiving the tetracycline treatment survived, while all larvae
receiving the PBS control died. Biofilms are labelled with 10 nm gold conjugate
antibodies. A has been treated with 1.25 µg/g tetracycline. B Shows the PBS
control. N =1 biological replicate for pilot study scans.
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5.3.5 Adaptation for use with 22F WT, SCV9D9 and rpoE KO
To investigate biofilm formation by 22F WT, SCVs and rpoE KO within the G.
mellonella/µ-CT system we utilised the techniques developed in D39. We identified an
anti-22F antibody as a suitable primary antibody for the investigation of biofilm formation
by 22F WT, SCV9D9 and rpoE KO without displaying cross reactivity with the internal
flora of G. mellonella.
For this model to be as relevant as possible for biofilm infections (the majority of which
are chronic and non-lethal) we used a concentration of bacteria that was unlikely to kill all
the larvae for any strain used so that only live larvae could be scanned. However, it is also
necessary that a sufficient concentration of bacteria to cause a significant infection is used
to ensure that the inoculation is not immediately removed by the larvae’s immune system.
Based on previous LD50 calculations a concentration of 1.5 x 106 CFU per larvae was
chosen as providing a sufficient inoculum to produce a heavy infection while also
providing sufficient surviving larvae for µ-CT analysis.
Larvae were inoculated with 1 - 2.5 x 106 CFU per larvae and incubated for 3-days to allow
mature biofilms to establish which would be comparable to our in vitro observations. We
observed melanisation within larvae infected with S. pneumoniae, while the PBS control
displayed no such melanisation. Melanisation occurs under stress conditions and therefore
the lack of melanisation in the PBS control indicates that we have not inadvertently
infected this control with S. pneumoniae or any other environmental microbe. The greatest
degree of melanisation was observed along the dorsal side of the larvae on the sagittal
plane.
Through µ-CT we visualised biofilm formation within the larvae without the requirement
for dissection. Biofilms were visualised in both 22F WT and rpoE KO. Biofilm formation
was not observed by SCV9D9 with the level of gold nanoparticles observed within the
larvae less than that within the PBS control. Within the PBS control we observed two
aggregates. Potentially these aggregates may be antibodies bound together, or due to
insufficient washing.
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Considerable biofilm formation with 22F WT was observed. The biofilms did not appear to
be attached to the gut but were likely to have principally localised around the dorsal vessel
(the larvae analogue to the heart which circulates the haemocoel) with further minor
biofilm formation observed throughout the larvae. This may be supported by the
observations of melanisation to the dorsal side of the larvae indicating more intensive
infection in these areas. Similar trends of biofilm formation are observed for rpoE KO
however more diffuse and smaller aggregates are observed.

Figure 46: Representative imgages of G. mellonella inoculated with S.pneomoniae 22F
isolates and incubated for 72 hours. Each larvae received 1 - 2.5 x 106 CFU and were
incubated for 3 days to allow for biofilm formation. A) PBS control. B) 22F C) SCV9D9
D) rpoE KO. All the larvae shown were alive following the 3 day time course. The larvae
inocualted with S. pneumoniae cultures all displayed heavy melanisation as a result of the
infection with the highest degree of melanisation along the dorsal side of the saggital
plane. All larvae were alive at the point of processing for imaging.
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Figure 47: 3D µ-CT scans showing biofilm formation within G. mellonella by S.
pneumoniae strains inoculated with 1 - 2.5 x 106 CFU and incubated for 72 hours. All
larvae were alive at the time of fixing. Biofilms are labelled through the use of an anti-22F
antibody and a secondary antibody conjugated to a 10nm gold nanoparticle. A) PBS
control. B) 22F WT. C) SCV9D9. D) rpoE KO. N = 1 larvae per condition.
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5.4 Discussion
Arguably the most important phenotypic trait of a pathogen is its ability to colonise and
kill its host. Phenotypic characterisation though in vitro assays provides valuable
information for determining the potential impact that S. pneumoniae strains and mutants
may have in human hosts. However, biofilm formation and other phenotypic traits are
affected by a myriad of in vivo factors such as cell interactions and host signalling (Marks
et al., 2012a) and therefore animal models are invaluable tools for evaluating virulence and
clinically relevant factors. Insects are increasingly used as animal models including the
greater wax moth G. mellonella. G. mellonella has been previously demonstrated to be a
suitable model for determining the virulence of strains and serotypes of S. pneumoniae
(Cools et al., 2018; Evans and Rozen, 2012), and that it is a suitable animal model to study
this pathogen.
In the G. mellonella model we observed reduced virulence by the SCVs and rpoE KO
relative to 22F WT. This is likely to be due to the lower capsule expression observed in
SCVs (Churton et al., 2016) leading to faster clearance through phagocytosis. This
hypothesis is supported by work across several S. pneumoniae serotypes which observed
that reduced capsule expression correlated to diminished virulence by galU mutants in a G.
mellonella model. Our observations are further supported by investigations of a
Streptococcus agalactiae rpoE knock-out mutant which displayed diminished virulence in
rat models and that rpoE is associated with protection from phagocytosis (Jones et al.,
2003; Seepersaud et al., 2006). Additionally, reduced virulence is also observed by S.
aureus rpoE knock-out in a mouse model and is further supported by considerable downregulation of known virulence factors (Weiss et al., 2014). Reduced virulence has also
been observed in S. pneumoniae SCVs with mutations to genes other than rpoE which
were also associated with reduced capsule expression (Tikhomirova et al., 2018).
These observations contrast with research in an S. mutans rpoE knock-out which indicated
that the loss of rpoE is associated with an increase in traits relevant to virulence (Xue et al.,
2011). However, this investigation did not utilise an in vivo model to validate their
predictions of increased virulence and highlights the need for such models.
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The most likely mechanism of action for the reduced virulence is through a model of
increased phagocytosis by haemocytes due to reduced capsule expression. The SCVs and
rpoE KO are grouped together without significant differences between strains, we did not
observe the continuum of phenotype that was seen for traits such as biofilm formation and
several sugar metabolisms in Chapter 4. This suggests that virulence is impacted to the
same degree by mutation and complete removal of rpoE. However, the confidence
intervals for the virulence data are fairly large, presenting challenges for determination of
more subtle phenotypic variation. Improved confidence might be achieved through
increased experimental population sizes, however increased confidence may also be
possible through a change in G. mellonella supplier. In our assays we utilised ‘pet food
grade’ larvae, however, ‘research grade’ larvae are now commercially and may reduce
variability between larvae.
A limitation of the G. mellonella model is its lack of sensitivity to pneumolysin (Ply).
During infection of G. mellonella, Ply deficient S. pneumoniae strains produced only
minor reductions in virulence relative to the wild-type, which is contrary to the large
reductions in virulence by Ply mutants observed in mammalian infections (Evans and
Rozen, 2012). However, no significant changes to Ply production were observed during
proteomic analysis of 22F WT and SCVs analysed (Churton, 2014) and therefore this is
unlikely to be a relevant factor for SCVs and rpoE KO. If hydrogen peroxide is a
significant factor in infection by SCVs (which would be supported by the increased 24hour hydrogen peroxide expression observed in Chapter 4) then it may be mitigated within
this model as spxB mutants in G. mellonella have not been observed to display
significantly altered virulence, while in murine models H2O2 is thought to play an
important role in adhesion (Evans and Rozen, 2012).
Further investigation into the virulence of SCVs and rpoE KO could be improved in a
number of ways. Cells for inoculation were generated through planktonic growth, while
this matches the methods used in the literature (Evans and Rozen, 2012). However, as the
mutations to rpoE in SCVs occur during biofilm growth, it may be of value to utilise
biofilm cultures. This would be best carried out through two assays, one utilising only
biofilm cells and another utilising the planktonic cells released from the biofilm. Such an
assay would address questions surrounding virulence related to the biofilm lifestyle and
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whether S. pneumoniae biofilms display increased virulence or alternatively that they
provide a reduced virulence population from which cells with increased virulence are
released (Marks et al., 2013; Sanchez et al., 2011).
Moving to a larger animal model would enable investigation of chronic infection which
may be more suited to the biofilm adapted SCVs than the direct injection techniques that
we have used with G. mellonella, which are more representative of invasive disease. The
chinchilla model with their large bullae would provide an excellent platform for the
investigation of a chronic biofilm infection analogous to otitis media (Reid et al., 2009).
The increased survivability of a chinchilla or other murine model would also facilitate
testing of whether biofilms grown in vivo with all the additional host factors known to
influence biofilm formation (Marks et al., 2012a) would also produce SCVs with mutations
to rpoE. This research would provide valuable evidence as to whether rpoE mutations are
clinically relevant and identification of whether rpoE/RpoE is a suitable target for future
use in medical intervention design.

5.4.1 Development of μ-CT for the Investigation of Biofilm
Formation Within Galleria mellonella
Internal structures were visualised through the use of the contrast agents phosphotungstic
acid and iodine. Through these contrast agents we were able to investigate the internal
structures of G. mellonella to a higher level of detail than has been previously achieved and
without the disruptive effects of dissection. Gold nanoparticles have been increasingly used
for µ-CT applications. However as far as the author is aware, this is the first use of gold
nanoparticles conjugated with antibodies, for the investigation of bacterial biofilms within
an animal model.
We have developed the methods to successfully visualise biofilm formation throughout G.
mellonella. While these techniques are still in their infancy we have been able to see clear
differences in biofilm formation following antibiotic treatment and S. pneumoniae strains.
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While biofilm formation within G. mellonella was observed by 22F WT and rpoE KO,
SCV9D9 produced no visible biofilm. This contrasts with our in vitro observations where
SCV9D9 exhibited the greatest biofilm formation of all the SCVs in addition to exceeding
that of rpoE KO and 22F WT.
While these observations are based on observations of only a single larva, and further work
with larger sample sizes is clearly required for full validation these results further
emphasise the phenotypic differences between SCVs and rpoE KO.
These results may suggest that SCV9D9 is being cleared from the larvae by the host
immune system. However, the LD50 calculations for SCV9D9 are similar to both rpoE
KO and 22F WT indicating that complete clearance is unlikely to be occurring. An
alternative hypothesis is that within G. mellonella SCV9D9 is more suited to a planktonic
lifestyle within the haemolymph. A potential mechanism for this lifestyle could be through
the more versatile metabolism exhibited by SCV9D9. The haemolymph of G. mellonella is
rich in the sugars glucose, fructose and sucrose which SCV9D9 may be more able to
ustilise (Wyatt et al., 1956). In the Biolog assays we observed significantly increased
metabolism by SCV9D9 of glucose and fructose with sucrose following this trend although
not to the same degree. Increased glucose metabolism has been linked to reduced biofilm
formation and biofilm dispersal in other S. pneumoniae strains (Chao et al., 2014; Moscoso
et al., 2006). These planktonic cells may then be removed through wash steps during µ-CT
antibody preparations. An alternative hypothesis is that as SCV9D9 was produced as a
result of selection factors to an in vitro environment it is ill suited to biofilm formation
under in vivo conditions regulated by numerous host factors (Marks et al., 2012a).
In addition to the differences in the quantity of biofilm formation observed between
isolates, we also observed differential distribution. While rpoE KO displayed similar levels
of biofilm formation to 22F WT and both appeared to be principally bound to the dorsal
vessel rpoE KO appeared to exhibit more diffuse biofilm formation throughout the larvae.
The dorsal vessel acts as the heart of the larvae pumping the haemolymph throughout its
tissues. S. pneumoniae is known to colonise the human heart during pneumococcal
endocarditis (de Egea et al., 2015; Lacalzada et al., 2016).
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5.4.2 Limitations and Further Work
Targeting of a specific area within larger animal models may provide additional valuable
information. µ-CT has already been successfully utilised to image lung and bone within
mice (Ashton et al., 2015). Staining of bacterial biofilms with gold labelled antibodies may
aid in the modelling of conditions such as cystic fibrosis. Quantification of biofilms
without the disruption inherent in sampling would be of value in the development of
biofilm treatments such as nitric oxide mediated biofilms dispersal (Barraud et al., 2009).
Further work would also benefit from moving from the qualitative assay to a quantitative
approach. This would involve increased samples sizes for each inoculum combined with
volume quantification of bound gold nanoparticles. Further optimisation of the techniques
detailed in this chapter would incorporate contrast agents compatible with gold
nanoparticles mediated visualisation. Currently we are unable to utilise both contrast
agents and antibody labelling within the same tissue without the contrast agent signal
overwhelming the antibody.
In order to reduce the variability present within wholesale G. mellonella larvae
improvements may include the use of a standardised G. mellonella larvae such as those
provided by TruLarv (https://biosystemstechnology.com). These larvae are not exposed to
antibiotics or hormones during growth; a factor that is not reported by wholesale larvae
suppliers, and are reported to provide a higher degree of reproducibility (Champion et al.,
2016). However, these more artificial growth conditions may also impact the immune
system of the larvae making them less representative.
Targeting of a specific area within larger animal models may provide additional valuable
information. µ-CT has already been successfully utilised to image lung and bone within
mice (Ashton et al., 2015). Staining of bacterial biofilms with gold labelled antibodies may
aid in the modelling of conditions such as cystic fibrosis. Quantification of biofilms
without the disruption inherent in sampling would be of value in the development of
biofilm treatments such as nitric oxide mediated biofilms dispersal (Barraud et al., 2009).
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5.5 Chapter 5 Key Findings
•

Through the use of G. mellonella model we are able to determine that the 22F WT
is more virulent in this model than the SCVs or rpoE KO

•

We have piloted a novel method for biofilm visualisation within G. mellonella
through the combination of immunohistochemistry and µ-CT.

•

Using contrast agents, we are able to visualise the internal structures of G.
mellonella in greater detail than has been previously achieved.

•

Using µ-CT and gold labelled antibodies we are able to visualise S. pneumoniae
within G. mellonella without the need for dissection or manipulation of tissues.

•

This work lays the groundwork for improved visualisation of biofilms within
animal models and may be applicable in larger animal models investigating
targeted areas.
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Chapter 6:

RpoE Structure and Function

6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 we observed both phenotypic differences and similarities between 22F WT,
SCVs and rpoE KO. In this chapter we investigated the potential causes and mechanism
for the phenotypic variations observed. Whilst the rpoE KO displayed some similarities to
SCVs we also observed striking differences in growth rates, biofilm formation and the
metabolism of several sugars. These observations suggest that the mutations to rpoE within
SCVs are not causing complete loss of function that was observed with rpoE KO.
Furthermore, SCVs do not display a uniform phenotype with SCV1D3 displaying less
severe phenotypic differences to 22F WT than SCV9D9. These results suggest that the
different mutations to rpoE observed within SCVs may cause a spectrum of changes to
RpoE dependent upon the mutation involved; the mutations range from SNPs to large scale
deletions. The mutations to rpoE observed in SCVs are likely to cause a range of
alterations to the structure of RpoE. This spectrum of alterations may not produce identical
changes to the regulatory functions of RpoE on RNAP (RNA polymerase), resulting in
altered levels of expression of genes regulated by RpoE.
It is now possible to predict protein structures and functions of through computational
modelling based on a protein’s amino acid sequence and its homology to known protein
structures. Protein structure predictions provide indications as to its function and the
mechanisms through which the protein operates. Protein prediction server suites ITASSER
(Yang et al., 2015), Robetta (Kim et al., 2004), and RaptorX (Kallberg et al., 2012) are
able to model secondary and tertiary protein structures and predict functional properties.
We explore the potential reasons for the differences observed between 22F WT, SCVs and
rpoE KO through investigation of the RpoE isoform structures.

6.2 Materials and Methods
The materials and methods required to carry out the work in this chapter are detailed in
Chapter 2 Materials and Methods section Molecular Modelling Methods.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 RpoE Domain Determination
The amino acid sequences of RpoE from 22F WT and SCVs were determined through the
use of ExPASy Translate tool. Amino acid sequences are shown in Appendix 8.4.2 RpoE
Amino Acid Sequences.
Proteins are often made up of multiple domains. A protein domain is a distinct functional
unit with particular functions and interactions; as a first step in investigating RpoE, we
determined its constituent domains. RpoE has been found in related species to be formed
of two domains (Motackova et al., 2010; Weiss and Shaw, 2015). To confirm that 22F WT
RpoE protein structure is similarly arranged, we analysed the 22F WT amino acid
sequence through Ginzu prediction using the Robetta Full-chain Protein Structure
Prediction Server (Kim et al., 2004). This server predicted two domains within 22F WT
RpoE similar to those found within B. subtilis RpoE. The N-terminal domain is predicted
to consist of 85 amino acids, while the C-terminal domain is made up of 95 amino acids.
Sequencing of SCVs revealed a mix of SNPs and deletions (Churton, 2014); however all
rpoE mutations observed occurred within the C-terminal domain while the N-terminal
domain was conserved. The rpoE mutations within the SCVs resulted in truncations of the
C-terminal domain producing a range of different sized isoforms as shown in Figure 48.
That all the mutations within SCVs occur within the C-terminal domain indicates that this
domain must play an important functional role and is likely linked to the phenotypic range
observed within SCVs. However, the striking phenotypic differences observed between
SCV9D9 and rpoE KO are likely due to the N-terminal domain as SCV9D9 only possess a
7 amino acid C-terminal.
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Figure 48: RpoE isoform lengths. The number of amino acids for each isoform of RpoE for
22F WT and SCVs. The N-terminal domain has been conserved during the parallel
evolution of rpoE that produced SCVs.

6.3.2 Domain Order and Acidity
Analysis of the amino acid sequence of 22F WT revealed that the C-terminal domain is
highly acidic, repetitive and disorganised. In contrast, the N-terminal domain is highly
structured, but also contains numerous acidic residues as shown below.
The high number of acidic amino acids present within the C-terminal domain causes RpoE
to be charged at physiological pH. This charge may be determined through the amino acid
sequence and results in a theoretical isoelectric point (pI). The theoretical pI is the pH at
which a molecule is predicted to have no net electrical charge. We observe that larger
truncations of the C-terminal domain result in reduced pI and charge at a physiological pH.
The extremely acidic nature of RpoE is emphasised by comparison to the other proteins
within S. pneumoniae as shown by the protein pI distribution of several reference
proteomes as shown in Figure 51.
Due to the highly acidic composition of the C-terminal domain, the truncated isoforms of
the SCVs display increased pI (and therefore less charged RpoE at physiological pH). The
pI of RpoE correlated strongly to the length of the truncated C-terminal.
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RpoE amino acid sequence

Number of amino acids

MIEVARAILELRGRDHEMHFSDLVNEIQNY

30

LGTSNSDIREALPLFYTELNFDGSFISLGD

60

NKWGLRSWYGVDEIDEEIIALEENDDDEVA

90

PKAKKKRVNAFMDGDSDAIDYNADDPEDED

120

AYEADPALSYDDENPDDEKNEVEAYDAEIN

150

EIAPDDLGEDVDLNEDDDEFSDDDAETSEE

180

Table 6: Amino acid sequence of 22F WT RpoE. The highly structured N-terminal
(underlined), while acidic (aspartic acid (D) and glutamic acid (E)) and basic residues
(arginine (R), histidine (H) and lysine (K)) within the C-terminal are denoted by red and
blue respectively.

Figure 49: Order (blue) and disorder (red) within RpoE calculated through RaptorX
program AUCpreD (Wang et al., 2016). The majority of the N-terminal domian is
predicted to be highly ordered, while the the entire C-terminal domain is predicted to be
entierly disordered.
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Figure 50: Predicted pI (pH at which the protein is charge neutral) and charge at ph 7.4 of
22F WT and SCV RpoE isoforms. Predictions were made using the IPC isoelectric point
calculator (Kozlowski, 2016). The correlation between the length of the C-terminal domain
of RpoE, and the pI of 22F WT, SCVs, and the N-terminal (C-terminal domain length =
0). More truncated isoforms of the RpoE C-terminal domain display increased pI,
indicating that the protein is less acidic. We observed a high degree of correlation between
the C-terminal domain and both PI, and charge (pH 7.4) with R2 values for a linear
regression of 0.916 and 0.943 respectively. The slopes of both pI (p<0.027) and charge (pH
7.4) (p<0.0012) were both significantly non zero.
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Figure 51: The pI distribution of proteins from S. pneumoniae reference proteomes. A) S.
pneumoniae strain R6, UniProt reference proteome UP000000586, 2030 proteins B) S.
pneumoniae strain GA41410, , UniProt reference proteome UP000003388 C) S.
pneumoniae strain 2070335, UniProt reference proteome UP000002642, 2823 proteins.
The frequency histogram was generated through IPC isoelectric point calculator
(Kozlowski, 2016). For all of these proteomes RpoE is within the top 10 most acidic
proteins.
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6.3.3 Biofilm Formation Correlates with C-terminal Domain Length
The trend of increased pI in relation to shorter C-terminal domains is a trend that we have
observed in numerous phenotypic traits. Biofilm formation in particular displays a strong
correlation to the length of the C-terminal with greater truncated correlating with increased
biofilm formation as shown in Figure 52. This may provide an indication towards the

Biofilm formation (Abs 560 nm)

mechanism of action through which the variation for several traits in SCVs may occur.
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Figure 52: The correlation between the length of the C-terminal domain of RpoE, and
mean biofilm crystal violet formation. More truncated isoforms of the RpoE C-terminal
display a trend of increased biofilm formation.
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6.3.4 RpoE C-terminal Domain Structure
In order to determine the potential functional changes caused by the truncations to the
RpoE C-terminal domain we utilised I-TASSER protein structure modelling server to
analyse the C-terminal domain for structural properties. I-TASSER utilises a mixture of
homology modelling to known structures and ab initio structural predictions of regions
without alignment which are produced through Monte Carlo simulations through the
program LOMETS (Yang et al., 2015). The end result of this process is a set of models
with C-scores. For model predictions, C-scores range between -5 and 2, with higher scores
indicating a higher confidence of accurate protein folding with a C-score of -1.5 considered
the lower cut off for accurate folding (Yang and Zhang, 2015).
We were unable to predict a C-terminal domain model for the 22F WT with a sufficiently
high C-score to be considered a likely structure with the highest C-score of -1.87.
Furthermore, we were unable to determine models of sufficient similarity to provide
homology modelling of sufficient quality. The high degree of disorder within 22F WT
RpoE C-terminal domain mirrors that was observed in B. subtilis and is probably
responsible for the difficulties in structure prediction (Papouskova et al., 2013). An
unstructured C-terminal would support its role in displacing RNA from the DNA-RNAPRNA complex, which is likely to require flexibility (de Jong et al., 2017).
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Figure 53: Potential structures for 22F WT RpoE C-terminal determined through ITASSER structural prediction. Model C-scores 1) -1.87. 2) -2.93. 3) -2.67. 4) -5. 5) -3.16.
All structure predictions produced C-scores below the threshold of -1.5 indicating that the
models produced are unlikely to reflect accurate folding (Yang and Zhang, 2015). This is
further emphasised by the high degree of variation seen in the highest ranked I-TASSER
protein structure models for the C-terminal.
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6.3.5 RpoE N-terminal Domain Structure
We have observed that the rpoE KO differs phenotypically to both 22F WT, and the SCVs
including SCV9D9 which possess a C-terminal domain of only 7 amino acids in length
indicating that the N-terminal of RpoE also plays an important role. To determine the
structure of RpoE we used the I-TASSER protein prediction server.
Initially the program LOMETS identifies likely homology through an array of 10 threading
programs as shown in Figure 54. All of the threading programs revealed homology
between 22F RpoE N-terminal structures and those found in a few closely related B.
subtillis RpoE structures: 2krcA (Motackova et al., 2010), 2m4kA (Papouskova et al.,
2013) and 4nc7A (Demo et al., 2014). The highest degree of similarity was to 2krcA. The
N-terminal domain structure of 2krcA RpoE has been previously determined through NMR
in B. subtilis.
The conserved N-terminal of 22F ST433 is predicted to display a high degree of similarity
to B. subtilis N-terminal of RpoE PDB 2KRC. From the model produced we were able to
predict functional properties for the 22F N-terminal domain, which may indicate its role
and the differences observed between SCV9D9 and rpoE KO. We also observed from the
structure produced, that a winged helix-turn-helix (wHTH) motif is likely to be present
within the N-terminal domain. HTH motifs play important roles in DNA binding within
many proteins and this may provide an indication to the role that RpoE plays within S.
pneumoniae (Harrison, 1991).
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0.33

0.79
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9: wdPPAS
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0.40

0.98

2.71

10: PROSPECT2
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0.37

0.40

0.98

1.49

Figure 54: Threading alignments of the 22F WT N-terminal identified through LOMETS,
identifying the top 10 alignments generated by the indicated threading programs. All of the
PDB ID refer to B. subtillis solved RpoE N-terminal structures 2krcA (Motackova et al.,
2010), 2m4kA (Papouskova et al., 2013) and 4nc7A (Demo et al., 2014). Identity 1 is the
percentage of sequence identity in the regions aligned between the query sequence and
aligned PDB template. Identity 2 is the percentage of sequence identity of the whole
template chains wih query sequence. Coverage represents the number of aligned residues
divided by the query sequence length.The normalised Z-score is a measurement of how
good alignments are, Z-scores of greater than 1 are considered good alignments.
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Figure 55: Potential structures for 22F WT RpoE N-terminal determined through ITASSER structural prediction server. C-terminal structure predictions through I-TASSER
all produced C-scores below the threshold of -1.5 indicating that these models are unlikely
to reflect accurate folding (Yang and Zhang, 2015). This is further emphasised by the high
degree of variation observed in the highest ranked I-TASSER protein structure models for
the C-terminal C-scores are 1) 1.02 2) -4.67 3) -4.92 4) -5 5) -5. Model 1 was chosen as the
highest quality structure due to its high C-score of 1.02 and the low C-score of all other
models generated indicating that it is likely to represent an accurate protein folding.
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Figure 56: Local structure accuracy modelling of 22F WT RpoE N-terminal model 1.
Modelling is achieved through ResQ as part of the I-TASSER protein prediction server
suite. The estimated root mean square of the deviations = 1.8±1.5Å. The TM score for
model 1 = 0.85±0.08 indicating that this model is likely to be correctly folded. We observe
3 large helix regions, 1 minor helix motif formed (helix regions denoted in red) of two
amino acid residues and 1 small strand region.
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Figure 57: Homology modelling of the RpoE N-terminal domain protein structure of 22F
WT and B. subtilis (PDB id: 2KRC). This domain is conserved across SCV, and 22F WT.
The multi-coloured heat map represents the 22F WT N-terminal domain o RpoE, while the
purple backbone represents the structure of RpoE determined through nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) (Motackova et al., 2010). The 22F WT RpoE N-terminal displays a high
degree of structural similarity to 2KRC. The TM score for this alignment = 0.953. RMSDa
= 0.56. Proportion of structurally aligned residues = 0.977.
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6.3.6 N-terminal Domain Predicted Functions and Binding Sites
In order to better determine the function of the conserved N-terminal domain we utilised ITASSER and RaptorX servers to predict the potential binding sites and functions of the Nterminal domain model.
For domain functions C-score ranges from 0-1 where a higher score indicates a more
reliable prediction of correct binding pocket folding. We predicted only a relatively low Cscore values through I-TASSER for the DNA ligand binding prediction and so we further
validated potential binding properties through use of the RaptorX Model-assisted protein
binding site prediction server. The RaptorX server predictions support a DNA binding
hypothesis for the N-terminal domain, with ligand binding predicted between the Nterminal and the nucleotides Adenosine, Guanine and Thymine; Cytosine was not
predicted to be likely to bind to RpoE.
In addition to investigating potential binding sites we also investigated the possibility that
the N-terminal domain of RpoE may exhibit enzymatic activity based on its structure. We
observed that the N-terminal domain showed a reasonable degree of homology to multiple
DNA isomerase, transferase and hydrolase enzymes, further supporting a DNA binding
function (Table 7).
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Figure 58: Prediction of N-terminal function through the use of COFACTOR and COACH
applications applied to the 22F WT RpoE N-terminal domain structure produced through
the I-TASSER pipeline. 22F WT RpoE N-terminal (blue) shows similarity to the protein
Foxp2, with single stranded DNA binding domain (red) mediated through residues F20,
Y46, T47, N50, S57, and W63 with a C-score of 0.33. (C-score ranges from 0-1 where a
higher score indicates a more reliable prediction).
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Pocket
1
2
3
4
5
6

Multiplicity
99
50
50
35
20
20

Ligands
DA, DG, DT
DA, DG, DT
DG, DT
DG, DT
DT, EDO, MIX
DG, DT, DC

Binding residues
M1 E40 A41 P43 L44 T47 E48
M1 L44 E48 E83 N84 D85
F20 S21 Y46 T47 N50 D60 N61 W63
T47 F51
N25 S36 R39 E40 L42 P43
T33 I38 R39 E40 A41

Table 7: 22F N-terminal ligand binding sites calculated through RaptorX Model-assisted
protein binding site prediction server. Ligands abbreviations: DA = 2’-Deoxyadenosine-5’monophosphate, DT = Thymine-5’-monophosphate, DG = Deoxyguanosine-5’monophosphate, DC = Deoxycytidine-5’-monophosphate, EDO = 1,2-Ethanediol, MIX=
Mitoxantrone. Multiplicity indicates the quality of the ligand binding pocket. A
multiplicity of greater than 40 indicates that the folding, and structure of the pocket is
likely to be correct. The P-value for this structure = 4.1x10-4 indicating that the folding and
structure for the N-terminal is highly likely to be correct. A high model quality was also
confirmed through uGDT and GDT scores of 62, and 79 where scores of greater than 50
indicate a high-quality model. The results indicate that DA, DG and DT are likely to be
bound at several sites on the N-terminal while it is unlikely that EDO, MIX or DC are
bound due to the high likelihood of an incorrectly folded pocket.
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Figure 59: 2'-Deoxyadenosine-5'-monophosphate binding pocket prediction through the
RaptorX-Binding Server. Binding between DA and the N-terminal domain is mediated
through the residues: M1 E40 A41 P43 L44 T47 E48 with a multiplicity of 100.
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Table 8: N-terminal domain model 1 structral similarities to enzyme crystal structures
determined through I-TASSER. The TM score represents the structral similarity between
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the 22F WT N-terminal and the PDB protein. A TM score of greater than 0.5 indicates a
liklihood that the structal homology is correct.

6.3.7 Inter-Domain Interactions
Due to our inability to predict a structure and therefore potential functions for the Cterminal domain, we sought to determine whether its predicted functions may be altered
through interactions between the terminal domains. Interactions between the N-terminal
and C-terminal domains were predicted through the RaptorX Contact prediction server
which utilises a template free methodology to predict interactions within proteins (Wang et
al., 2017). As a template free method, RaptorX is not biased by currently determined
structures.

Contact maps and protein structures with potential contacts are visualised in Figure 60 and
Figure 61 respectively. Predicted structures for SCV3D9, SCV5D3 and SCV9D9 indicate
that it is unlikely that inter-domain interactions are occurring. However, 22F WT and
SCV1D3 may have some level of inter-domain interactions. This suggests that interdomain interactions are not responsible for the gradient of biofilm formation phenotypes
observed.
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A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 60: Contact maps for RpoE generated through RaptorX. A) 22F WT B) SCV1D3
C) SCV3D9 D) SCV5D3 E) SCV9D9 F) N-terminal domain. Darker spots indicate a
higher liklihood of contact between residues. A high degree of contact is observed within
the N-terminal domain. In 22F WT and SCV1D3 there is a low probablility observed for
contact between the N-terminal and C-terminal domains indicated by the light grey areas in
the top right, and bottom left portions of the contact map.
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Figure 61: Protein structures for RpoE generated through RaptorX contact server. The Nterminal domain is coloured red while the C-terminal domain is coloured grey. A) 22F WT
B) SCV1D3 C) SCV3D9 D) SCV5D3 E) SCV9D9. The areas of close proximity
indicating contact between terminals is only observed for 22F WT and SCV1D3.
Structures are determined de novo based only on the binding properties of the amino acids
without the use of structral templates (Wang et al., 2017).
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6.3.8 Homology Between Predicted Structures
The template free methodology of the RaptorX contact server utilises an ultra-deep
learning model to predict protein structures without relying on sequence homology to
currently know structures. In addition to providing information on intra-protein contacts
this technique also predicts protein structures. To confirm that the protein structural models
generated through the RaptorX contact prediction server and I-TASSER protein structure
prediction servers were not predicting radically different structures, we calculated the
homology between the models produced through the I-TASSERTM align server (Zhang
and Skolnick, 2005).
We found a high degree of similarity between the models as shown in Figure 62 and Figure
63 indicating that the models produced are comparable. This is perhaps unsurprising as the
structure of the N-terminal observed is a wHTH which is well defined and conserved
structure. However, the orientation of the N-terminal is reversed although the helixes
display a high degree of alignment.
Additionally, we found a lower degree of homology between the I-TASSER 22F Nterminal model and the RaptorX full RpoE model supporting the hypothesis that the Cterminal domain may be impacting the structure and potentially therefore the function of
the N-terminal domain.
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Figure 62: Structural homology between RaptorX Contact Server structure prediction for
RpoE N-terminal domain structure prediction (Blue) and I-TASSER 22F N-terminal
domain structure prediction (Red). The TM score between the two structures was
calculated using the I-TASSER TM-align server. The TM-score for the alignment of the
two models is 0.622 indicating that these structures are similar and that the different
modelling techniques have not produced overly dissimilar structures with the main
differences appearing within the tail of the domain.
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Figure 63: Structural homology between RaptorX Contact Server structure prediction for
the full sequence length of RpoE (Blue) predictions and I-TASSER 22F N-terminal
domain structure prediction (Red). The TM score between the two structures was
calculated using the I-TASSER TM-align server. The TM-score for the two models
normalised against the I-TASSER 22F N-terminal structure between the two models is
0.505 indicating that these structures are similar and that the different modelling
techniques have not produced overly dissimilar structures. In the alignment, the helix turn
helix motif is conserved for both structures, however they display opposite orientations of
the C-terminal (Zhang and Skolnick, 2005).
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6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 RpoE Structure
We have identified that 22F WT S. pneumoniae RpoE is formed of two domains. This twodomain structure is in line with that observed in other species such as B. subtilis. The 22F
WT RpoE N-terminal also displays a high degree of homology to the NMR solved B.
subtilis RpoE N-terminal structure (Motackova et al., 2010). The high C score for our Nterminal model 1 suggests with a high likelihood that the predicted structure is correctly
folded.
We were unable to determine a structure for the C-terminal domain of 22F WT RpoE. This
is unsurprising as in B. subtilis the C-terminal domain has been identified as being
unstructured and flexible, matching our predictions that the C-terminal domain is highly
disordered. We have also identified that both terminals are highly acidic, which matched
observations in B. subtilis (López de Saro et al., 1995).

6.4.2 Shorter RpoE C-Terminals Are Less Charged, and Are
Correlated with Increased Biofilm Formation
The C-terminal domain of 22F WT RpoE is predicted to be highly charged and repetitive.
These predictions are in line with RpoE in B. subtilis (Papouskova et al., 2013). As the Cterminal of the SCVs become more truncated the pI increases, indicating that RpoE is
becoming less charged as the acidic amino acids are lost.
While the N-terminal domain displays a high degree of conservation across multiple
species, the length of the C-terminal domain is highly variable (Weiss and Shaw, 2015). A
potential mechanism of action for the C-terminal domain length dependant activity may lie
in its ability to displace RNA and DNA from RNAP (López de Saro et al., 1995; Prajapati
et al., 2016a). It has been observed that the N-terminal domain alone does not have an
impact upon RNA displacement, however the C-terminal domain is 100-fold more efficient
in displacing RNA when bound to the N-terminal domain, indicating that the N-terminal
domain may help to orientate the C-terminal for RNA displacement. The C-terminal
domain alone was as efficient as the whole RpoE protein in displacing DNA, suggesting
that this activity does not require orientation or the binding properties exhibited by the N192

terminal domain(López de Saro et al., 1995). Positioning of the C-terminal domain by the
N-terminal domain to facilitate C-terminal domain interactions in the DNA binding cleft of
RNAP is supported by protein cross linking studies carried out in B. subtillis (de Jong et
al., 2017).
Loss of RNA and DNA displacement activity from RNAP has the potential to cause genes
that do not have an endogenous promoter to have a reduced expression through reduced
RNAP recycling. Therefore, SCVs with more truncated C-terminal domains may have
reduced transcriptional cycling for terminator-less genes, resulting in differential
expression dependant on C-terminal domain length.
The DNA displacement activity of the C-terminal domain might alter transcription in two
ways. First, RNAP may stall in response to stresses during transcription or DNA template
damage (Edenberg et al., 2014). SCVs with increasingly truncated C-terminal domains
may be less able to displace a stalled RNAP from its DNA template. Alternatively, the Cterminal domain may compete with the target DNA template for RNAP binding. More
truncated and less charged C-terminal domains may be less effective in competing for
RNAP binding, resulting in the gradient of phenotypes observed. A potential indicator that
this is not the case may be that DNA displacement is unlikely to be affected by the
orientation of the C-terminal domain, which it might be assumed is important for RNAP
binding (López de Saro et al., 1995). In favour of this hypothesis is the evidence that RpoE
acts as a transcriptional regulator by binding to upstream sites (Prajapati et al., 2016a;
Prajapati et al., 2016b).
Inter-domain interactions may provide an alternative putative mechanism for the gradient
of phenotype observed across the 22F WT and SCVs. Shorter C-terminal domains may be
less able to bind to distant sites on the N-terminal domain, and therefore would be less
likely to cause any conformational or folding changes. However, for the gradient of
phenotypic change to occur there would have to be a gradient of binding sites distributed
across the N-terminal domain. We have only observed potential interactions between the
two domains of RpoE for 22F WT and SCV1D3, which would not provide a gradient of
effects that would fully explain the gradient of biofilm formation observed, although it may
still it may be a contributory factor.
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A further hypothesis may lie in a function of the C-terminal domain identified in S. aureus
that linked the length of this domain to the stability of RpoE. A truncated C-terminal
domain missing half of its length was observed at a lower concentration than the full RpoE
and a N-terminal alone mutant was not detectable, suggesting that the C-terminal domain
may play a role in stability of the N-terminal (Weiss et al., 2014). However, we observed
that SCV9D9 also displays considerable differences in numerous phenotypic traits to the
rpoE KO, despite possessing a C-terminal domain that is only 7 amino acid residues long,
indicating that the N-terminal domain possess its own function.

6.4.3 RpoE N-terminal Domain Displays DNA Binding Homology
We predicted that the N-terminal domain I-TASSER model displays a high level of
structural homology to DNA binding structure. The structure and DNA binding properties
are in line with those observed through His-tagged analysis of RpoE within B. subtilis,
which revealed that N-terminal forms a “DNA/RNA-binding three-helical bundle fold”
(Papouskova et al., 2013). In our structural predictions, we observe a structure formed
principally of three helixes with DNA binding homology. The three-helix structure
observed is likely to be a HARE-HTH domain. The HARE-HTH domain is defined by its
winged helix-turn-helix structure (wHTH) and was initially discovered within HB1, ASXL
and Restriction Endonuclease proteins (HARE). The HTH structure is prevalent across
multiple kingdoms of life where it plays numerous roles including in DNA binding
activities (Aravind and Iyer, 2012).
It has been argued that the N-terminal domain only utilises DNA/RNA binding fold as part
of its biological activity and that it is not directly associated with nucleic acids (Motackova
et al., 2010). However, we have observed that the N-terminal domain displays homology to
a number of DNA processing enzymes (Table 8) and is predicted to have a nucleic acid
binding site and in particular to bind A, G, and T. This may suggest that the N-terminal
domain may play a role in nucleic acid binding in the RNAP complex. Furthermore, the
bases identified as having a high likelihood of binding exclude cytosine. This is in line
with the binding behaviour of RpoE observed in B. subtilis where binding was observed
only to adenosine and thymine rich sequences, and binding was abolished when these
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sequences were changed to cytosine or cytosine and guanine rich sequences (Prajapati et
al., 2016a).
It is likely that the predicted DNA/nucleotide binding activity is involved in the role of
RpoE as a transcriptional regulator. B. subtilis RpoE has been demonstrated to display a
strong affinity for promoters at upstream AA and AT sequences. Binding of RpoE at these
sites has been demonstrated to alter transcription yields of genes at these promoters, with
binding at sites of -40 increasing transcription (Prajapati et al., 2016a) while binding to
sites between -35 and -10 represses transcription (Chen and Helmann, 1997; Prajapati et
al., 2016b). Binding to AA and AT sequences is in line with our predictions of ligand
binding by RpoE with further confirmation through observations that replacement of AA
sequences with CC at -40 abolished RpoE mediated transcription increases (Prajapati et al.,
2016a). These observations match our RaptorX ligand binding predictions that binding
pockets are likely only for A, G and T nucleotides and therefore the N-terminal is likely to
be unable to bind to CC sequences and accordingly unable to act as a transcriptional
regulator at such sites. The rpoE KO does not possess the N-terminal domain and therefore
the mutant will have lost the regulatory properties of N-terminal-promoter binding. This
dysregulation is likely to contribute towards the phenotypic differences that we have
observed between SCVs and rpoE KO including the loss of chain formation.
In addition to its DNA binding role, the N-terminal domain is also predicted to have a high
degree of homology to several enzymatic functions. The loss of the N-terminal DNA
binding site, and putative transferase/topoisomerase groups may lead to less effective
processing of DNA into the RNAP complex. Transferases, and topoisomerases play an
important role in unwinding of DNA.
Such an enzymatic function mechanism may impact open complex formation. In B.
subtilis, RpoE has been shown to affect the binding of RNAP to some rRNA promoters
through destabilisation of open complexes. RpoE regulates RNAP sensitivity through
interference between RNAP, and initiating nucleotide triphosphates (iNTP), which in
Gram-positive bacteria this is thought to be principally GTP (Rabatinova et al., 2013).
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However, not all promoters are sensitive to iNTP. iNTP-insensitive promoters are thought
to be key during rapid changes in gene expression, such as during a change in nutrient
availability (Krasny and Gourse, 2004; Lopez et al., 1981; Murray et al., 2003; Ochi et al.,
1982). If this were the key area of functionality for RpoE in S. pneumoniae then this
contrasts with our observations of a loss of adaptability in rpoE KO.

6.4.4 Phenotype Variation Within SCVs and rpoE KO Are Likely To Be
Mediated Through At Least Two Independent, Domain Specific
Mechanisms
We have observed that greater truncations of the C-terminal domain correlate with
increased biofilm formation. This suggests that the C-terminal domain provides a
continuum of regulatory effects upon this phenotype dependant on C-terminal domain
length. We also observed that the C-terminal domain is highly disordered, in line with
other groups that were unable to determine NMR structures for this domain (Motackova et
al., 2010).
The mechanism for a continuum of phenotypes based upon the C-terminal domain is likely
to be involved in its role in releasing RNA from the DNA-RNAP-RNA complex, thereby
aiding RNAP recycling (López de Saro et al., 1995). Our observation that this terminal is
highly charged supports a hypothesis of the C-terminal domain acting as a nucleic acid
mimic (López de Saro et al., 1995; Papouskova et al., 2013); shorter C-terminals may have
a diminished capacity to carry out RNA displacement. This hypothesis is supported by the
observations in B. subtilis that the RpoE N-terminal may bind above the RNAP b’ subunit
in a manner that would orientate the C-terminal domain into the DNA binding channel (de
Jong et al., 2017). From this position, we expect that the C-terminal domain plays a role in
releasing RNA from the RNAP-DNA-RNA complex, thus increasing the rate of
transcription for genes without terminators. In this model, shorter C-terminal domains
would be less able to interfere with binding within the RNAP DNA binding channel and
thereby transcription is reduced for terminator less genes in correlation with the length of
the C-terminal domain producing the gradient of biofilm phenotypes.
However, when rpoE is knocked-out, we did not observe increased or similar biofilm
formation to SCV9D9, as might be expected if the C-terminal domain mediated nucleic
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acid mimicry were the sole function of RpoE. Compared to SCV9D9, we observed
diminished biofilm formation by rpoE KO accompanied by diminished chain formation
within biofilm and a loss of adaptability. SCV9D9 differs from rpoE KO as it possesses a
C-terminal of only 7 amino acids and an N-terminal domain. Given the small C-terminal
domain differences and the dysregulation observed in not only rpoE KO, but also in S.
mutans (Xue et al., 2010), this suggests that the N-terminal comain possesses a function
independent of the C-terminal domain.
Through molecular modelling with I-TASSER and RaptorX, we predicted that the Nterminal domain was likely to possess single stranded DNA (ssDNA) binding
characteristics in particular to the nucleotides adenosine, thymine and guanine although not
cytosine. The ssDNA binding is unsurprising due to the winged helix turn helix motif
observed and is in line with observations in B. subtilis and S. mutans. The low likelihood
of cytosine binding is supported by observations that replacement of AA regions with CC
or GC in upstream promoter regions inhibited RpoE function in B. subtilis (Prajapati et al.,
2016b). Binding to the upstream promoter sites may be linked to open complex formation
inhibition by RpoE through steric clash with the s subunit of RNAP. The loss of the Nterminal domain in the rpoE KO removes this transcriptional regulation and is likely
responsible for the dysregulation that we and other groups have observed for rpoE KO.
These observations may also suggest that RpoE acts in a similar manner to MerR-like
proteins which require both terminals to function. Similar to RpoE, MerR proteins are
transcriptional regulators formed of a conserved HTH N-terminal domain attached to Cterminal effectors (Brown et al., 2003). Further similarities between RpoE and MerR
proteins are observed in MerR like protein’s capabilities in binding to -35 and -10
promoter regions, although this binding is mediated through cysteine residues rather than
the adenosine that we observe for RpoE. MerR proteins facilitate Promoter-RNAP binding
at these sites through crosslinking and binding of coactivator molecules (Heldwein and
Brennan, 2001). There is limited evidence through crystallisation of RpoE that it may form
dimers in this manner, with nickel ions acting as the co-factor (Demo et al., 2014).
However, the nickel binding and dimer formation observed may be due to the experimental
parameters used and has not been observed in NMR data. While currently inconclusive,
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future work would benefit from investigation of potential MerR-like protein activities for
RpoE which may further elucidate the function of this protein.
Typically, investigations into rpoE and other genes are based upon observations of
functional changes following a full knock-out of the gene. In clinical samples and other
‘real world’ settings, full removal of a gene is unlikely to occur. This work highlights that
even mutations which result in large deletions cannot be assumed to cause a loss of
function.

6.4.5 Limitations and Future Work
While our modelling and predictions indicate a high likelihood that the N-terminal has a
highly similar structure to that of B. subtilis it would be beneficial to confirm the structure
through NMR based methods (Motackova et al., 2010). This further confirmation, should it
complement our predictions, would lend additional confidence to our arguments for the
role of the N-terminal domain within S. pneumoniae.
In order to further explore the genes and promoters that are impacted by mutations to, and
knock-outs of, rpoE we could utilise RNA-Seq. RNA-Seq would allow us to evaluate the
differences in transcription between the different isoforms of RpoE in SCVs and rpoE KO.
Should differential production of RNA occur between RpoE isoforms and rpoE KO then
we may be able to identify regions upstream of genes where RpoE binding may occur.
Mutations to these sites which change double adenosine sites to cytosine may then allow
for confirmation that RpoE is binding to these sites in S. pneumoniae (Prajapati et al.,
2016a; Prajapati et al., 2016b).
The C-terminal domain’s RNAP recycling function may be validated by investigating
expression of genes that requires a high degree of recycling. Differential expression of
such a gene by different SCV isoforms would suggest that the C-terminals domai length
impacts its capability to release RNA from the DNA-RNAP-RNA complex for terminatorless genes.
Identification of terminator-less genes may be achieved through adaptation of current
terminator identification algorithms. Methods developed for E. coli and B. subtilis may be
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suitable as a starting point and have been found to have been found to predict Rhoindependent terminators with a 95% success rate in S. pneumoniae strain R6 (de Hoon et
al., 2005). Correlation between transcription, proteomics and identified terminator-less
genes would further validate the mechanism of action which we propose for rpoE.

6.5 Chapter 6 Key Findings
•

All mutations to rpoE within SCVs occur within the C-terminal domain of RpoE.

•

The mutations observed occur at different sites within RpoE resulting in a range of
RpoE isoforms between SCVs

•

Larger truncations of the C-terminal are associated in greater phenotypic changes
in SCVs from 22F WT. Increased biofilm formation is associated with shorter Cterminal domains.

•

N-terminal domain is highly likely to have DNA binding properties and to regulate
transcription by binding to upstream promoter sites through Adenosine, Thymine
and Guanine residues.

•

The lack of an N-terminal is likely to be responsible for the differences observed
between rpoE KO and SCV9D9.
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Chapter 7:

Conclusion

S. pneumoniae is a globally important pathogen that exerts a considerable burden of
disease on human populations and is responsible for hundreds of thousands of deaths each
year, particularly of young children (Wahl et al., 2018) and the elderly (Drijkoningen and
Rohde, 2014).
S. pneumoniae biofilms are associated with a range of pathologies including otitis media,
chronic rhinosinusitis and pneumonia (Bakaletz, 2007; Chao et al., 2014; Sanderson et al.,
2006; Yadav et al., 2012). Biofilms are surface-adhered communities of microbes which
provide protection against environmental conditions, the human immune system and
display increased tolerance to antibiotic treatment (Fux et al., 2005; Koo et al., 2017;
Stewart and Costerton, 2001). S. pneumoniae 22F has been observed to rapidly produce
SCVs during biofilm growth and that these SCVs display greater biofilm formation than
the wild type. In a display of parallel evolution, all of the SCVs investigated possessed
mutations to the RNA polymerase d subunit gene rpoE (Churton et al., 2016).
This study set out to further investigate the S. pneumoniae isolate 22F ST433 and the SCVs
produced by this strain during biofilm formation (Churton et al., 2016). All of the SCVs
investigated contained mutations to the gene rpoE; mutations to rpoE ranged from single
nucleotide polymorphisms to large scale deletions removing 264 base pair from the gene.
Through investigation of 22F, its SCVs and rpoE, we aimed to advance our understanding
of parallel evolution during biofilm formation by this pathogen and to explore the
mechanisms through which these mutations exert their effects.
To achieve these aims, we produced a rpoE gene knock-outs from 22F ST433. The knockouts displayed the characteristic small colony phenotype observed in the SCVs supporting
the hypothesis that the SCV phenotype is due to the mutations observed within rpoE.
However, further phenotyping of 22F WT, SCVs and rpoE KO across a broader range of
phenotypic characteristics revealed a range of similarities and differences between each of
the groups.
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We observed phenotypic differences across planktonic growth, biofilm formation, sugar
metabolism and virulence. For biofilm formation we observed that SCVs are not a
homogenous population, but display a continuum of biofilm forming abilities; although all
displayed greater biofilm formation than the 22F WT. This continuum of phenotypes was
also observed in the metabolism of many sugars. However, for other traits such as
planktonic growth, virulence and colony diameter size, we did not observe a divergence of
phenotypes between SCVs.
Similarly, alterations to the phenotype of rpoE KO were not displayed in a uniform
manner. During assays such as biofilm formation, colony diameter and virulence rpoE KO,
displayed a phenotype that was in-line with that of the SCVs. However, for phenotypic
traits such as planktonic growth, biofilm morphology and colony diameter, we observed
that rpoE KO displays phenotypic characteristics significantly different to both SCVs and
22F WT.
Through protein structure modelling and predictions, we predicted that it is likely the
continuum of phenotypic variations observed are a result of the differing RpoE structures
within SCVs and the complete absence of RpoE in rpoE KO. Structural analysis of RpoE
amino acid sequences revealed that S. pneumoniae 22F ST433 RpoE was formed of two
domains, a N-terminal domain and a C-terminal domain. All the mutations occurred within
the C-terminal domain causing truncations of this domain and a different isoform of RpoE
to be produced within each SCV investigated within this study.
The length of the C-terminal domain is correlates with the level of biofilm formation of
each of the isolates. This observation is supported by observations of B. subtilis that RpoE
is likely to bind to the b subunit of RNAP in such a way that RpoE is orientated to enable
the C-terminal domain to interact with the RNAP-DNA binding cleft (de Jong et al., 2017).
From this position the C-terminal domain is able to facilitate the release of RNA from the
DNA-RNAP-RNA complex enabling increased transcription.
The differences between SCVs and rpoE KO are likely to be due the activity of the Nterminal domain which is conserved within SCVs but absent in rpoE KO. This is supported
by the observation that SCV9D9 possesses a C-terminal domain of only 7 amino acids in
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length and is therefore unlikely to be responsible itself for the striking differences we
observe between these two strains. Through the use of multiple protein structure prediction
methods, we predicted that the N-terminal domain forms a wHTH motif. wHTH are known
to act as a DNA-protein binding domain often involved in transcription (Teichmann et al.,
2012). The role of the N-terminal domain as a DNA binding factor is supported by our
predictions of homology between the N-terminal domain and other proteins with DNA
binding properties. Furthermore, our protein binding predictions support this function with
observations of a likely single strand DNA binding site, which is likely to be capable of
binding the adenosine, thymine and guanine bases but not cytosine. These observations fit
with the additional functionality of RpoE as a transcription inhibitor (Prajapati et al.,
2016a; Prajapati et al., 2016b). In the proposed model, RpoE binds to regions 10-40 bases
upstream of genes and thereby prevents RNAP binding through steric clash. Our
predictions match the published literature in that replacement of adenosine and thymine by
cytosine at RpoE binding sites in these regions diminishes its effects (Prajapati et al.,
2016a; Prajapati et al., 2016b).
From these findings we conclude that RpoE possesses at least two independent domainspecific functions. The dual functions of this protein explain the phenotypic variation
observed between SCVs which are mediated through the C-terminal domain and the large
phenotypic changes of the rpoE KO mediated through the N-terminal domain functions.
Our observations suggest that evolutionary pressure on rpoE produces the SCV mutants
that are able to better metabolise a wider range sugars, display increased biofilm formation
and grow to higher optical densities than wild-type 22F WT. The increased fitness in these
key traits provides the strong selection factors required to facilitate the parallel evolution
observed. However, it has also been observed that the SCVs only form approximately 1%
of biofilm populations following 9 days of growth (Churton et al., 2016). If SCV
populations possess increased fitness in these key areas then this raises the question as to
why they do not dominate the biofilm, and it is therefore likely that SCVs may be adapted
to a niche biofilm environment when in competition with 22F WT.
This work highlights that RpoE is an important protein with a global impact within S.
pneumoniae. While questions remain as to the genes regulated by RpoE it is clear that
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numerous clinically relevant traits are affected. Further investigation into the in vivo role of
this protein will be required to validate its potential role as a target for medical
intervention, however the striking parallel evolution of increased biofilm formation
characteristics by SCVs combined with the alterations to virulence and in vivo phenotypes
indicate that RpoE might provide a valuable target for the future interventions to combat S.
pneumoniae.

7.1 Limitations and Future Work
7.1.1 Relevance of rpoE mutations to other serotypes
Two key unresolved questions for this project are whether the mutations to rpoE might
cause similar effects in other strains and serotypes and the extent to which rpoE mutations
are an artefact of the artificial growth conditions under which they occurred. It may be the
case that the rpoE mutations observed are a unique response of 22F ST433 to the artificial
environment and growth conditions rather than biofilm associated evolution with clinical
relevance.
To address broader strain and serotype relevance, next steps would include creation of
rpoE mutants in well characterised S. pneumoniae laboratory strains such as D39 and
TIGR4. These mutations would cause truncations of the rpoE C-terminal domain. This
would allow for validation of multi-strain relevance of the rpoE mutations in readily
transformable strains. Should this be achieved further work would include investigation of
whether rpoE mutants could be produced in relevant clinical strains.
Relevance of rpoE mutations across strains and serotypes may also be achieved through
investigation of carriage study data sets through bioinformatic approaches. We are
currently working with collaborators at the University Hospital Southampton to review
their S. pneumoniae carriage data for rpoE mutations. Similarly, we are also working to
analyse the Maela refugee camp carriage data sets, where we understand that there may be
mutations to rpoE in 22F and potentially other strains. (Turner et al., 2012). Should we
confirm the presence of these mutations, this may indicate greater relevance of rpoE
mutations beyond 22F. Next steps would be to carry out phenotypic analysis on available
isolates to investigate associations between phenotypic characteristics and rpoE mutations.
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7.1.2 Improved In Vitro and In Vivo Biofilm Models
The environment within microtitre plates, such as those used for the in vitro biofilm assays,
is considerably different to that of the human nasopharynx and is therefore likely to impact
the phenotypic assays carried out, including biofilm formation. Future work would involve
investigation of more representative in vitro models for biofilm formation. Use of
respiratory cells as the substrate upon which biofilms form would be beneficial due to the
numerous host factors provided by human respiratory tissue which are known to influence
biofilm formation (Marks et al., 2012a; Moscoso et al., 2006). A potential model would be
the use fixed H292 cells. This model has been observed to support S. pneumoniae biofilms
which display a high degree of similarity to in vivo biofilms (Marks et al., 2012a). Biofilm
quantification could also be improved through the use of confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM) rather than the crystal violet biomass quantification. Through the use
of appropriate stains, we would be able to quantify the live and dead cells in biofilms and
determine where their distribution. CLSM would also enable investigation of biofilm
topology through software packages such as COMSTAT2 (http://www.comstat.dk) and
IMARIS (https://imaris.oxinst.com).
In addition to improving in vitro models, this project would benefit from further use of in
vivo models. Initially, this would include greater use of the G. mellonella animal model
with the µ-CT methods that we have developed. The striking differences between the
biofilm formation of strains observed in vivo requires replication of results to ensure that
our observations are statistically significant. This model has the potential to facilitate
improved understanding of S. pneumoniae biofilm formation and virulence.
However, murine models would provide a more representative model of S. pneumoniae
infection than G. mellonella. Virulence could be modelled in animal models such as
chinchilla (Reid et al., 2009), rat (Yadav et al., 2012; Yadav et al., 2017) or mouse
(Chiavolini et al., 2008) models which are more suited to longer term carriage
investigations. Due to the variations in immune response use in mouse models, ideally we
would use both of the well characterised inbred C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice. The
combination of these two mouse models ensures that both Th1 and Th2 immune
backgrounds are covered (Kadioglu and Andrew, 2005; Preston et al., 2004).
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7.1.1 Proteomic Analysis of Strains
The phenotypic analysis we have carried out would benefit from further investigation
through proteomic approaches. Proteomic analysis of the strains investigated in this PhD
would enable quantification of the changes in expression of proteins due to rpoE
mutations. These approaches would both provide greater understanding of the mechanisms
through which the phenotypic changes observed occur and may also provide further
indications upon how rpoE regulates expression in S.pneumoniae.
Suitable methods would include iTRAQ proteomic profiling which has successfully been
used to discern phenotypic changes during biofilm formation by S. pneumoniae serotype
14 (Allan et al., 2014). Through this approach we may be able to determine the metabolic
proteins involved in the increased sugar metabolism that we observed. Furthermore, the
iTRAQ approach may be used to identify changes in immunogenic protein expression by
SCVs. Should further investigation determine that rpoE mutations are clinically relevant
across multiple strains this may facilitate vaccine development against rpoE mutant SCVs
(Allan et al., 2014).
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7.2 Discussion Key Points
•

In this PhD, a clinical isolate of S. pneumoniae 22F and its SCVs generated
through biofilm growth were studied.

•

All SCVs present with mutations to the gene rpoE and increased biofilm formation.

•

To investigate these potentially clinically relevant changes we produced a rpoE
knock-out in strain 22F.

•

Phenotypic differences were observed between 22F WT, SCVs and the rpoE
knock-out. We also observed a gradient of phenotypes for SCVs, which may be
linked to the length of the C-terminal domain.

•

The differences observed between SCVs and rpoE KO are likely due to the loss of
the N-terminal domain of RpoE in rpoE KO, which was conserved in SCVs.

•

This work highlights the need for phenotypic evaluation of isolates as even a loss
of almost half of rpoE such as in SCV9D9 does not result in a loss of function for
rpoE.

•

The striking phenotypic changes observed both in vitro and in vivo indicate that
RpoE may be a promising target for future drug or vaccine development.
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Appendices

8.1.1 Bacterial CFU to Optical Density Calculations.
Bacterial growth curves were generated in order to enable quantification of bacterial
cultures through optical density readings.
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Figure 64: Colony forming unit enumeration and regression analysis of S. pneumoniae 22F
WT at optical density 600 nm. N = 1.
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Figure 65: Colony forming unit enumeration and regression analysis of S. pneumoniae D39
at optical density 600 nm N = 1.
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Figure 66: CFU enumeration for S. pneumoniae isolates at optical densities of 0.4 read at
600 nm. No significant differences were observed between isolates. Protocol carried out in
triplicate with 3 independent biological replicates.
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8.2 DNA Constructs
8.2.1 Primers
Primer

Nucleotide Sequence

rpoE Forward

GAG-GAG-AAA-CGC-TTT-GGA-ATT-AGA-AG

rpoE Reverse

GCT-AAC-TCT-TAT-TCC-TCG-CTG-GTT-TC

D39 rpoE knock-out construct

GCG-ACC-TTG-GAA-GCC-ATG-TA

Forward
D39 rpoE knock-out construct

CCT-AGA-CTC-GCT-GCC-ACA-AT

Reverse
22F rpoE knock-out construct

CAG-TCA-AGC-CGA-CCT-TGG-AA

Forward
KAN cassette Forward primer

GAT-ACT-GAG-GGT-ATG-TCG-CCC

KAN cassette Reverse primer

AAG-TCG-AAA-AAG-AGC-TCG-ACG

KAN cassette with 3’ flank Forward

ACG-TCG-AGC-TCT-TTT-TCG-ACT

KAN cassette with 3’ flanks Reverse

CAA-AAA-CTT-CCC-CGT-GCT-GG

Table 9: Bioline Hyperladder 1 molecular weight ladder. PCR products are compared to
this ladder to provide an indication on the weight
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8.2.2 D39 rpoE knock-out construct
D39 rpoE Knock-out Left Flank-500bp
CCTCGTAGATGGGGTGAAGCTTCCTTACAGTCAAGCGACCTTGGAAGCCATG
TATTCCTATTTGGATCGGCATGGTGAGCTTTTTTGGATTGAAGTCAAGGAGA
AGGGAGAATGGTTTCCAATTGGGGATATTACACTATCTCAGGATAATCTCCC
CATTGTGATTGGGAATTCCGCTTACCAACATCGAGGACTTGGAAAAAAGATT
CTAAGTGCTTTGATTGAATTGGCTCGAGTAAAAGGATGGAAAGAATTGAGA
GTCAAGGAAATCTACACCTACAATCATGCTTCTAGGAGGTGTTTCAAGTCGC
TTGGATTTGTGGAAAATGGAGCAACAGAAAAAGGAAGGAGTTTTATATTGG
AATTAGTCTAATCCTGCCACTTTCTCCCCCTTAACCTTTGACTATTCCGCAAA
ATTATCGTAAAATAAAGAGTAAATGATAAAATGAGGTCAGAGTCTGTTCGCT
CTGGCGATAGTAGTATAAATGAGGAGAAACGCT
rpoE allele 1 – As per D39 Genome gb|CP000410.1
TTGGAATTAGAAGTATTTGCTGGGCAAGAAAAAAGTGAACTATCTATGATTG
AGGTAGCGCGTGCTATCTTGGAACTTCGTGGTCGCGATCATGAGATGCATTT
TAGCGATCTTGTAAACGAAATTCAAAACTACCTTGGAACATCAAACAGCGAT
ATCCGCGAAGCTTTGCCTTTGTTCTACACAGAGTTGAACTTTGACGGTAGCTT
CATCTCACTTGGGGACAACAAATGGGGTCTTCGTTCATGGTATGGTGTGGAC
GAAATCGACGAAGAAATCATCGCTCTTGAAGAAAATGACGACGATGAAGTA
GCACCAAAAGCTAAGAAAAAACGTGTCAATGCCTTTATGGATGGTGATTCA
GATGCCATTGACTACAATGCAGATGATCCAGAAGACGAAGATGCATACGAA
GCAGATCCAGCTCTTTCATACGATGATGAAAATCCAGATGATGAAAAAAAT
GAAGTGGAAGCTTATGATGCAGAAATCAACGAAATCGCTCCAGATGACTTG
GGAGAAGATGTGGATCTCAACGAAGACGACGACGAGTTTTCAGATGACGAC
GCTGAAACCAGCGAGGAATAA
Kanamycin Cassette – This kanamycin resistance gene sequence was kindly provided by
Dr Ray Allan, and is based on the apha3 resistance gene (Caillaud et al., 1987).
ATGGCCAAAATGCGCATTAGTCCGGAACTGAAAAAATTGATTGAAAAGTAC
CGCTGTGTCAAAGATACTGAGGGTATGTCGCCCGCCAAAGTCTACAAGCTGG
TCGGCGAAAATGAAAACCTGTACTTGAAAATGACAGATAGTCGCTACAAAG
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GCACCACCTACGACGTAGAGCGCGAGAAAGATATGATGTTATGGCTGGAAG
GTAAACTGCCTGTTCCGAAAGTTCTGCATTTCGAACGCCACGACGGTTGGAG
CAACCTGCTGATGTCGGAAGCAGATGGCGTATTGTGTAGCGAAGAATACGA
AGACGAACAATCGccgGAGAAAATCATCGAATTGTACGCGGAATGCATCcgcT
TGTTTCACAGCATCGACATCAGTGATTGCCCTTACACCAACTCCTTAGATAG
CCGCCTGGCTGAACTTGATTATTTGTTGAATAACGACTTGGCTGATGTAGAC
TGCGAAAACTGGGAGGAAGATACACCCTTCAAGGACCCGCGCGAGCTCTAC
GACTTTCTGAAAACTGAAAAACCGGAAGAAGAGCTGGTTTTCTCCCACGGCG
ATCTGGGCGACTCGAATATTTTCGTAAAAGATGGCAAAGTTTCCGGCTTTAT
CGACTTGGGCCGCAGCGGGCGCGCAGATAAATGGTACGACATTGCGTTCTGC
GTCCGCAGCATCCGTGAAGATATCGGTGAAGAACAATACGTCGAGCTCTTTT
TCGACTTGCTGGGTATTAAACCGGATTGGGAAAAAATCAAATATTATATCCT
GTTGGATGAATTATTCTAG
Right Flank-500bp
GAGTTAGCTATTGACAATTATCCTATTTTTAGGTATCATATTGTTTGGGCACC
TCTTTTAGAGGTCGGGGCTCCCTAGTTCTTAGGGAGCTATTTTTGTTTTTTCA
AGAAGTTATCTTCTTGTATTTTATACTCAATGAAAATCAAAGTGCAAGCTAG
GAAACTAGCCGTAGGCTGCTCAAAACACTGTTTTGAGGTTGTAGATAAGACT
GACAAAGTCAGGAACACATATCTACGGCAAGGCGACGTTGACGCGGTTTGA
AGAGATTTTCGAAGAGTATTAGTTGTGAATCTGGTGCAGTCGTCCCAGATTA
TTCTTATTAGTAGGGTCTTGTTTTCTATATCCCCTCGTAGTTAACAAGACCTT
GAGCATTTTAGAAAGAGGAATCTATGTCTACGAAATATATTTTTGTAACTGG
TGGTGTGGTATCGTCTATTGGGAAAGGGATTGTGGCAGCGAGTCTAGGCCGT
CTCTTGAAAAATCGTGGTCTCAAAGTAACC
D39 Complete Construct
CCTCGTAGATGGGGTGAAGCTTCCTTACAGTCAAGCGACCTTGGAAGCCATG
TATTCCTATTTGGATCGGCATGGTGAGCTTTTTTGGATTGAAGTCAAGGAGA
AGGGAGAATGGTTTCCAATTGGGGATATTACACTATCTCAGGATAATCTCCC
CATTGTGATTGGGAATTCCGCTTACCAACATCGAGGACTTGGAAAAAAGATT
CTAAGTGCTTTGATTGAATTGGCTCGAGTAAAAGGATGGAAAGAATTGAGA
GTCAAGGAAATCTACACCTACAATCATGCTTCTAGGAGGTGTTTCAAGTCGC
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TTGGATTTGTGGAAAATGGAGCAACAGAAAAAGGAAGGAGTTTTATATTGG
AATTAGTCTAATCCTGCCACTTTCTCCCCCTTAACCTTTGACTATTCCGCAAA
ATTATCGTAAAATAAAGAGTAAATGATAAAATGAGGTCAGAGTCTGTTCGCT
CTGGCGATAGTAGTATAAATGAGGAGAAACGCTGGGCCCAAAATTTGTTTG
ATTTGTATCTTAAAATTTTGTATAATAGGAATTGAAGTTATCTAGAAAGGGG
AAAATTATGGCCAAAATGCGCATTAGTCCGGAACTGAAAAAATTGATTGAA
AAGTACCGCTGTGTCAAAGATACTGAGGGTATGTCGCCCGCCAAAGTCTACA
AGCTGGTCGGCGAAAATGAAAACCTGTACTTGAAAATGACAGATAGTCGCT
ACAAAGGCACCACCTACGACGTAGAGCGCGAGAAAGATATGATGTTATGGC
TGGAAGGTAAACTGCCTGTTCCGAAAGTTCTGCATTTCGAACGCCACGACGG
TTGGAGCAACCTGCTGATGTCGGAAGCAGATGGCGTATTGTGTAGCGAAGA
ATACGAAGACGAACAATCGCCGGAGAAAATCATCGAATTGTACGCGGAATG
CATCCGCTTGTTTCACAGCATCGACATCAGTGATTGCCCTTACACCAACTCCT
TAGATAGCCGCCTGGCTGAACTTGATTATTTGTTGAATAACGACTTGGCTGA
TGTAGACTGCGAAAACTGGGAGGAAGATACACCCTTCAAGGACCCGCGCGA
GCTCTACGACTTTCTGAAAACTGAAAAACCGGAAGAAGAGCTGGTTTTCTCC
CACGGCGATCTGGGCGACTCGAATATTTTCGTAAAAGATGGCAAAGTTTCCG
GCTTTATCGACTTGGGCCGCAGCGGGCGCGCAGATAAATGGTACGACATTGC
GTTCTGCGTCCGCAGCATCCGTGAAGATATCGGTGAAGAACAATACGTCGAG
CTCTTTTTCGACTTGCTGGGTATTAAACCGGATTGGGAAAAAATCAAATATT
ATATCCTGTTGGATGAATTATTCTAGGAGTTAGCTATTGACAATTATCCTATT
TTTAGGTATCATATTGTTTGGGCACCTCTTTTAGAGGTCGGGGCTCCCTAGTT
CTTAGGGAGCTATTTTTGTTTTTTCAAGAAGTTATCTTCTTGTATTTTATACTC
AATGAAAATCAAAGTGCAAGCTAGGAAACTAGCCGTAGGCTGCTCAAAACA
CTGTTTTGAGGTTGTAGATAAGACTGACAAAGTCAGGAACACATATCTACGG
CAAGGCGACGTTGACGCGGTTTGAAGAGATTTTCGAAGAGTATTAGTTGTGA
ATCTGGTGCAGTCGTCCCAGATTATTCTTATTAGTAGGGTCTTGTTTTCTATA
TCCCCTCGTAGTTAACAAGACCTTGAGCATTTTAGAAAGAGGAATCTATGTC
TACGAAATATATTTTTGTAACTGGTGGTGTGGTATCGTCTATTGGGAAAGGG
ATTGTGGCAGCGAGTCTAGGCCGTCTCTTGAAAAATCGTGGTCTCAAAGTAA
CC
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8.2.3 22F ST433 3298 rpoE knock-out construct
5’ rpoE Flanking 500 bp
CTCGTAGATGGGGTGAAGCTTCCTTACAGTCAAGCCGACCTTGGAAGCCATG
TATTCCTATTTGGATCGGCATGGTGAGCTTTTTTGGATTGAAGTCAAGGAGA
AGGGAGAATGGTTTCCAATTGGGGATATTACACTATCTCAGGATAATCTCCC
CATTGTGATTGGGAATTCCGCTTACCAACATCGAGGACTTGGAAAAAAGATT
CTAAGTGCTTTGATTGAATTGGCTCGAGTAAAAGGATGGAAAGAATTGAGA
GTCAAGAAAATCTACACCTACAATCATGCTTCTAGGAGGTGTTTCAAGTCGC
TTGGATTTGTGGAAAATGGAGCAACAGAAAAAGGAATGAGTTTTATATTGG
AATTAGTCTAATCCTGCCACTTTCTCCCCCTTAACCTTTGACTATTCCGCAAA
ATTATCGTAAAATAAAGAGTAAATGATAAAATGAGGTCAGAGTCTGTTCGCT
CTGGCGATAGTAGTATAAATGAGGAGAAACGCT
3’ rpoE Flanking 500 bp
GAGTTAGCTATTGACAATTATCCTATTTTTAGGTATCATATTGTTTGGGCACC
TCTTTTAGAGGTCGGGGCTCCCTAGTTCTTAGGGAGCTATTTTTGTTTTTTCA
AGAAGTTATCTTCTTGTATTTTATACTCAATGAAAATCAAAGAGCAAGCTAG
GAAACTAGCCGTAGGCTGCTCAAAACACTGTTTTGAGGTTGTAGATAAGACT
GACAAAGTCAGGAACACATATCTACGGCAAGGCGACGTTGACGCGGTTTGA
AGAGATTTTCGAAGAGTATTAGTTGTGAATCTGGTGCAGTCGTCCCAGATTA
TTCTTATTAGTAGGGTCTTGTTTTCTATATCCCCTCGTAGTTAACAAGACCTT
GAGCATTTTAGAAAGAGGAATCTATGTCTACGAAATATATTTTTGTAACTGG
TGGTGTGGTATCGTCCATTGGGAAAGGGATTGTGGCAGCGAGTCTAGGCCGT
CTCTTGAAAAATCGTGGTCTCAAAGTAACC
Kanamycin Cassette 795 bp
ATGGCCAAAATGCGCATTAGTCCGGAACTGAAAAAATTGATTGAAAAGTAC
CGCTGTGTCAAAGATACTGAGGGTATGTCGCCCGCCAAAGTCTACAAGCTGG
TCGGCGAAAATGAAAACCTGTACTTGAAAATGACAGATAGTCGCTACAAAG
GCACCACCTACGACGTAGAGCGCGAGAAAGATATGATGTTATGGCTGGAAG
GTAAACTGCCTGTTCCGAAAGTTCTGCATTTCGAACGCCACGACGGTTGGAG
CAACCTGCTGATGTCGGAAGCAGATGGCGTATTGTGTAGCGAAGAATACGA
AGACGAACAATCGCCGGAGAAAATCATCGAATTGTACGCGGAATGCATCCG
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CTTGTTTCACAGCATCGACATCAGTGATTGCCCTTACACCAACTCCTTAGATA
GCCGCCTGGCTGAACTTGATTATTTGTTGAATAACGACTTGGCTGATGTAGA
CTGCGAAAACTGGGAGGAAGATACACCCTTCAAGGACCCGCGCGAGCTCTA
CGACTTTCTGAAAACTGAAAAACCGGAAGAAGAGCTGGTTTTCTCCCACGGC
GATCTGGGCGACTCGAATATTTTCGTAAAAGATGGCAAAGTTTCCGGCTTTA
TCGACTTGGGCCGCAGCGGGCGCGCAGATAAATGGTACGACATTGCGTTCTG
CGTCCGCAGCATCCGTGAAGATATCGGTGAAGAACAATACGTCGAGCTCTTT
TTCGACTTGCTGGGTATTAAACCGGATTGGGAAAAAATCAAATATTATATCC
TGTTGGATGAATTATTCTAG
Constitutive Promoter
GGGCCCAAAATTTGTTTGATTTGTATCTTAAAATTTTGTATAATAGGAATTGA
AGTTATCTAGAAAGGGGAAAATT
22F rpoE knock-out complete construct
CTCGTAGATGGGGTGAAGCTTCCTTACAGTCAAGCCGACCTTGGAAGCCATG
TATTCCTATTTGGATCGGCATGGTGAGCTTTTTTGGATTGAAGTCAAGGAGA
AGGGAGAATGGTTTCCAATTGGGGATATTACACTATCTCAGGATAATCTCCC
CATTGTGATTGGGAATTCCGCTTACCAACATCGAGGACTTGGAAAAAAGATT
CTAAGTGCTTTGATTGAATTGGCTCGAGTAAAAGGATGGAAAGAATTGAGA
GTCAAGAAAATCTACACCTACAATCATGCTTCTAGGAGGTGTTTCAAGTCGC
TTGGATTTGTGGAAAATGGAGCAACAGAAAAAGGAATGAGTTTTATATTGG
AATTAGTCTAATCCTGCCACTTTCTCCCCCTTAACCTTTGACTATTCCGCAAA
ATTATCGTAAAATAAAGAGTAAATGATAAAATGAGGTCAGAGTCTGTTCGCT
CTGGCGATAGTAGTATAAATGAGGAGAAACGCTGGGCCCAAAATTTGTTTG
ATTTGTATCTTAAAATTTTGTATAATAGGAATTGAAGTTATCTAGAAAGGGG
AAAATTATGGCCAAAATGCGCATTAGTCCGGAACTGAAAAAATTGATTGAA
AAGTACCGCTGTGTCAAAGATACTGAGGGTATGTCGCCCGCCAAAGTCTACA
AGCTGGTCGGCGAAAATGAAAACCTGTACTTGAAAATGACAGATAGTCGCT
ACAAAGGCACCACCTACGACGTAGAGCGCGAGAAAGATATGATGTTATGGC
TGGAAGGTAAACTGCCTGTTCCGAAAGTTCTGCATTTCGAACGCCACGACGG
TTGGAGCAACCTGCTGATGTCGGAAGCAGATGGCGTATTGTGTAGCGAAGA
ATACGAAGACGAACAATCGCCGGAGAAAATCATCGAATTGTACGCGGAATG
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CATCCGCTTGTTTCACAGCATCGACATCAGTGATTGCCCTTACACCAACTCCT
TAGATAGCCGCCTGGCTGAACTTGATTATTTGTTGAATAACGACTTGGCTGA
TGTAGACTGCGAAAACTGGGAGGAAGATACACCCTTCAAGGACCCGCGCGA
GCTCTACGACTTTCTGAAAACTGAAAAACCGGAAGAAGAGCTGGTTTTCTCC
CACGGCGATCTGGGCGACTCGAATATTTTCGTAAAAGATGGCAAAGTTTCCG
GCTTTATCGACTTGGGCCGCAGCGGGCGCGCAGATAAATGGTACGACATTGC
GTTCTGCGTCCGCAGCATCCGTGAAGATATCGGTGAAGAACAATACGTCGAG
CTCTTTTTCGACTTGCTGGGTATTAAACCGGATTGGGAAAAAATCAAATATT
ATATCCTGTTGGATGAATTATTCTAGGAGTTAGCTATTGACAATTATCCTATT
TTTAGGTATCATATTGTTTGGGCACCTCTTTTAGAGGTCGGGGCTCCCTAGTT
CTTAGGGAGCTATTTTTGTTTTTTCAAGAAGTTATCTTCTTGTATTTTATACTC
AATGAAAATCAAAGAGCAAGCTAGGAAACTAGCCGTAGGCTGCTCAAAACA
CTGTTTTGAGGTTGTAGATAAGACTGACAAAGTCAGGAACACATATCTACGG
CAAGGCGACGTTGACGCGGTTTGAAGAGATTTTCGAAGAGTATTAGTTGTGA
ATCTGGTGCAGTCGTCCCAGATTATTCTTATTAGTAGGGTCTTGTTTTCTATA
TCCCCTCGTAGTTAACAAGACCTTGAGCATTTTAGAAAGAGGAATCTATGTC
TACGAAATATATTTTTGTAACTGGTGGTGTGGTATCGTCCATTGGGAAAGGG
ATTGTGGCAGCGAGTCTAGGCCGTCTCTTGAAAAATCGTGGTCTCAAAGTAA
CC
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8.2.4 pCC1BAC Vector Map
DNA constructs will be inserted into pCC1BAC and transformed into E. coli.
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8.2.5 rpoE complementation plasmid
Tetracycline Resistance gene tet(M) 1994 bp – GenBank: AY466395.1 (Del Grosso et
al., 2004)
CACATGAAAATTATTAATATTGGAGTTTTAGCTCATGTTGATGCGGGAAAAA
CTACCTTAACAGAAAGCTTATTATATAACAGTGGAGCGATTACAGAATTAGG
AAGCGTGGACAGAGGTACAACGAAAACGGATAATACGCTTTTAGAACGTCA
GAGAGGAATTACAATTCAGACAGGAATAACCTCTTTTCAGTGGGAAAATAC
GAAGGTGAACATCATAGACACGCCAGGACATATGGATTTCTTAGCAGAAGT
ATATCGTTCATTATCAGTTTTAGATGGGGCAATTCTACTGATTTCTGCAAAAG
ATGGCGTACAAGCACAAACTCGTATATTGTTTCATGCACTTAGGAAAATAGG
TATTCCCACAATCTTTTTTATCAATAAGATTGACCAAAATGGAATTGATTTAT
CAACGGTTTATCAGGATATTAAAGAGAAACTTTCTGCCGAAATTGTAATCAA
ACAGAAGGTAGAACTGTATCCTAATATGTGTGTGACGAACTTTACCGAATCT
GAACAATGGGATACGGTAATAGAGGGAAACGATGACCTTTTAGAGAAATAT
ATGTCCGGTAAATCATTAGAAGCATTGGAACTCGAACAAGAGGAAAGCATA
AGATTTCAGAATTGTTCCCTGTTCCCTGTTTATCACGGAAGTGCAAAAAACA
ATATAGGGATTGATAACCTTATAGAAGTGATTACGAATAAATTTTATTCATC
AACACATCGAGGTCAGTCTGAACTTTGCGGAAAAGTTTTCAAAATTGAGTAT
TCGGAAAAAAGACAGCGTCTTGCATATATACGTCTTTATAGTGGCGTACTGC
ATTTGCGAGATTCGGTTAGAATATCGGAAAAGGAAAAAATAAAAATTACAG
AAATGTATACTTCAATAAATGGTGAATTATGTAAAATCGATAAGGCTTATTC
CGGGGAAATTGTTATTTTGCAAAATGAGTTTTTGAAGTTAAATAGTGTTCTTG
GAGATACAAAACTATTGCCACAGAGAAAAAAGATTGAAAATCCGCACCCTC
TACTACAAACAACTGTTGAACCGAGTAAACCTGAACAGAGAGAAATGTTGC
TTGATGCCCTTTTGGAAATCTCAGATAGTGATCCGCTTCTACGATATTACGTG
GATTCTACGACACATGAAATTATACTTTCTTTCTTAGGGAAAGTACAAATGG
AAGTGATTAGTGCACTGTTGCAAGAAAAGTATCATGTGGAGATAGAACTAA
AAGAGCCTACAGTCATTTATATGGAGAGACCGTTAAAAAATGCAGAATATA
CCATTCACATCGAAGTGCCGCCAAATCCTTTCTGGGCTTCCATTGGTTTATCT
GTATCACCGCTTCCGTTGGGAAGTGGAATGCAGTATGAGAGCTCGGTTTCTC
TTGGATACTTAAATCAATCGTTTCAAAATGCAGTTATGGAGGGGATACGCTA
TGGCTGTGAACAAGGATTGTATGGTTGGAATGTGACGGACTGTAAAATCTGT
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TTTAAGTATGGCTTATACTATAGCCCTGTTAGTACCCCAGCAGATTTTCGGAT
GCTTGCTCCTATTGTATTGGAACAAGTCTTAAAAAAAGCTGGAACAGAATTG
TTAGAGCCATATCTTAGTTTTAAAATTTATGCGCCACAGGAATATCTTTCACG
AGCATACAACGATGCTCCTAAATATTGTGCGAACATCGTAGACACTCAATTG
AAAAATAATGAGGTCATCTTAGTGGAGAAATCCCTGCTCGGTGTATTCAAGA
ATATCGTAGTGATTTAACTTTCTTTACAAATGGACGTAGTGTTTGTTTAACAG
AGTTAAAAGGGTACCATGTTACTACCGGTGAACCTGTTTGCCAGCCCCGTCG
TCCAAATAGTCGGATAGATAAAGTACGATATATGTTCAATAAAATAACTTAG
TGTATTTTATGTTGTTATATAAATATGGTTTCTTGTTAAATAAGATGAAATAT
TTTTTAATAAAGATTTGA
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8.3 Biolog Arrays

Figure 67: Biolog PM1 array full list of sugars.
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8.4 Molecular Modelling Supplemental Data
8.4.1 rpoE Allele Nucleotide Sequences
Strain
22F

SCV1D3

SCV3D9
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Nucleotide Sequence
TTGGAATTAGAAGTATTTGCTGGGCAAGAAAAAAGTGAA
CTATCTATGATTGAGGTAGCGCGTGCTATATTAGAACTTC
GTGGTCGCGATCATGAGATGCATTTTAGCGATCTTGTAAA
CGAAATTCAAAACTACCTTGGAACATCAAACAGCGATAT
CCGCGAAGCTTTGCCTCTGTTCTACACAGAGTTGAACTTT
GACGGTAGCTTCATCTCACTTGGGGACAACAAATGGGGTC
TTCGTTCATGGTATGGTGTGGACGAAATCGACGAAGAAAT
CATCGCTCTTGAAGAAAATGACGACGATGAAGTAGCACC
AAAAGCTAAGAAAAAACGTGTCAATGCCTTTATGGATGG
TGATTCAGATGCCATTGACTACAATGCAGATGATCCAGAA
GACGAAGATGCATACGAAGCAGATCCAGCTCTTTCATAC
GATGATGAAAATCCAGATGATGAAAAAAATGAAGTGGAA
GCTTATGATGCAGAAATCAACGAAATCGCTCCAGATGACT
TGGGAGAAGATGTGGATCTCAACGAAGACGACGACGAGT
TTTCAGATGACGACGCTGAAACCAGCGAGGAATAA
TTGGAATTAGAAGTATTTGCTGGGCAAGAAAAAAGTGAA
CTATCTATGATTGAGGTAGCGCGTGCTATATTAGAACTTC
GTGGTCGCGATCATGAGATGCATTTTAGCGATCTTGTAAA
CGAAATTCAAAACTACCTTGGAACATCAAACAGCGATAT
CCGCGAAGCTTTGCCTCTGTTCTACACAGAGTTGAACTTT
GACGGTAGCTTCATCTCACTTGGGGACAACAAATGGGGTC
TTCGTTCATGGTATGGTGTGGACGAAATCGACGAAGAAAT
CATCGCTCTTGAAGAAAATGACGACGATGAAGTAGCACC
AAAAGCTAAGAAAAAACGTGTCAATGCCTTTATGGATGG
TGATTCAGATGCCATTGACTACAATGCAGATGATCCAGAA
GACGAAGATGCATACGAAGCAGATCCAGCTCTTTCATAC
GATGATGAAAATCCAGATGATGAAAAAAATGAAGTGGAA
GCTTATGATGCAGAAATCAACGAAATCGCTCCAGATGACT
TGGGATAAGATGTGGATCTCAACGAAGACGACGACGAGT
TTTCAGATGACGACGCTGAAACCAGCGAGGAATAA
TTGGAATTAGAAGTATTTGCTGGGCAAGAAAAAAGTGAA
CTATCTATGATTGAGGTAGCGCGTGCTATATTAGAACTTC
GTGGTCGCGATCATGAGATGCATTTTAGCGATCTTGTAAA
CGAAATTCAAAACTACCTTGGAACATCAAACAGCGATAT
CCGCGAAGCTTTGCCTCTGTTCTACACAGAGTTGAACTTT
GACGGTAGCTTCATCTCACTTGGGGACAACAAATGGGGTC
TTCGTTCATGGTATGGTGTGGACGAAATCGACGAAGAAAT
CATCGCTCTTGAAGAAAATGACGACGATGAAGTAGCACC
AAAAGCTAAGAAAAAACGTGTCAATGCCTTTATGGATGG
TGATTCAGATGCCATTGACTACAATGCAGATGATCCAGAA
GACGAAGATGCATACGAAGCAGATCCAGCTCTTTAATAC
GATGATGAAAATCCAGATGATGAAAAAAATGAAGTGGAA
GCTTATGATGCAGAAATCAACGAAATCGCTCCAGATGACT

SCV5D3

SCV9D9

TGGGAGAAGATGTGGATCTCAACGAAGACGACGACGAGT
TTTCAGATGACGACGCTGAAACCAGCGAGGAATAA
TTGGAATTAGAAGTATTTGCTGGGCAAGAAAAAAGTGAA
CTATCTATGATTGAGGTAGCGCGTGCTATATTAGAACTTC
GTGGTCGCGATCATGAGATGCATTTTAGCGATCTTGTAAA
CGAAATTCAAAACTACCTTGGAACATCAAACAGCGATAT
CCGCGAAGCTTTGCCTCTGTTCTACACAGAGTTGAACTTT
GACGGTAGCTTCATCTCACTTGGGGACAACAAATGGGGTC
TTCGTTCATGGTATGGTGTGGACGAAATCGACGAAGAAAT
CATCGCTCTTGAAGAAAATGACGACGATGAAGTAGCACC
AAAAGCTAAGAAAAAACGTGTCAATGCCTTTATGGATGG
TGATTCAGATGCCATTGACTACAATGCAGATGATCCAGAA
GACGAAGATGCATACGAAGCAGATCCAGCTCTTTCATAC
GATGATGAAAATCCAGATGATGAAAAAAATGAAGTGGAA
GCTTATGATGCATAAATCAACGAAATCGCTCCAGATGACT
TGGGAGAAGATGTGGATCTCAACGAAGACGACGACGAGT
TTTCAGATGACGACGCTGAAACCAGCGAGGAATAA
TTGGAATTAGAAGTATTTGCTGGGCAAGAAAAAAGTGAA
CTATCTATGATTGAGGTAGCGCGTGCTATATTAGAACTTC
GTGGTCGCGATCATGAGATGCATTTTAGCGATCTTGTAAA
CGAAATTCAAAACTACCTTGGAACATCAAACAGCGATAT
CCGCGAAGCTTTGCCTCTGTTCTACACAGAGTTGAACTTT
GACGGTAGCTTCATCTCACTTGGGGACAACAAATGGGGTC
TTCGTTCATGGTATGGTGTGGACGAAATCGACGAAGAAAT
CATCGCTCTTGAAGAAAATGACGACGCTGAAACCAGCGA
GGAATAA

8.4.2 RpoE Amino Acid Sequences
Strain
22F

SCV1D3

SCV3D9

SCV5D3
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Amino Acid Sequence
MIEVARAILELRGRDHEMHFSDLVNEIQNYLGTSNSDIREAL
PLFYTELNFDGSFISLGDNKWGLRSWYGVDEIDEEIIALEEND
DDEVAPKAKKKRVNAFMDGDSDAIDYNADDPEDEDAYEA
DPALSYDDENPDDEKNEVEAYDAEINEIAPDDLGEDVDLNE
DDDEFSDDDAETSEE
MIEVARAILELRGRDHEMHFSDLVNEIQNYLGTSNSDIREAL
PLFYTELNFDGSFISLGDNKWGLRSWYGVDEIDEEIIALEEND
DDEVAPKAKKKRVNAFMDGDSDAIDYNADDPEDEDAYEA
DPALSYDDENPDDEKNEVEAYDAEINEIAPDDLG
MIEVARAILELRGRDHEMHFSDLVNEIQNYLGTSNSDIREAL
PLFYTELNFDGSFISLGDNKWGLRSWYGVDEIDEEIIALEEND
DDEVAPKAKKKRVNAFMDGDSDAIDYNADDPEDEDAYEA
DPAL
MIEVARAILE LRGRDHEMHFSDLVNEIQNYLGTSNSDIRE
ALPLFYTELN FDGSFISLGDNKWGLRSWYG VDEIDEEIIA
LEENDDDEVAPKAKKKRVNAFMDGDSDAIDYNADDPEDED
AYEADPALSYDDENPDDEKN EVEAYDA

SCV9D9

MIEVARAILELRGRDHEMHFSDLVNEIQNYLGTSNSDIREAL
PLFYTELNFDGSFISLGDNKWGLRSWYGVDEIDEEIIALEEND
DAETSEE

8.4.3 22F WT RpoE N-terminal Structural Alignments with Enzymes
Rank

PDB Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2krcA
2m4kA
1vtnC
2c6yB
1w5tC
3zcoA
5ocnA
2as5F
5u8jA
2a3sA

TM-score RMSDa
IDENa
Cov
0.953
0.56
0.373
0.977
0.702
1.23
0.403
0.788
0.679
2.2
0.122
0.871
0.674
2.69
0.115
0.894
0.659
2.54
0.05
0.871
0.651
2.23
0.092
0.847
0.651
2.49
0.118
0.871
0.646
2.35
0.083
0.847
0.644
3.06
0.063
0.941
0.644
2.95
0.09
0.918

Figure 68: Ranking of proteins is based on TM-score of the structural alignment between
the query structure and known structures in the PDB library. RMSDa is the root mean
square deviation which measures the distances between atoms of superimposed proteins.
between residues that are structurally aligned by TM-align. IDENa is the percentage
sequence identity in the structurally aligned region. Cov represents the coverage of the
alignment by TM-align and is equal to the number of structurally aligned residues divided
by length of the query protein.
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Figure 69: Threading of amino acids between the 22F N-terminal sequence and the top 10
sequence alignments. Residues are coloured in black; however, those residues in template
which are identical to the residue in the query sequence are highlighted in color.
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